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DATE: February 15,2011 

TO: Ann Cole, Commission Clerk - PSC, Office of Commission Clerk 

FROM: 

RE: 

Cristina Slaton, Executive Secretary to Commissioner Balbis Ce:9 
Docket Correspondence - 080503-EI OSCf1)3-51 

Ann, 

This office has received the attached letter from Richard Sedano, Director, US Programs, The 
Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP). RAP is listed as an interested party on docket no. 080503
EI. 

The correspondence has not been viewed or considered in any way by Commissioner Balbis. 
Under the terms of the advisory opinion from the Commission on Ethics (issued July 24, 1991 as 
CEO 91-31-July 19, 1001), the attached letter does not constitute an ex parte communication by 
virtue of the fact that it was not shown to the Commissioner. Because it is not deemed to be an 
ex parte communication, it does not require dissemination to parties pursuant to the provisions of 
section 350.042, Florida Statutes. However, in such cases Commissioner Balbis has requested 
that a copy of the correspondence be placed in the correspondence folder of the docket file. 
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Energy solutions 
for a changing worldRAP 

Commissioner Eduardo Balbis 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Gerald Gunter Building 
Tallahassee, FL 32399 

February 9,2011 

Dear Commissioner Balbis, 

The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) has been advising commissioners for nearly two decades 
on the long-term economic and environmental sustainability of the power and natural gas sectors. 
RAP's principals are all former regulators. While we enjoyed our time in government, we now 
devote our careers to helping public officials with the important challenges you face, providing 
educational and policy assistance on a broad range of issues that are critical to the work you do. 
With this letter, I would like to introduce you to RAP. 

RAP is a non-profit that receives funding from foundation and government sources that enables us 
to provide significant support to states at no charge. RAP traditionally does not have "clients" and 
you won't see us representing parties in your hearing rooms. Rather, we are here to serve decision
makers as advisors, conveners and idea generators. 

In our current and ongoing US activities, RAP staff members assist the NARUC Climate Policy Task 
Force and the NARUC-FERC Smart Response Collaborative. Much of our work with states relates to 
energy efficiency, demand response and renewable energy deployment, and we work with national 
associations such as NARUC, NASEO and NACAA to help integrate energy and environmental policy. 

RAP also supports the State Energy Efficiency Action N etwork (continuing our work with the 
National Action Plan for Energy Efficiency); the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory's work on 
the Smart Grid Investment Grant's dynamic pricing and consumer behavior studies; and the 
Western Governors' Association work on Renewable Energy Zones. While we have assisted nearly 
every state in the US, RAP also supports government officials in China, the European Union, India 
and other regions. 

In addition to the direct assistance we provide, RAP frequently publishes papers on current and 
emerging regulatory topics. Recent papers include: 

• 	 Clean First: Aligning Power Sector Regulation with Environment and Climate Goals 
• 	 Smart Policies Before Smart Grids: How State Regulators Can Steer Investments Toward 

Customer-Side Solutions 
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These and other reports and PowerPoint presentations covering a full range of topics can be found 
on our website at www.raponline.org,. RAP's upcoming work will include a paper on decoupling 
utility revenues from sales; a guide to utility regulation; a piece on utility pricing; a report showing 
how energy efficiency dramatically reduces line losses; and a companion piece on integrating 
energy efficiency into transmission and distribution planning. 

Our objectives are to provide basic insights for commissioners and staff members who are new to 
these issues, identify new challenges and offer guidance based on our many years of experience and 
observations. 

Most of our US team, including Lisa Schwartz, Dave Farnsworth, Chris James, Richard Cowart and 
myself, will be at the Winter NARUC meeting next week On Tuesday, I will be on the Committee on 
Energy Resources and the Environment's afternoon panel on integrated resource planning. We 
would enjoy meeting you during the week or at a later time to discuss the challenges you face and 
explore ways that RAP might be of help. 

Best wishes on the important work you do, 

Richard Sedano 
Director, US Programs 
The Regulatory Assistance Project 
rsedano@raponline.org 

Global The Regulatory Assistance Project Stat(: ::;tret4, Suitt:':~ phone: HO;'~2.23·Blc9 www_raponllne_org 
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Ann Cole 

From: Ann Cole ···~~Fm 
DISTRIBUTION: . Sent: Monday, July 12, 20104:47 PM 

To: Office of Commissioner Skop· 

Cc: Commissioners Advisors; Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite 

Subject: RE: Beef Up the RPS! 

Thank you for this information, which will be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their 
Representatives, in Docket No. 080503-EI. 

-----Original Message----
From: Office of Commissioner Skop 
Sent: Monday, July 12,2010 4:39 PM 
To: Ann Cole 
Cc: Bill McNulty 
Subject: FW: BeefUp the RPS! 

Ann, 

Please place the e-mail below in Correspondence - Consumers and their Representatives, in Docket No. 
080503-EI. 

Thank you, 
Cristina 

-----Original Message----
From: Tanya Peterson [mailto:flgeminitwins@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 09, 2010 6:13 PM 
To: Office of Commissioner Skop 
Subject: BeefUp the RPS! 

Commissioner Nathan Skop 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner" 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be 
as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is 
not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and 
should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities 
of fighting global warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while 
protecting Floridaa€TMs assets from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifying 

7/12/2010 
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the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 
because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind 
are local resources that cana€™t be manipulated by foreign governments or market speculators and the 
jobs created cana€™t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are 
providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC 
should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% 
renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Tanya Peterson 
140 SW 8th St. 
#10 
Pompano Beach, FL 33060-8336 

7112/2010 




Katie EI,l DeosO~ 
From: Katie Ely 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 20094:33 PM 
To: Ruth McHargue 
Subject: FW: Docket 080503 

Thank you for this information. This attachment has been printed and will be placed in Docket Correspondence 
Consumers and their Representatives, in Docket 080503 

Katie Ely 
Staff Assistant - Office of Commission Clerk Florida Public Service Commission 
850-413-6304 

Please note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from state officials 
regarding state business are considered to be public records and will be made available to the public and the media 
upon request. Therefore, your e-mail message may be subject to public disclosure. 

-----Original Message----
From: Ruth McHargue 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2009 3:40 PM FPSC, CLK • CORRESPONDENCE 
To: Katie Ely ,0Administrative0 Pttrties'ifl Consumer 
Cc: Angie Calhoun; Ann Cole; Dorothy Menasco 

\ DOCUMENT NO.~"~ .oflSubject: Docket 080503 
D\STRfoUnON: -

Customer correspondence 
-----Original Message----
From: Consumer Contact 
Sent: Monday, November 23,20093:01 PM 
To: Ruth McHargue 
Subject: FW: My contact 

-----Original Message----
From: Webmaster 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 20098:16 AM 
To: Consumer Contact 
Subject: RE: My contact 

-----Original Message----
From: contact@psc.state.£l.us [mailto:contact@psc.state.£l.us] 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2009 7:27 AM 
To: Webmaster 
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Cc: prevostbob@hotmail.com 

Subject: My contact 


Contact from a Web user 


Contact Information: 

Name: Bob Judd 

Company: ConsignmentRVs.com 

Primary Phone: 386-846-9236 

Secondary Phone: 

Email: prevostbob@hotmail.com 


Response requested? Yes 

CC Sent? Yes 


Comments: 

Please don't allow this in Florida! 

LINK: http://satireworks.blogspot.com/2009_1 C15_archive.html (you may have to scroll down) 


FIRST ENERGY IN OHIO RELEASES PLAN TO RIP OFF CUSTOMERS 


Ohio's Energy-Efficient Light Bulb Program 


At the request of Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO) Chairman Alan Schriber, FirstEnergy has agreed to 

further discuss with the Commission its PUCO-approved program to provide compact fluorescent light bulbs to 

customers of its Ohio utilities -- Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company and The 

Toledo Edison Company. 


What will be under discussion is First Energy's CFL Program. 


According to First Energy this is "To help customers use energy more efficiently, we're delivering two compact 

fluorescent light bulbs (CFLs) to the homes of residential customers of FirstEnergy's Ohio operating companies -

Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, and Toledo Edison Company. These types 

of bulbs use up to 75 percent less electricity than incandescent bulbs and can last 10 times longer -- contributing to 

significant money and energy savings over the life of the bulb. Providing energy-efficient light bulbs is just one way 

we can help our customers save money while also helping the environment." 


But here is the truth behind the "feel good" program and that it's a total outrage and a severe rip off of First Energy 

customers. 


First Energy is going to deliver two lightbulbs to each customer. The lightbulbs cost FE $3.50 each ($7.00 total) but 

whether you want them or not, First Energy will be allowed by the PUCO to charge $.60 per month for three years 

($21.60) for those $7 lightbulbs (that you could actually buy at a store for less than that). 


IN ADDITION TO THAT OVERCHARGE, the utility will be allowed to charge you an "assessment fee" to 

make up for the lower electricity use. In other words, if you use a dollar less each month with the bulbs then the 

company can charge you the dollar anyway. And yes, if you don't use the bulbs at all, you still get the fee charge. 


This is no different than the Federal Government's current approach on health care. First Energy if forcing you to 

buy two $3.50.light bulbs for the $21.60 price whether you want them or not. 


Now before you dismiss this craziness as some sort of insanity that could only happened in Ohio (or California or 
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Wisconsin or .... ), I think you are now getting the idea. States copy each other in just what they can get away with 
when it comes to new taxes, fees or excuses when it comes to putting their hands in your pockets. It may not be 
tomorrow or next week, but if Ohio and First Energy gets away with this one, the 49 states will see the approach 
sooner or later. 

Incidentally this government endorsed "green" approach to daily life that costs you money, is the heart and sole of 
"Cap and Trade" Nancy is pushing in DC. 

Contact them: Ifyou have questions about the Ohio CFL program you can e-mail bigidea@powerdirect.net or call 
them at 1-888-8-GO 2 CFL. 

WE STRONGLY SUGGEST YOU FLOOD THEIR E-MAIL AND THEIR PHONE LINES TO GIVE THEM 
YOUR OPINION. 

http://www.ft.rstenergycorp.com/energyefft.ciency / cfl.html 
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Florida Public Service Commission > 0:x i2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 11 
\D.. -0Tallahassee, FL 32399 

(J)

'" o o 
Dear Commissioners: 

The City of Gainesville recently approved a powerful incentive for solar energy knoWn as 
a feed-in tariff. With the Commission's approval, Gainesville Regional Utility will serve as the 
first testing ground for this innovative policy that pays solar energy producers an attractive rate 
for the electricity they produce. 

Because of your support for an aggressive draft Renewable Portfolio Standard of 20 
percent by 2020, Florida has moved to the forefront of national efforts to reduce our dependence 
on fossil fuels and fight harmful greenhouse gas emissions. I wholeheartedly support 
Gainesville's efforts, which further cement Florida's role as a leader in developing clean, 
renewable energy. 

Thank you for your leadership. I will continue to work in the Senate to promote new 
ways to expand renewable energy in Florida. 

Sincerely, 



Katie Ely 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 


Attachments: 


FW: Give REP's RE: Give REP's 
- NOT REGs!! - NOT REGs!! 

Email received and 

Ellen Plendl 
Friday, February 20, 2009 2:36 PM 
Kimberley Pena 
Katie Ely 
email 

FW: Give REP's - NOT REC's!!; RE: Give REP's - NOT REC's!! 

Docket 080503-EI 

response sent. 

FPSC, eLK .. CORRESPONDENCE 
_ Admiolstramf;_PartiesXConsumer 

OOCUJlAb"'NT NO.1011.ci.: oe 
DlSTRIBUnON: 
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Message Page 10f2 

Katie Ely 

From: Governor Charlie Crist [Charlie.Crist@eog.myflorida.com] 

Sent: Friday, February 20, 2009 2:27 PM 

To: Ellen Plendl 

Subject: FW: Give REP's - NOT REC's!! 

-----Original Message----
From: Mark Hedtke [mailto:solarlresearch@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2009 2:40 AM 
To: Governor Charlie Crist 
Subject: Give REP's - NOT REC's!! 

Office of Governor Charlie Crist 
State of Florida 
PL-05 The Capitol 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 

Dear Governor Crist, 

As a concerned resident of Florida, I strongly believe that you need to immediately address our 
Renewable Energy Policy direction. The Public Service Commission is currently leaning toward a policy 
called Renewable Energy Credits (REC"s). REC's would allow a few big out of state companies to come 
in, build their installations, establish a monopoly, then leave Florida. This will benefit very few 
Floridians. There is a solution, the proven policy that I believe you have an understanding of; 
Renewable Energy Payments Policy (Feed in Tariffs), this policy will make Florida and America leaders 
in renewable energy technology deployment. It is my hope that you, the Public Service Commission, 
and the state legislature will work together toward the adoption of Renewable Energy Payments. This 
form of policy will allow more people to produce and benefit from renewable energy, creating 
thousands of good jobs in Florida and fast track what I know will be a robust renewable energy 
industry in Florida. 

The" Sunshine State" should and will be a leader in renewable energy like solar, wind and biomass and 
can pave the way for other states to follow suit. It is imperative that we, as a state, take this 
opportunity to strengthen our economy, and take all the steps needed to save our planet for future 
generations. 

Please give Renewable Energy Payments strong consideration when reviewing our current energy 
policy options. This policy has been proven to be the best renewable energy policy in 45 other nations. 
The adoption of this policy will create long term good paying jobs in Florida, and greatly surpass all 
renewable energy expectations. 

Thank You for leading us toward this vision of energy independence, 

Sincerely, 

2/20/2009 
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Mark Hedtke 

Founder Hedtke Institute 
Online Think Tank 
FL~24 Congressional District Leader 
Pickens Plan 
Sales Manager Energy Custom Homes 

2/20/2009 

-----...--



Katie Ely 

From: Ellen Plendl 

Sent: Friday, February 20, 2009 2:35 PM 

To: 'solar1 research@gmail.com' 

Subject: RE: Give REP's - NOT REC's!! 


Mr. Mark Hedtke 
solar1research@gmail.com 

Dear Mr. Hedtke: 

This is in response to your inquiry with the Florida Public Service Commission (PSC) 
regarding renewable energy. 

You expressed a concern about the petition to establish rules on renewable portfolio 
standard. We appreciate your comments regarding the petition and will add your 
correspondence to Docket No. 080503-EI. 

If you have any questions or concerns please call me at 1-800-342 3552 or by fax at 
1 800-511-0809. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Plendl 
Regulatory Specialist 
Florida Public Service Commission 
Division of Service, Safety, & Consumer Assistance 
1-800-342-3552 (phone) 
1-800-511-0809 (fax) 
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Ann Cole 

From: Ann Cole 

Sent: Friday. February 13, 2009 2:25 PM 

To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 

Cc: Administrative Assistants ~ Commission Suite; Commissioners Advisors 

Subject: RE: please consider changing your minds! 

Tracking: Recipient Read 
FPSC, CLK - CORRESPONDENCE 

Office of Commissioner McMurrian _Administrative_Parties.xConsumer 
Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite 

Commissioners Advisors 
DOCUMENT NO. 
DIS1RIBUTION: 

OJ]{P9-06 
Lois Graham Read: 2/13/20092:25 PM 

William C. Gamer Read: 2/13/20092:25 PM 

Cristina Slaton Read: 2/13/2009 2:25 PM 

Kay Posey Read: 2/13/2009 2:30 PM 

Bill McNulty Read: 2/13/2009 2:33 PM 

Roberta Bass Read: 2/13/2009 2:42 PM 

Thank you. This will be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, for Docket 
Nos. 090001-EI and 080503-EI. 

From: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Sent: Friday, February 13, 20092:05 PM 
To: Ann Cole 
Cc: Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners Advisors 
Subject: FW: please consider changing your minds! 

Ann. 

I think this e-mail should go in the file for both 09000 I & 080503. Thanks! 

Kay 

From: grommit earthfirst [mailto:grommit77@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 13, 2009 12:41 PM 
To: Office of Commissioner Argenziano; Office Of Commissioner Edgar; Office of the Chairman; Office of 
Commissioner McMurrian; Office of Commissioner Skop 
Subject: please consider changing your minds! 

Please consider changing your minds on these and forcing poor consumers 
to pay for nuclear economic risks. Please change the 25% v rate increase for 
Progress Energy. 

I am asking you to support a Renewable Portfolio Standard that requires 
utilities in Florida to produce 20% clean renewable energy in our state by 

2/13/2009 
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2020. I urge you not to include "clean" coal (there is no such thing) and 
nuclear in the Renewable Portfolio Standard. Nuclear is very expensive. It 
takes a long time to come on line. It will divert much of the resources away 
from renewable carbon-free energy. We need to move quickly to develop 
renewable energy such as wind, solar, biomass, and ocean technology. I am 
calling as a person of faith because I want us to protect God's creation and 
pass it forward so future generations can thrive. 

2/13/2009 




**CLK OFFICIAL DOCUMENT...** 

Kimberley Pena 

From: Ellen Plendl 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04. 2009 3:06 PM FPSC, CLK - CORRESPONDENCE 
To: Kimberley Pena d' . . ~ 
Cc: Ruth McHargue --.A Dlllliltrative_Parties CODDDler 
Subject: FW: Email DOCUMENT NO. 0-' ~ '1 - eEl 
Attachments: NUCLEAR ENERGY; RE: NUCLEAR ENERGY DISTRIBUTION: 

NUCLEAR RE: NUCLEAR 

ENERGY ENERGY 


Docket 080503-EI 

Email received and response sent. 

-----Original Message----
From: Governor Charlie Crist [mailto:Charlie.Crist@eog.myflorida.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04,20092:17 PM 
To: Ellen Plendl 
Subject: Email 
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**CLK OFFICIAL DOCUMENT...** 

Kimberley Pena 

From: yachyam steve spector [yachyam@aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2009 4:06 PM 
To: Governor Charlie Crist 
Subject: NUCLEAR ENERGY 

January 30, 2009 


Palm Beach Post 

Editorial 


Dear Editor: 


I agree with your editorial introduction stating that the Florida Public Service Commission did a disservice by 

ducking the question ofwhether nuclear power can be considered green energy. However, I feel that the service 

commission did a disservice to the state by not calling nuclear power clean and renewable energy. Please, let us 

get real and for the sake ofour children, we need a responsible energy policy. 


Please note, when a naturally occurring material called Uranium is used to generate power in a nuclear reactor, 

no greenhouse discharge is the result. There is continuous dependable generation ofclean power. As has been 

proven for the last 40+ years throughout this world. After the completion ofthe reactor cycle, the reactor also 

produces a new element called Plutonium that can be used again to re-power the core. This "breeder 

technology" has been available for years and is the ultimate in "renewable power". The antinuclear lobby, with 

a very specific agenda ofmaintaining the profits from other energy sources has been successful and deceptive by 

linking nuclear energy with the visual of a "mushroom cloud". The unfortunate incident at Seven-Mile Island is 

also used to build up the mushroom facade. Let us remember that no life was lost during that unfortunate 

incident. Nuclear waist is a solvable issue. 


As a physician and surgeon, I am aware ofmillions of people whose lives have been saved and improved with 

the diagnostic and therapeutic power ofthese isotopes.Why can't we use it to make a better world. 


YES WE CAN make this a better cleaner world for our future generations. 


Sincerely 


STEVE S SPECTOR M.D. , MSNES 

WEST PALM BEACH,FL. 

(masters in nuclear engineering science) 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: Ellen Plendl 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2009 2:51 PM 
To: 'yachyam steve spector' 
Subject: RE: NUCLEAR ENERGY 

Dr. Steve S. Spector 
yachyam@aol.com 

The Governor's office forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Florida Public Service Commission (PSC). The 
PSC regulates investor-owned electric, natural gas, and telecommunications utilities throughout Florida, and 
investor-owned water and wastewater utilities in those counties which have opted to transfer jurisdiction to the 
PSc. 

You expressed a concern about nuclear power. We appreciate your comments will add your correspondence to 
Docket No. 080503-EI, which establishes rules on renewable portfolio standard. You may review details about 
Docket No. 080503-EI by using the following link: 

http://www.psc.state.fl.us/dockets/cms/docketdetails.aspx?docket=080503 

In particular, I find the event list and the Document Filings Index to be most informative. 

Ifyou have any questions or concerns please call me at 1-800-342-3552 or by fax at 1-800-511-0809. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Plendl 
Regulatory Specialist 
Florida Public Service Commission 
Division of Service, Safety, & Consumer Assistance 
1-800-342-3552 (phone) 
1-800-511-0809 (fax) 
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From: Ann Cole 

Sent: Friday, January 23, 2009 1 :53 PM 

To: Roberta Bass 

Cc: William C. Garner; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty; Lois Graham; Kay Posey; Steve 
Larson; Cristina Slaton 

Subject: RE: 

Thank you for this information. These two attachments have been printed and will be placed in Docket 
Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, Docket No. 080503-EI 

From: Roberta Bass 
Sent: Friday, January 23, 2009 11:32 AM 
To: Ann Cole 
Cc: William C. Garner; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty; Lois Graham; Kay Posey; Steve Larson; Cristina 
Slaton 
Subject: 

Please place the attached correspondence in Docket No. 080503-EI. Thank you. 

1123/2009 
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Ann Cole 

From: Anne Richter [arichter58@msn.com] 

Sent: Thursday, January 22, 2009 3:19 PM 

To: Office Of Commissioner Edgar 

Subject: Clean Energy 

Dear Lisa Polak Edgar: 
I am asking you to support a Renewable Portfolio 

Standard that requires utilities in Florida to produce 20% clean renewable 
energy in our state by 2020. I urge you not to include "clean" coal (there is no 
such thing) and nuclear in the Renewable Portfolio Standard. Nuclear is very 
expensive. We do not know how to safely dispose of nuclear waste. It will divert 
much of the resources away from renewable carbon-free energy. 

We need to move quickly to develop renewable energy such as wind, solar, 
biomass, and ocean technology. I am calling as a person of faith because I want 
us to protect God's creation and pass it forward so future generations can thrive. 

Thank You, 
Anne Richter, CNM, MPH 
Clearwater, Florida 

1123/2009 
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Ann Cole 

From: Dwight Lawton [dlawton2@tampabay.rr.com] 

Sent: Thursday, January 22, 2009 7:38 PM 

To: Office Of Commissioner Edgar 

Subject: Support a Renewable Portfolio Standard without nuclear and coa; 

Dear Commissioner: 

I am asking you as a person of faith to support a Renewable Portfolio 
Standard that requires utilities in Florida to produce 20% clean renewable 
energy in our state by 2020. I urge you not to include "clean" coal (there is no 
such thing) and nuclear in the Renewable Portfolio Standard. Nuclear is very 
expensive. It takes a long time to come on line. It will divert much of the 
resources away from renewable carbon-free energy_ We need to move quickly 
to develop renewable energy such as wind, solar, biomass, and ocean 
technology. I want us to protect God's creation and pass it forward so future 
generations can thrive. 

Please don't include nuclear and coal in the Renewable Portfolio Standard 

Sincerely, 
Dwight Lawton 
St. Petersburg 

1123/2009 
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DOCUMENT NO. D17lt:A-Oa 
DISTRIBUTION:Ann Cole 

From: Ann Cole 

Sent: Thursday, January 22,20095:24 PM 

To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 

Cc: Commissioners Advisors; Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite 

Subject: RE: Renewable Portfolio Standard 

Thank you for this information, which will be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their 
representatives, Docket No. 080503-EI. 

From: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Sent: Thursday, January 22,20095:07 PM 
To: Ann Cole 
Subject: FW: Renewable PortfoliO Standard 

Please place this in the file for ON 080503. Thank you. 

From: Terry Thorkildson [mailto:terrythor@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 12, 20092:04 PM 
To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Subject: Renewable Portfolio Standard 

Dear Commissioner McMurrian, 

I understand there are now efforts being made to add nuclear and "clean coal" to the list of 
qualified, "clean energy" sources. This would change the "Renewable Portfolio Standard" into a 
"Clean Portfolio Standard" 

Nuclear energy is not renewable energy. 
Coal is not clean. Just look at the recent TVA coal disaster in Tennessee. 

( !It.tR;Llw-'!''-w,r:.leS!neneIgY,QIg1hQttopjcSfJnJ;Ie~.._<;:fmfJJt:::::1Q5) 
Only truly renewable resources such as solar, wind power, ocean energy, and biomass should 

qualify for the state renewable portfolio standard. 
There are already many incentives for nuclear power, but it must not take the place of truly 

renewable resources. Nuclear power will not deliver the jobs and market incentives that the 
Legislature and Florida Governor intended when they mandated a Renewable Portfolio standard. 

The Public Service Commission staff has overstepped its authority to suggest this to the 
Legislature. The Legislature never mentioned nuclear in last year's energy bill's directive to come 
back with a RPS rule. There is no mention of nuclear in the RPS mandate. Nuclear is NOT included 
in the definition of renewable energy in Florida Statute and it needs to stay that way. 

The intent language in the Renewable Portfolio Standard has a strong economic component to 
jump-start renewables. Including nuclear and "clean coal" will defeat this purpose. 

Your consideration is much appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Terry Thorkildson 

1122/2009 
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Terry Thorkildson terrythor@hotmail.com 

Windows Live™ Hotmail®: Chat. Store. Share. Do more with mail. See_how it_works. 
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DOCUMENT NO. 0770Q-o'2 
Ann Cole DISTRiBUTION: 

From: Ann Cole 

Sent: Thursday, January 22, 2009 5:22 PM 

To: Kay Posey 

Cc: Commissioners Advisors; Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite 

Subject: FW: 

Attachments: Renewable Portfolio Standard; We want solar and wind, not nuclear and coal; Florida 
Renewable Portfolio Standard; RPS -- a health future for citizens and business 

Not a problem. If not duplicates, these attachments will be placed in Docket Correspondence 
Consumers and their representatives, Docket No. 080503-EI. 

From: Kay Posey 
Sent: Thursday, January 22, 2009 4:51 PM 
To: Ann Cole 
Subject: 

Ann, 

Please place these e-mails in the file for docket no. 080503. If they are duplicates, I 
apologize. Thanks. 

Kay 

1122/2009 
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Ann Cole 

From: CJ Reynolds [cjreynolds@solutions-insight.biz] 

Sent: Friday, January 09,2009 12:11 PM 

To: Office of Commissioner Argenziano; Office of Commissioner Skop; Office of Commissioner 
McMurrian; Office of the Chairman; Office Of Commissioner Edgar 

Subject: RPS - a health future for citizens and business 

Dear Chairman Matthew Carter and Commissioners Nancy Argenziano, Lisa Polak 
Edgar, Katrina McMurrian and Nathan Skop 

It is essential to the future generations of citizens and to stimulate the green jobs 
that you propose a Renewable Portfolio Standard that requires utilities in Florida to 
produce 20% clean renewable energy in our state by 2020. 

Do not allow nuclear to be defined as a Class 1 or renewable energy source in the 
Renewable Portfolio Standard. Mining for plutonium is not renewable and ruins the 
local source environment. Spent waste has not been sufficiently addressed. It is 
costly to the rate payers and incentive for it will divert much of the resou rces away 
from renewable, lower cost carbon-free energy - such as solar and wind. 

Clean Coal technology does not really exist. Mining of coal destroys the 
environment and its byproducts poison the water supply. Do not include this in the 
RPS. 

Please set high standards and short timeframes like California and other states 
which have more enlightened legislatures. Our state needs to quickly to develop 
renewable energy such as wind, solar, biomass, and ocean technology. 

Sincerely, 

CJ Reynolds 
Chair - Information and Outreach Committee 
Old Seminole Heights Neighborhood Association 
Tampa, FL 

1/22/2009 
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Ann Cole 

From: Thomas J. Sutton [thomas@sunshinestatesolarpower.com] 

Sent: Friday, January 09, 200912:20 PM 

To: Office of the Chairman 

Cc: Office of Commissioner Argenziano; Office Of Commissioner Edgar; Office of Commissioner 
McMurrian; Office of Commissioner Skop 

Subject: Florida Renewable Portfolio Standard 

Attachments: Sunshine State Solar Power Comments 1-09-09.doc 

Chairman Carter: 

Please see attached letter regarding Sunshine State Solar Power summary comments to the 
proposed RPS Rules. We are available at your convenience to discuss this further. 

Thank you, 

Thomas J. Sutton 

Sunshine State Solar Power, LLC 
2 Princewood Lane 
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410 

(W) 561.624.1627 
(C) 561.301.0565 
thomas@sunsi}inestatesolf3rpower.com 

Solar .. Clean, Renewable .. The Right Choice For Florida TM 

112212009 
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Ann Cole 

From: Joan Zacharias [joanzach@verizon.net] 

Sent: Friday, January 09, 20091:10 PM 

To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 

Subject: We want solar and wind, not nuclear and coal 

Thank you, 
Joan Zacharias & Tom lyons 
8513 Bramwell Way 
Tampa, Fl33647 
(813) 476-6436 

1/2212009 




Ann Cole 

From: Thorbjoern Mann [thormann@nettally.com] 

Sent: Saturday, January 10, 200912:32 AM 

To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian; Office Of Commissioner Edgar; Office of the Chairman; 


Office of Commissioner Argenziano; Office of Commissioner Skop 
Subject: Renewable Portfolio Standard 

I urge you to resist any pressures to add nuclear energy to the list of energy sources to 
be supported by legislation for Renewable Energy (the Renewable Portfolio Standard) . 

Nuclear energy already has a record of intensive development of almost half a century, 
supported by government funded research, and should be able to stand on its own as a 
competing energy source. But key concerns that prevent nuclear power from in good faith 
being labeled 'clean' 
have not yet been resolved 

An example: As an architect involved in the design and construction of a nuclear power 
plant in Germany in the '60s, I have followed the history of that project: it began 
production in 1968, but was decommissioned in 1977 -- after only 8 9 years of operation, 
following a defect in one component, and will be demolished by 2013. A replacement plant 
was built, beginning production in 1988 - But its radioactive waste is still stored in a 
'temporary' storage facility on the site, waiting for the construction of a highly 
controversial and uncertain permanent storage facility by the federal government, which is 
not expected to be available before 2030 near or after the end of the expected life 
span of that plant itself. I cannot see whether or how the costs of those facilities are 
properly included in the cost estimates and energy cost projections. They are separate 
projects funded by the taxpayer. 

Any legislative and regulatory measures relating to energy generating technology should 
give priority to the development and implementation of projects using truly clean 
renewable sources such as solar, wind, ocean energy. 

Thorbjoern Mann 
903 Washington Street 
Tallahassee, Florida 32303 
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Ann Cole DISTRIBUTION: 
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From: Ann Cole 

Sent: Thursday, January 22,2009 3:1B PM 

To: Roberta Bass 

Cc: William C. Garner; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty; Lois Graham; Kay Posey; Steve 
Larson; Cristina Slaton 

Subject: RE: Renewable Portfolio Standards 

Thank you, This email and its two attachments have been printed and will be placed in Docket Correspondence
Consumers and their representatives, Docket No. OB0503-EI. 

From: Roberta Bass 
Sent: Thursday, January 22,20092:52 PM 
To: Ann Cole 
Cc: William C. Garner; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty; Lois Graham; Kay Posey; Steve Larson; Cristina 
Slaton 
Subject: Renewable Portfolio Standards 

Please place the attached correspondence in Docket No. OB0503-EI. Thank you, 

112212009 
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Ann Cole 

From: MBaird8392@aol.com 

Sent: Thursday, January 22,20098:19 AM 

To: Office Of Commissioner Edgar 

Subject: Renewable Portfolio Standard 

Dear Commissioner, 

I am asking you to support a Renewable Portfolio Standard that requires utilities in Florida to produce 
20% clean renewable energy in our state by 2020, and gives renewable developers financial certainty 
through long-tenn and negotiated contracts. I urge you NOT to support a Clean Energy Portfolio 
Standard (CEPS), which will include nuclear energy and "clean coal" as part of its criteria. Only truly 
renewable resources, such as solar, wind power, ocean energy, and biomass should qualifY for the 
state renewable portfolio standard. It is important to understand that THERE IS NO SUCH THING 
AS CLEAN COAL. This is a technology that does not exist, not to mention the overall environmental 
risks ofusing coal, evidenced most recently by the TVA coal disaster in Tennessee. Further, there are 
already too many incentives for nuclear power, which is not a renewable fonn of energy. In addition, 
nuclear power is expensive and unsafe and nuclear power plants take too long to be built and come on 
line. Nuclear power will take valuable resources away from the development of truly renewable 
resources, and fail to deliver the jobs and market incentives that the Legislature and Florida Governor 
intended when they mandated a Renewable Portfolio standard. 

Thank you, 

:Mel1sS(l 'Baird

1118 ~ Court St 
Taryon Springs, :F{34689 
727-480-4027 (C~LL) 
727-934-3209 (:F:A.X) 

Inauguration '09: Get comQlete coyes..a..Q.e from the nation's capital. 

1122/2009 
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Ann Cole 

From: Mike Smith [m_Lsmith@verizon.net] 

Sent: Thursday, January 22,20092:26 PM 

To: Office Of Commissioner Edgar 

Subject: Renewable Energy Portfolio 

Please don't indude coal or nuclear energy in the Renewable Energy Portfolio as they clearly don't meet the 

criteria for inclusion. 


Thanks, 


Mike Smith 


112212009 
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From: Ann Cole 

Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 20094:52 PM 

To: Office Of Commissioner Edgar 

Cc: William C. Gamer; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty; Lois Graham; Kay Posey; Steve 
Larson; Cristina Slaton 

Subject: RE: Way to Go PSC on your Renewable Energy Proposal 

Thank you for this information, which will be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their 
representatives, Docket No. 080503-EI. 

From: Office Of Commissioner Edgar 
Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2009 4:03 PM 
To: Ann Cole 
Cc: William C. Gamer; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty; Lois Graham; Kay Posey; Steve Larson; Cristina 
Slaton 
Subject: FW: Way to Go PSC on your Renewable Energy Proposal 

Please place this correspondence in Docket No. 080503-EI. Thank you. 

Roberto 

Roberta S. Bass 
Chief Advisor to Commissioner Edgar 

Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0854 

Office (850) 413-6016 
Fax (850)413-6017 
Mobile (850) 559-7291 

Email Roberta.Bass@PSC.STATE.FL.US 

From: Bob Gentile [mailto:bobgentile@bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2009 9:42 PM 
To: Office of Commissioner Skop; Office of Commissioner McMurrian; Office of Commissioner Argenziano; Office 
Of Commissioner Edgar; Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Way to Go PSC on your Renewable Energy Proposal 

Congratulations Mr. Carter and the entire PSC Board ... When I read the article a few days ago & you stated that 

"We want to be a leader in this country in solar and wind,'1 said Public Service Commission Chainnan 
Matthew Carter. "We want to establish a dynamic and vibrant marketplace. II 

I said "Amen, that is more like it compared to in August when it said that Florida's Renewable Energy rollout was DEAD 

1/2112009 
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Last. .. (which I sent a bad job email SO I wanted to send a GOOD Job email now) 

Way to Go and I applaud your efforts PSC I know it wasn't easy. Thanks and I look forward to helping FL be the LEADER 
in renewable energy .... This will establish a BRIGHT future for our Childrens Children!!! 

Thank you very much and I look forward to the Renewable Energy rollout, lets hope the political bureaucracy doesn't slow 
it down ..J will gladly pay an extra 3% on my FPL bill if we can LOWER our dependence on foreign Oil. It's the right 
thing to do! ! 

Bob G. Boynton Beach, FL 

"There are two primary choices in life: to accept conditions as they exist, 
or accept the responsibility for changing them." - Denis W aitley 

112112009 
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DOCUMENT NO. OJ,ltOf-of>From: Kimberley Pena 

DISTRIBUTION:Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2009 9:07 AM 

To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 


Cc: Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners Advisors; Ann Cole; Cristina Slaton 


Subject: RE: ON 080503-EI 


Thank you. This information will be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, 
in Docket No. 080503-EI, today. 

From: Kay Posey 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2009 9:01 AM 
To: Cristina Slaton; Kimberley Pena 
Cc: Administrative Assistants - CommisSion Suite 
Subject: RE: ON 080503-EI 

I had calls from June Cussin, Jesse Glickstein, Rev. Warren Clark, and Tom Larson opposing coal 
and nuclear energy being included as renewable energy. 

From: Cristina Slaton 
Sent: Thursday, January 08,20094:18 PM 
To: Kimberley Pena 
Cc: Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite 
Subject: RE: ON 080503-EI 

Kim, 

For the record, I also received the same calls from Jesse Glickstein and Rev. Warren Clarke. Jesse also e-mailed the 
attached letter. 

Thank you. 

Cristina Slaton 
Executive Assistant to Commissioner Skop 
Florida Public Service Commission 
(850) 413-6030 (office) 
(850) 413-6031 (fax) 
cristina.slaton@psc.state.fI.us 

From: Kimberley Pena 
Sent: Thursday, January 08,20094:15 PM 
To: Office of Commissioner Carter 
Cc: Ann Cole; Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners Advisors 
Subject: RE: ON 080503-EI 

Thank you. This information will be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, 
in Docket No. 080503-EI, today. 

From: Lois Graham 
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 4: 13 PM 

111312009 
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To: Kimberley Pena 
Subject: RE: DN 080503-EI 

Kim. I don't know the proper procedure, but I have had 3 additional calls regarding this matter. One from Jessie 
Glickstein, June Cussen and Rev. Warren Clarke. They are all against making nuclear energy and coal qualify as clean 
energy. Also opposed to changing the date from 2020 to 2041. Thanks - questions, please call. 

From: Kimberley Pena 
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 12:55 PM 
To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Cc: Ann Colei Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners Advisors; Mark Futrell; Cindy Miller; Karen 
Webb 
Subject: RE: DN 080503-EI 

Thank you. This information win be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, 
in Docket No. 080503-E1, today. 

From: carol Purvis On Behalf Of Ann Cole 
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 12:14 PM 
To: Kimberley Pena 
Cc: Ann Cole 
Subject: FW: DN 080503-EI 

Please handle 

From: Kay Posey 
Sent: Thursday, January 08,200911:26 AM 
To: Ann Cole 
Cc: Katrina McMurriani Lorena Holley 
Subject: DN 080503-EI 

Commissioner McMurrian's office received a phone call this morning from Ms. Bonnie 
Nickel of Venice, FL. Ms. Nickel was calling to give the Commissioner her comments 
opposing the RPS Special Agenda tomorrow. She specifically is opposed to making 
nuclear energy and coal qualify as clean energy_ She said this would profit FPL and not 
the environment. She and other citizens are interested in protecting the environment and 
this will undermine their intent. 

I told Ms. Nickel I would pass her comments on to the Commissioner and I would also 
send them to the Clerk's Office to be filed in the docket file. She expressed her thanks. 

Kay Posey 
Executive Assistant to 
COnmllssioner Katrina J. McMurrian 

Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399 
850-413-6024; 850-413-6025 - fax 

1113/2009 
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From: 	 Ellen Plendl oAdnlinillntdveO Prill e'Coaater
Sent: 	 Monday, January 12, 20094:24 PM 
To: Kimberley Pena OOCUMENTNO. O.,7ie'l -o~ 
Cc: Ruth Nettles DISTRIBUTION: 
Subject: 	 Docket 080503-EI 

Attachments: 	 FW: Docket 080503 Establishment of rule on renewable portfolio standard; RE: Docket 
080503 Establishment of rule on renewable portfolio standard 

FW: Docket RE: Docket 
503 Establishm603 EstablishmE 

Dockets 080503-EI 

Email received and response sent. 

1 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: Governor Charlie Crist [Charlie.Crist@eog.myflorida.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 12, 20094:10 PM 
To: Ellen Plendl 
Subject: FW: Docket 080503 Establishment of rule on renewable portfolio standard 

-----Original Message----
From: Rhonda Roff [mailto:marshmaid@gmai1.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 02, 2009 6:35 PM 
To: Governor Charlie Crist; Commissioner.Edgar@psc.state.fl.us; 
Commissioner.Argenziano@psc.state.fl.us; 
Commissioner.McMurrian@psc.state.fl.us; 
commissioner.skop@psc.state.fl.us; Carter, Matthew 
Cc: christine _ stapleton@pbpost.com; letters@pbpost.com; clerk@psc.state.fl.us 
Subject: Docket 080503 Establishment of rule on renewable portfolio standard 

Dear Governor Crist and Public Service Commissioners, 

Re: PSC Docket 080503 - RPS Staff Report (submitted 12/31/08 at 
http://www.psc.state.fl.us/dockets/cms/docketFilings2.aspx?docket=080503 
) 

It is the ultimate in greenwashing to call nuclear power "clean" and 
weaken the state's renewable portfolio standard by doing so. 

Does anyone really believe that nuclear power plants are emissions free? 
Has anyone but me read the radionuclide release data, the strontium 90 
reports in baby teeth, the reports of increased incidence of childhood 
leukemia near nuclear power plants, the barely regulated thermal 
discharges altering coastal aquatic systems? And all this without 
accidents, all this without waste transport (yet). Soon we will need to 
move our spent nuclear fuel across the country by some means, safely. 

Similarly, we are not fooled by the industry's claim of "Clean Coal". 
Even ifIGCC with CCS were emissions-free, coal extraction and 
transport have devastating environmental and public health impacts 
including egregious Clean Water Act violations and the need to blast the 
tops off mountains. 

We must keep nuclear and coal power as a separate issues from 
renewables. Weare not that foolish. We know that doing otherwise serves 
only big utilities who are struggling to meet the Governor's mandate of 
20% of their production through renewables. 

Allowing nuclear and/or coal to fill the slot that should and must be 
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occupied by truly sustainable renewable energy robs Floridians of their 
ratepayer investments and global citizens of a meaningful investment in 
climate crisis mitigation. 

Governor Crist, you have an opportunity to do the right thing. Please 
uphold the intent ofyour executive order. 

Thank: you, 
Rhonda Roff 
PO Box 1953 
Clewiston, FL 33440 
863-983-4639 

2 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: Ellen Plendl 
Sent: Monday, January 12, 20094:23 PM 
To: 'marshmaid@gmail.com' 
Subject: RE: Docket 080503 Establishment of rule on renewable portfolio standard 

Ms. Rhonda Roff 
marshmaid@gmail.com 

Dear Ms. Roff: 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your email to the Florida Public Service Commission (PSC) and the 
Governor's office. 

You expressed a concern about the petition to establish rules on renewable portfolio standard. We appreciate 
your comments regarding the petition and will add your correspondence to Docket No. 080503-EI. 

Ifyou have any questions or concerns please call me at 1-800-342-3552 or by fax at 1-800-511-0809. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Plendl 
Regulatory Specialist 
Florida Public Service Commission 
Division of Service, Safety, & Consumer Assistance 
1-800-342-3552 (phone) 
1-800-511-0809 (fax) 
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From: Joy Towles Ezell [hopeforcleanwater@yahoo.com] 

Sent: Friday, January 09,20092:47 PM 

OOCUMENT NO. OJJloq -Of> 
DlSTRIBunON: Ec..i2. \Gt u... 

-

To: Filings@psc.state.fI.us 

Subject: Docket 080503 Comment for the Renewables Portfolio Standards Vote Today 

Docket 080503 
Establishment of rule on 
renewable portfolio standard 

IDate: Friday, January 9, 2009, 7:24 AM 

January 9, 2009 

To: Florida Public Service Commission, filings@psc.state.fI.us 
"Katrina J. McMu rrian"CQmmiSsiOn~LMGMu.ITLgn@p~c-,state-,JLu.s 


"Lisa Polak Edgar"Commi§sioner. Eg.gJ~r@QS~,"st~t~J!,yS 

"Matthew M. Carter II" Chairman@psc.state.fI.us 

"Nancy Argenziano" C_omrnissioner .Argenziano~c.state.fI~u.s 


"Nathan A. Skop" ComlT1ission~r.Skop@psc.state.fI.u.s 


From: 

Joy Towles Ezell*, Chair 

Environmental Alliance of North Florida 

12677 Josh Ezell Road 

Perry, Florida 32348 

850584 7087 

hO'pf;!fQrclf;!an!V~te[@yabQQ,Qom 

Re: Comment for the Renewables Portfolio Standard Decision 

Docket 080503 


Establishment of rule on 

renewable portfolio standard 


In the early days of the 21 st century, the people of a great nation cried out for cheap, 
abundant energy to light their nights, warm their homes in the winter and cool their sweaty 
brows in the summer. They sought power to charge their ipods, their phones, their 
Blackberries and Palm Pilots, and to run their laptops and plasma TVs. They sought the 
blessed, seven-seated SUV to carry their 2.5 children and occasionally their soccer teams. 
They built McMansions for two, and left their lights on at night to drive away the darkness. 
They warmed or cooled their homes while they were away so they would be comfortable upon 
their return .... 

Great companies arose to meet the desires of the people - to supply cheap and 
abundant energy. They found ways to meet the demand that not only supplied the people's 
insatiable hunger, but which also created great profits for the companies and those who stood 
at their helm. They knew they could build huge radiation-emitting nuclear and resource
wasting biomass-burning plants that polluted the environment; and they could build them even 
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if they weren't needed, because people feared any lack of comfort. They even sought, and 
were granted, many exemptions from pollution standards; the people's hunger was so great. 

The people and the companies that served them were given over to their desires and 
their greed. Mountains were still being leveled and streams diverted or buried. Fish sickened 
and died. The skies darkened with poisonous greenhouse gases, toxic mercury particles, 
particulate matter from tree-burning biomass plants which sickened their children, the snows 
fled their ancient homes, the ice packs to the north and south retreated in fear. Children who 
once breathed the free air became hostages to asthma, allergies, cancer, heart disease, brain 
damage and death. The elderly feared to leave their heated or air conditioned homes 
because there were code red days and ozone alerts that meant simply breathing outside 
brought for them the risk of death. Many in Florida had already had to leave their ocean-side 
condos and homes as the tide had been steadily rising, encroaching further and further into 
Florida. Clean water, once plentiful, was a very scarce necessity of life, causing constant 
skirmishes among the people. 

The day came when the children of the earth feared the outdoors even more than they 
feared not having enough power to run all their gadgets and toys. They feared the sun that 
brought with it deadly cancer. They feared the breeze that brought with it asthma and 
emphysema. They told the great companies, "Enough! Enough of the great coal burning 
plants that destroy the air. Enough of the mining that destroys the mountains, ruins the 
streams, and pollutes our waters. Enough burning of trees, wood chips. and plantlife which 
should naturally be capturing carbon instead of the incinerator in disguise burners and utilities 
being allowed to falsely sell carbon credits. We will let go of our greed - and make wise 
decisions on efficient ways of living. We will demand that products we buy make more 
efficient use of power. We will support solar and cleaner ways of producing energy 
harnessing the wind and rushing waters." 

And the great companies finally listened to the wisdom of the people. They saw how 
the destruction of mountains and the pollution of rivers harmed the earth and her people. 
They saw how adding more coal-fired burners, more nuclear, more so-called ''waste to 
energy" facilities, more "incinerators in disguise", more supposedly technologically-advanced 
but wasteful burners caused deadly health issues to the very people they sought to serve. 
And they, as fellow human beings on this fragile earth, our island home, used their money in
an attempt to heal the world. ............................. 


But they had waited too long. And the people's stewardship of the earth came to an 
end. Because even God could not keep alive a world that wanted to die. 

Please take these comments into consideration today, as you vote on the renewables 
portfolio standard. Every dollar wasted on harmful nuclear, wasteful not-carbon-neutral 
biomass and plasma arc methods, the so-called "waste to energy" polluting methods, could 
wisely be spent instead on the really clean, really renewable sources of energy such as solar, 
wind, and water current. We have everything to lose, and everything to gain. 

Modified from the January 2009 issue ofThe Climate Connection 

1/14/2009 
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*also a founding member ofFloridians Against Incinerators In Disguise 

1114/2009 
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Kimberley Pena Q ¥:lJ:;io3 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Ruth McHargue 
Tuesday, January 13, 2009 10:18 AM 
Ruth Nettles 
Kimberley Pen a 
Renewable docket 

Please add to docket file. 


-----Original Message----

From: Webmaster 

Sent: Friday, January 09,20098:25 AM 

To: Consumer Contact 

Subject: RE: My contact 


-----Original Message----
From: contact@psc.state.fl.us [mailto:contact@psc.state.fl.us] 

Sent: Thursday, January 08,20098:28 PM 

To: Webmaster 

Cc: campbe1l5017@bellsouth.net 

Subject: My contact 


Contact from a Web user 


Contact Information: 

Name: Grant Campbell 

Company: 

Primary Phone: 954-812-2613 

Secondary Phone: 

Email: campbe115017@bellsouth.net 


Response requested? Yes 

CC Sent? Yes 


Comments: 


FPSC, eLK - CORRESPONDENCE 
o Adminflllnlli¥eD ,... EJ'ea.
fX)CUMENT NO. 0 ""7(09. -De 
DlSTRlBU'nON: (SelL. G,.CL-

Pollution is pollution, no matter if it is air pollution from burning fossil fuels, waste from processing "clean 
coal" or nuclear waste. Florida is in the unique position to utilize solar, wave and wind generation, as well as the 
cleaner natural fuels such as LNG and natural gas. Let's concentrate on these. 
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**CLK OFFICIAL DOCUMENT...** 

Kimberley Pena 08'05D3 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Ruth McHargue 
Tuesday, January 13, 2009 10:15 AM 
Ruth Nettles 
Kimberley Pen a 
Renewable energy 

Please add to docket file. 


-----Original Message----

From: Webmaster 

Sent: Friday, January 09,20098:25 AM 

To: Consumer Contact 

Subject: RE: My contact 


-----Original Message----
From: contact@psc.state.fi.us [mailto:contact@psc.state.fi.us] 

Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 8:22 PM 

To: Webmaster 

Subject: My contact 


Contact from a Web user 


Contact Information: 

Name: BRENDA KATZ 

Company: 

Primary Phone: 941-778-2227 

Secondary Phone: 

Email: hbbrenda@tampabay.rr.com 


Response requested? No 

CC Sent? No 


Comments: 

NUCLEAR energy is NOT CLEAN energy! 


FPSC, CLK - CORRESPONDENcE oAdminillnllf,e 0 P.dea 9"Consumer 
DOCUMENT NO. OJ"] yCI-C~ 
DISTRIBUTION: c.c 12.., Gc L
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**CLK OFFICIAL DOCUMENT •••** 


Kimberley Pena aSQ503 
From: Ruth McHargue 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2009 10:15 AM 
To: Ruth Nettles 
Cc: Kimberley Pena; Ruth McHargue 
Subject: Renewable energy 

Please add to docket file. 


-----Original Message----

From: Webmaster 

Sent: Thursday, January 08,20092:58 PM 

To: Consumer Contact 

Subject: RE: My contact 


-----Original Message----
From: contact@psc.state.fl.us [mailto:contact@psc.state.fl.us] 

Sent: Thursday, January 08,20092:51 PM 

To: Webmaster 

Cc: lola7cs@yahoo.com 

Subject: My contact 


Contact from a Web user 


Contact Information: 

Name: Lola Sorensen 

Company: 

Primary Phone: 904-794-0961 

Secondary Phone: 

Email: lola7cs@yahoo.com 


Response requested? Yes 

CC Sent? Yes 


Comments: 


FPSC, eLK· CORRESPONDENCE oAdnUni...veD ..... [3"'Couumer 
OOCUMENT NO. O-Tlvq -ce., 

DISTRIBUTION: rc~! ~LL-


Public Service Commission: Please do not include nuclear or "clean" coal in the Florida Renewable Portfolio 
Standard. Neither nuclear nor coal is renewable, neither is clean, and it is a travesty that you would consider 
their inclusion in what is meant to be an environmentally sound and careful portfolio. Focus on the true 
renewables and do the necessary work to protect all of us, now and in the future, and our precious environment. 

Thank you. 
Lola Sorensen 
St. Augustine 
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**CLK OFFICIAL DOCUMENT...** 


Kimberley Pena 0 8'Q .5D3 

From: Ruth McHargue 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2009 10:14 AM 
To: Ruth Nettles 
Cc: Kimberley Pen a 
Subject: Renewable energy docket 

Please add to docket file. 

-----Original Message----
From: Webmaster 
Sent: Thursday, January 08,20092:58 PM 
To: Consumer Contact 
Subject: RE: My contact 

-----Original Message----
From: contact@psc.state.fl.us [mailto:contact@psc.state.fl.us] 
Sent: Thursday, January 08,20092:50 PM 
To: Webmaster 
SUbject: My contact 

Contact from a Web user 

Contact Information: 
Name: Patricia Rockwood 
Company: Patricia Rockwood 
Primary Phone: 941-356-9641 
Secondary Phone: 941-356-9641 
Email: rockwoodp@eml.cc 

Response requested? No 
CC Sent? No 

Comments: 

FPSCt CLK • CORRESPON9BNCE 
o Administratiw:0 PIII1ies [!lCousumer 
DOCUMENT NO. O,l tact -(10 

DISTRIBUTION: b-C t2;.GLL-


Please do not label nuclear power as renewable or clean, and please do not consdier so-called clean coal as a 
renewable energy source. Coal is not and cannot be made clean. Thank you. 

mailto:rockwoodp@eml.cc
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**CLK OFFICIAL DOCUMENT...** 

Kimberley Pena 12~t2~[);3 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Please add to docket file. 

-----Original Message----
From: Webmaster 

Ruth McHargue 
Tuesday, January 13,200910:14 AM 
Ruth Nettles 
Kimberley Pena; Ruth McHargue 
Docket file 

FPSC, eLK • CORRESPONDENCE 
oAdminilb'ltiveO PIIties ere
DOCUMENT NO. 0",uq-05 

DISTRlBU110N: 8;~,§CL 


Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 2:58 PM 
To: Consumer Contact 
Subject: RE: My contact 

-----Original Message----
From: contact@psc.state.f1.us [mailto:contact@psc.state.f1. us] 
Sent: Thursday, January 08,20092:49 PM 
To: Webmaster 
Subject: My contact 

Contact from a Web user 

Contact Information: 
Name: Gary Glickstein 
Company: Temple Beth Sholom 
Primary Phone: 305 5387231 
Secondary Phone: 305 8613613 
Email: ragbab@aol.com 

Response requested? Yes 
CC Sent? No 

Comments: 
Please do NOT include Nuclear energy in your new goals. It is not renewable nor clean. Also, please do not 

include any form ofcoal. It is definately not clean. 

I implore you to make every effort to stimulate the use ofclean, renewable forms ofenergy for our State. The 

sooner the better. 

Thank you. 


mailto:ragbab@aol.com
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Kimberley Pena 3 
From: Ruth McHargue 


Sent: Monday, January 12, 2009 2:06 PM 

FPSC, CLK ~ CORRESPONDENCE

To: Ruth Nettles 
Administrame Parties -Itonsumer 

Cc: Kimberley Pena DOCUMENT NO. 0 77ft 't ,0B 
Subject: docket correspondence DISTRlBUnON: Gc~ GL. 

Please add to docket file. 

From: casey, Emily [mailto:caseyE@citrus,k12.fl.us] 
Sent: Friday, January 09, 2009 4:00 PM 
To: Consumer Contact 
SUbject: rps 

Thank you for putting this into Docket #080503 - EI 
Renewable Portfolio Standard 
From: Emily Casey 

Public Service Commission 
Dockete#080503 -EI 
1/09/2009 

RENEWABLE PORTFOLOIO STANDARD: 

Florida is the SUNSHINE STATE, according to the solar energy map on J.:nm:II~p.1Lslet~I~t~!l~(gy,gQY, 
(National Renewable Energy Lab) Florida receives the same kWhlm2/dg as does Northern California and 
Colorado the two leading states in the country in the use of solar energy! Even Germany can produce energy 
from solar 

Why can't Florida be amongst them? The renewable portfolio standard is forward looking thinking on the 
behalfof the state ofFlorida. It is time we move forward and into the 21 8t century, so do not compromise the 
proposed standard 20% renewable energy by 2020, it can be done! 

The requirement for utilities to have a 20% energy reserve available at all times could be changed back to 
the 15% that it was just a short time ago and this would alleviate some of the need that the utilities state as to 
why they need to build a base load plant. 

It was stated at an informational public meeting with Progress Energy that the proposed nuclear power 
plants in Levy County would only allow them to produce enough energy to meet this 20 % requirement up 
though the year 2023. Therefore it would only be 6 years before the utility will be back asking for you to 
approve more building!! This will result in the ratepayers having to pay even more money than we are already 
being forced to pay!! WILL THIS EARLY COST RECOVERY CHARGE EVER STOP OR 
WILL WE PAY FORVER?? It seems as if it will be allowed to continue forever ifwe do not adopt a 
renewable standard without caps on renewable energy. 

RENEWABLE ENERGY: Capable ofbeing replaced by natural ecological cycles 

If this definition were changed then all the text books in the world would have to 

be changed! 


CLEAN: Free from dirt or disease 

The entire process necessary to produce nuclear energy is not free from dirty 


1112/2009 
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materials which produce radioactive, toxic wastes that are detrimental to our 
health and the health of our environment 

COST: Can we afford nuclear power? 
1) 

2) 

Other regions in this country are developing lower - cost methods ofproducing energy this 
could actually make Florida non competitive in their electrical rates and ultimately impact 
customers by the inability to sell homes. 
Natural gas and coal (but this is a dirty fuel also) are fuels obtained in this country. Using 
uranium will have the same effect as oil is now - As per the Energy Infonnation Administration 
Annual Energy Review 2007 - the United States purchased 54.1 million pounds ofuranium oxide 
from international sources and used only 4.53 million pounds or uranium concentrate obtain in 
the US. Here we go again depending on foreign sources. Think about how much more secure our 
country could be and we could improve our economic debt. It is time for CHANGE - take the 
road not traveled before, we KNOW that the nuclear road is not the way to go! 

3) Most of the utilities in the US are managing their growth needs by combining a diverse and 
stable energy mix from renewable energy methods, using demanded reduction methods, taking 
cost -effective measures to avoid the need for new plants. They have not chosen the most costly, 
most toxic method to produce energy because the states will not allow money to be taken from 
their citizens to finance a private business years in advance from producing the product. Thus 
Florida has created a business where there is no risk to that business, but all the risk and cost are 
place on that states citizens!! 

At any time the utility company may decide to walk away from the 
Project with our money and there will be no consequences on their behal:fl! 
IfI want to expand a business can I get that privilege also?? 

4) Nuclear Power - JUST COST TO MUCH and is increasing!! 
Solar Photovoltaic - COST JUST KEEP DECREASEING!! 

I do not understand why we are still having this debate on nuclear power, it is the 21st 
century. Be creative, think outside the box 

Share energy resources across the country!! 

Thank You, 
Emily Casey 
Southern Director 
Environmental Alliance ofNorth Florida 

1112/2009 
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Everglades COlCllition 

1000 Friend!! off'kn'ida 
Arthur R. MarshRII Foundation 
Auduhon orrlorida 
Audubon Society of the 
E\lergJades 
Broward County Auduhon 
Swiety (',aloo~nlchee River 
Citimn~ 

ASS<.'leiQtion 
Clean Water Action 
Clean Water N<;twOTk 
Collier County Alldvbon 
Society 
Conservancy ofSouthwcst 
Florida 
DcfQnd¢l'S ofWildlife 
Ding Darling Wildlife Society 
Earthj\l~1i~ 
Environment Florida 
The I).nvimnmental Coalition 
Everglades Coordinating 
Couneil 
EVCl11.ladts Foundation 
Everglades Lilw Center 
Florida J')ercndet'll of the 

Environment 

Florida Kcys Environmental 

Pund 

The Florida Nlltive Flnnt 

Sociofy 
Florida Oceanographic Society 
Florida Sierra Club 
Florida Wildlife Fedcmtion 
Friend~ of Arthur R. Mmhall 

I..(lxabatchee Wildlife Rdugc 
I"riends ofthe Ever~18des 
17.:I.Illk Walton League 
FI(lrida Keys Chapter 

Florida Division 

17m Walton League of 


America 
Mangrove Chapter 


Last Stand 

LcagllClOfWumcm 

Volcrs or. Florida 

J,..o;.;iIh~ch~ River CoD.lition 
Martin County 

ConS¢t'\l3tion Alliance 
National Audubon Society 
NIItlQllloi PlITkll 

C.oI'ISCl"<l!\lion ASS(lciation 
National Wildlite Federation 
Natural Resources 

Defense Council 

The Occan Ctm:>C,.'fVllt)cy 

The rega~u!l Foundation 

Sanibcl~tiV8 

C~ion Foundation 


Save It Now, Gbda.<;' 


January 8, 2009 

Chllinnan Matthew Carter c;"i 
Florida Public Service Commission C1 ,. 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. r ' ~-~~;-~7t ~ -;; 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 FPS -" (~K ~ L~~RESP~:~"NCEI~~ ~ o A.ji1:mlS~;?!"lve L.J t'l.,i>" i ,?COI)SlJmer. ~(p -,... 

Re: Docket # 080503 iiY)7:~~:"NT NO... Q:JJt:<"I~~ I ""\ ~ 
Deat Chairman Carter, j1,-"M'~·-,~,~,__~,~·;;;;:,,-:;-.;:;::;:;:;;;;:::..ii 

On behalf of the Everglades Coaljtion~ and recognizing tbat O·llr member 
organizations ate unable to attend the PSC hearing scheduled for January 9, 
2009 because ofconflicts with our annual conferen.ce beil1.g hl~ld in Miami-Dade 
County, we submit the Everglades Coalition's Climate Charlge Resolution 
passed on January 8, 2008. 

As restoration progresses, the importance of integrated energy and water 
planning is necessary. A heaJthy, functioning Everglad~ wit assist in 
offsetting sea-level rise and climate change impacts in StJuth :~lorida. 
Accordingly, we ask the Public Sc:rvice Commission to c,)m~(i,~r our attached 
Climate Change Resolution and n:comm.end to the legisle.tul'e It strong 
renewable portfolio standard (RPS) that targets 20% grel~nhl)ll1)e gas emissions 
by 2020 which supports genuine renewable energy solutil)ru:. 

Thank you in advance for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

~~~--~ 
Sara Fain 
National Co-Chnir 

www.evergladC's';oalil ion.org 

Ph: 561-746-8078 • Fax: 561~145-8936. P.O. Box 1902, Jupiter. F':. 3:;4~·8 
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Everglades COl:tlition 

1000 Friends offlorida 
AnllUr R. Marshall Foundation 
Audubon of Florida 
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Everglades 
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Clean WilIer Network 
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Environment Florid." 
The Environmental Conlitioo 
Bvel"gl<ldes Coordinating 
C{~unoil 

Everglades Foundation 

Everglade.'1 Law Center 
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The Florida Native Plant 
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Florida Sierra Club 
Florida Wildlife Fooeration 
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florida Division 
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America ~ 
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Last Stand 

LC!ll!Uc ofWomcn 
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Mllttm County 
ConscrvlU,;(ln Alliance 
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Con..<:Ol"I'ntion A!l..'l('ICiou(tt1 
National Wildlife fedcration 
Naruml Re.'i()UI'Ce.<; 
Dcfcn~ Council 


TIl\; ()~Q.m Ci)llSCrvl1n~ 


The Pcga'IIL'l Foundation 

Snnibel-captivn 


COR5'll'l"l'Ution Foundation 

Save It Now. GIIIdcs! 


EVERGLADES COALmON CLIMATE CHANGE RESOLUTION 

WHEREAS, The world's scientific community has reachEd <:OILSeDSUS that 
climate change is occumng and that hwnan greenhouse gas 4=Ill.issions from 
fossil fuels, used to generate electricity and power vehicle:s, is a main cause of 
climate change. 

WHEREAS, Florida, its wildlife. und naturalland$ are espedally vulnerable to 
the impacts ofclimate change! including salt-water intrun:ion, !iJ~-level rise. 
more intense storms and storm surges, droughts and fires. 

WHEREAS, Efforts to restore the Everglades. consistent with the findings of 
the National Research COUIJ.cil oft.he National Academy uf8dences, and other 
reports, are m.ore urgent than ever. Restoration will recrCf.te the: freshwater flow 
of water south from. Lake Okeechobee to the Bverglades!, wnj"h in turn will 
increase levels ofpeat~ which can serve as a defense to SI~a·]I~vl~l rise, and 
provide a freshwater head to stave ott salt-water intrusion. 

WHEREAS, The electric utility sector is responsible tbr 42% Btlld the 
transportation sector is responsibh: for 36% of greenhoml.~ g::t:l emissions in 
Florida.. 

Therefore be it resolved: 

The Everglades Coalition resolves and recommends the following: 

1. That federal and state efforts to implement Everglades restoration plans and 

projects be prioritized and accelerated. 


2. That federa1legislation be pasS(:d this year to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions that is aligned with Governor Crist's goal for Flori(~l ofan 80% 
reduction of greenhouse gas emission.s below 1990 Jevels by the year 2050, and 
that Florida and municipalities strive to meet the same goals. 

3. That any cap and trade legislation contain a natural rest)UI'CI~S section intended 
to provide dedicated funding to help wildlife and the habitat,Uley rely on, to 
cope with the adverse impacts ofc:limate change. ThIs includes directing a 
portion of the funding to the restoration of the nation·s aqualll: ecosystems, 
including the Everglades. 

3. That the Florida Legislature pas.s a renewable portfolio sUtndard (RPS) to 
achieve 20% renewable energy generation by 2020, and tbat this standard 
include truly renewable energy resources, consistent with Hl3 7135, which does 
not include nuclear or coal derived energy. 

www.everglad(l.'\l;~e>.'tlii k1n,org 

ph: 561~746-8078 • FIl;'(: 561-745-8936 * P.O. Box 1902, Jupiter, Fl. 3~·46g 


http:recrCf.te


4. That the State of Florida and the state's electric utilities aggressively pUIsue; :programs to 
maximize the benefits ofenergy efficiency and conservation as the fastest :md most costft 

effective means to reduce greenhouse gas emission~ and mitigate the need for s,dditional power 
plants. 

5. That the Florida legislature adopt the strong vehicle emissions standards llJ!'pf'oved by the 
Florida Environmental Regulatory Commission, to significantly reduce tht:, g['e,nhouse gas 
emissions from the transportation sector. We support future efforts to explore: alternative 
transportation, methods which do not rely o,n fossil fuels. 

Approve January 8, 2009 

www.cvcrglIlUCSl:(181it.ion.org 
Ph; 561·746--8078' fax: 561-745-8936' P.O. Box 1902. Jupiter. f'L 3:1468 

http:www.cvcrglIlUCSl:(181it.ion.org


STATE OF FLORIDA 
DIVISION OF SERVICE, SAFETY & 


MATTHEW M. CARTER II, CHAlRMAN 


COMMISSIONERS: 

CONSUMER ASSISTANCE 

USA POLAK EDGAR DANIEL M. HOPPE, DIRECTOR 

KATRINA J. McMuRRIAN (850) 413-6480 
NANCY ARGENZIANO 

NATHAN A. SKOP 

Jluhltt~:erftitt Olnmmissinn 
January 12,2009 

Mr. Mark Perry 
Ms. Sara Fain 
Everglades Coalition 
P.O. Box 1902 
Jupiter, FL 33468 

RE: PSC Inquiry 817233C 

Dear Mr. Perry & Ms. Fain: 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter to Chainnan Matthew M. Carter II, 
Florida Public Service Commission, regarding Progress Energy Florida, Incorporated 
(Progress Energy). Given the nature of your concerns, Chainnan Carter feels it would be 
appropriate for specialized staff of the Division of Service, Safety and Consumer Assistance to 
respond directly to you. 

We appreciate your comments regarding the petition to establish rules on renewable 
portfolio standard and will add your correspondence to Docket No. 080503-EI. 

If you have any questions or concerns please call Ellen Plendl at 1-800-342-3552 or 
by fax at 1-800-511-0809. 

:ire~:1u 
R~oland 
Regulatory Program Administrator 
Division of Service, Safety & 
Consumer Assistance 

RR:mep 

CAPITAL CmCLE OFFlCE CENTER. 2540 SHUMARD OAK BOULEVARD • TALLAHASSEE, FL 32399-0850 
An Affirmative Action I Equal Opportunity Employer 

PSCWebsite: http://www.noridapsc.comlnternetE-mail: contact@psc.state.n.us 

mailto:contact@psc.state.n.us
http://www.noridapsc.comlnternet
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Kimberley Pena 
~__'~'~ID~~~ "'-'__--y 

From: Kimberley Pena FPSC, eLK - CORRESPOI'{DENCE I 
Sent: Monday, January 12, 200911 :09 AM o Admlrustrr.tl\'l': 0 Pt,,1I,'s [~on'>l~mer I 
To: Mark Futrell !DOCU:vlENT NO.__ b_._7.·::LY_~_-___@1 

Cc: Cindy Miller; Judy Harlow ~ DI~::i !;-:rrmTI(}N' _.~_~<o~_~JaL~._._. ~ 


)/-_-....:%'IIIII:=.s.:-·~_.JrA~~u;.,:...~~ 

Subject: RE: Comment for the Renewables Portfolio Standards Vote Today 

Per this e-mail, we will place under DN 07769-08, Consumer correspondence. 

From: Mark Futrell 
Sent: Monday, January 12, 2009 11:08 AM 
To: Kimberley Pena 
Cc: Cindy Miller; Judy Harlow 
Subject: RE: Comment for the Renewables Portfolio Standards Vote Today 

correspondence file; do not add to the mailing list - thanks. 

From: Kimberley Pena 
Sent: Monday, January 12, 2009 11:07 AM 
To: IViark Futrell 
Cc: Cindy Miller; Judy Harlow 
Subject: RE: Comment for the Renewables Portfolio Standards Vote Today 

Docket file or correspondence file? If not in themailinglist.doIadd? 

From: Mark Futrell 
Sent: Monday, January 12, 2009 11:06 AM 
To: Kimberley Pena 
Cc: Cindy Miller; Judy Harlow 
Subject: RE: Comment for the Renewables Portfolio Standards Vote Today 

Kim, 

Would you have this email placed in the RPS rule docket file (080503-EI)? 

Mark 

From: Susie caplowe [mailto:susiecaplowe@comcast.net] 
Sent: Friday, January 09,20096:10 PM 
To: Mark Futrell; Cindy Miller; Judy Harlow 
Cc: susie caplowe; Karen Orr; John Lorenz; joy ezell 
Subject: Fw: Comment for the Renewables Portfolio Standards Vote Today 

Please include our comments in your consideration of the RPS. 
We were unable to attend the Hearing today. 
Thank you. 
Susie 

----- Original Message ----
From :SYSieC.aplow§. 

To: KatdJ1~J.Jy1~M\J.rri~n ;L~~_Pol~k_E.d.g~; Mat1b~.'llM-,--C.~It~_L.!l ;~tancLArgen.~iano ; t-J_~thanA- SkQR 


1112/2009 
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Cc: §Y§I~;u:;QPJQw.e ;!5.camJ1Qrr; JQI:HJl,.ore.!1~; joy~«;t~~l! 
Sent: Friday, January 09, 2009 10:55 AM 
Subject: Comment for the Renewables Portfolio Standards Vote Today 

01109/09 

The Truth about BG&E and Biomass in Tallahassee 

Florida League of Conservation Voters, (not associated with NationalLCV) Floridians 
Against Incinerators in Disguise, Big Bend Group of the Sierra Club, Help Our Polluted 
Environment. Environmental Alliance of North Florida, Jake Gaithers Neighborhood 
Association, Greenaction for Health and Environmental Justice, oppose biomass 
burners. 
These Renewables are not Clean and we do not want biomass, nuclear, nor plasma arc, 
included in the RPS. 

1. The proposed biomass plant is . really nothing more than an "incinerator in disguise." As 
with all incinerators, local air quality will be impacted and Leon County already has the 2nd 
worst air quality of any county in Florida. 

2. The specific air filtering equipment (including bag houses and preCipitators) that has been 
promoted by BG&E and their public relations firm as "state of the art" is actually Edsel-era 
equipment originally developed in the 1940's, 50's, and 60·s. 
2a. BG&E have asked and continue to ask for exceptions to the Clean Air Act to emit 
numerous pollutants during start up, shut down, and other operational procedures. 
2b. BG&E continues to request air quality exceptions from Florida DEP even though the 
Department provided notice of intent to issue the Air Permit, with pages of air quality 
exceptions back in November 2008. 
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/Air/permitting/construction/tallahassee.htm 

3. BG&E, the company proposing the plant has a poor track record as a responsible corporate 
citizen, both in terms of environmental stewardship and caring for communities. BG&E was 
formerly known as FERCO and while the name has changed, the players are the same (Glenn & Milton 
Farris). FERCO established a biomass gasification unit in Burlington Vermont but the company declared 
bankruptcy after settling a lawsuit with the surrounding Riverside neighbors due to air, noise, water, dust, soil 
contamination and pollution that caused the properties to decrease in value. FERCO left the city with $2 
million in debt and with serious groundwater contamination. According to the Burlington Electric Dept, the 
gasification unit "seemed just like bad business" and tests at the McNeil plant ended in 2001. The gasification 
facility sits, unused. "We shut off the lights in 2001," Irving (project manager) said. "The whole thing has left a 
real bitter taste in our mouth." 

4. The BG&E biomass gasification incinerator will be exempt from major provisions of the 
Clean Air Act. Air pollution in excess of Clean Air Act standards will be produced included 
many toxic substances that will be carried by prevailing winds to communities all over the 
area. 

a. The "char combustor" is allowed to emit 10 pounds per hour (each) of particulate matter, NOx 
(Nitrous oxides) and CO (carbon monoxide). (Page 10 of the air permit); 
b. the combustion turbines are allowed to emit 17.2 pounds per hour of carbon monoxide, 17.2 pounds 
per hour of NOx, and 10 pounds per hour of particulate matter. (Pages 15-16) 
c. We can see that this facility is not entirely a gaspurner. Almo$t one-third of the heat input. and more 
than one third of the air emissions, come from burning solid materials. 
d. From the DEP "public notice of intent," cover letter dated October 24, 2008) 

hJtR;IIWW'N,.d.~p~§tat~Jt,I,I§!Airlp~rmjnlnglC::~Qn§1[1,1_ctiQnltalla tla.§~~e~lEtGE.NQltQE.mif ) 
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Pollutants Estimated Emm. (TPY) Potential Emm (TPY) 
Carbon Monoxide (CO) 204 231 
Nitrogen Oxides (NOX) 197 214 
Particulate Matter (PM/PM1 0) 114/114 156/156 
Sulfur Dioxide (802) 83 83 
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) 18 18 
Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAP) <5 <5 

total tons per year 621 707 
total pounds per year 1,242,000 1,414,000 

e. The "potential to emit", the most important number to consider, is what the facility could put out 
without violating its air permit. Sometimes facilities claim that their "expected" emissions are far less, 
but that is not the case here: the "potential is 1.4 million pounds per year and the "estimated," or 
"expected" is 1.2 million pounds per year. To put this in plain terms, the applicants admit that they 
expect to emit over 1.2 million pounds of health-damaging air pollutants every year (3400 pounds per 
day), and would be allowed to emit over 1.4 million pounds per year (3900 pounds per day). This 
means a potential of two tons per day of air pollutant emissions. 
f. There are many points to consider in the permit. The proposal is to maintain on the site an inventory 
of 10,000 to 14,000 tons (28 million pounds) of "wet biomass." (page 6) This would apparently be kept 
in covered piles. There is considerable potential for emissions of hazardous and odorous air pollutants, 
as well as mold spores and allergens, from such an inventory, especially in the warm and humid 
climate of Florida. There is also a possibility of spontaneous combustion which could be difficult to 
extinguish and would be very hazardous and unpleasant to be around. We know of no evacuation plan 
for the neighborhoods and schools in the area in case of leaks, hazardous emissions, or explosions. 
g. It's also worth noting that diesel locomotives tend to be very high emitters of toxics. Judging from the 
amount of trackage in the area, the surrounding communities are already "disproportionately impacted" 
by rail operations, which would increase if this facility was built. Approximately 5200 train car loads per 
year of fuel shipments are expected and these would be allowed to be spotted for unloading at all hours 
of days and nights (page 5-6). (The overall fuel consumption seems to be estimated at 365,000 wet 
tons per year.) 

5. This pollution will disproportionally impact a predominately African-American 
neighborhood and will have a devastating effect on South Side development and 
revitalization. This violates the long-held position of the Sierra Club and other groups against 
environmental racism. For a legal challenge filed regarding Environmental Justice, please 
visit 
htm~ljgrQlJP1?!YahQQA::QmLgIQ1Jn[EIQliQjan~Again1?tlt)~il1~ratQr1?lnnisg1Ji1?~tm~_S~ag~1~4 

6. Florida's own flawed definition of biomass will allow the plant to burn much more than 
"woody waste" and like materials. The plant will be allowed to burn much more toxic 
substances like sludge from paper mills, chemically treated scrap lumber and other sources 
that increase cancer risks throughout the area. The new Florida definition of biomass allows biomass 
burners in Florida to burn many "fuels": Biomass-energy production is the production of energy (electriCity; 
liquid, solid, and gaseous fuels; and heat) from biomass. Biomass may be any organic matter including 
dedicated energy crops and trees, forest manufacturing products and waste, agricultural food and feed crop 
residues, aquatic plants, wood and wood residues, animal wastes and other organic waste including the 
aerobic and anaerobic break-down product of any organic matter and waste streams. By definition, pulp and 
paper mill wastes, such as toxic sludge containing dioxins and furans would be allowed as fuels. The owners 
have not been forthcoming in the actual fuels to be used; they have said at various times: wood chips, Arundo 
Donax (a dangerous invasive exotic plant species), paper mill wastes and yard wastes. According to state 
statute any and all of these could be incinerated as well as poisonous arsenic/CCA treated wood and 
municipal solid waste. The permit and state law are at odds, which may lead to fuels not included in the permit 
to be legally burned. 
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6. Biomass generates unsustainable land uses that may release soil carbon to the 
atmosphere. Accelerated and poorly-managed harvesting of forests and crops as fuel, 
accompanied by the conversion of natural ecosystems to fuel farms, such as the growing of 
the BG&E biomass fuel source called "Arundo donax", will increase global warming and 
degrade the environment. 

7. Biomass burners are not "CLEAN, RENEWABLE, and SUSTAINABLE" merely because 
industry lobbyists and legislatures have passed laws that say they are. Massive new biomass 
energy resources are NOT available without risking soil and forest health, given the lack of 
commitment by governments and industry to preservation, restoration, and conservation of 
natural resources. 

8. This biomass plant could easily begin burning garbage for power generation when the 
intended "CLEAN" fuel sources supply runs short. 

9. Burning materials is NOT clean energy. Combustion for energy production is responsible for much 
of the world's air pollution and, indirectly through deposition, much of its water and land pollution as well. 
These pollutants, including smog, acid rain, and persistent bioaccumulative toxics, threaten human health and 
the global ecosystem. All fossil fuels and most biomass technologies aggravate global warming by producing 
C02. Unless very carefully managed, biomass operations may not be sustainable and may add to the C02 
problem because of damage to soil health or failure to assure sustainable regrowth of the fuel stock. Biomass 
is in principle renewable, but native soils hold substantial carbon, mostly in root mass, and while it is possible 
to preserve soil carbon balances, conventional agricultural practices rarely do so. Much of the debate 
surrounding biomass technologies involve assessing their environmental impact against the benchmark of 
coal-fired energy production. We are increasingly concerned that biomass projects may rely on or may create 
incentives for fuel derived from unsustainable forestry and agricultural practices. 

10. CLEAN RENEWABLE Energy means MONEY. The utilities and venture capitalist investors 
promoting the so called "Clean, Renewable Energy Alternatives" have been working for years to set up funding 
streams that will make them money. The CAP and TRADE pollution credits program will allow polluting plants 
to continue polluting as long as they buy/purchase/trade credits with the so called "CLEAN, Renewable Energy 
Alternatives." Amazing advantages are available: Tax subsidies, tax credits, tax incentives, research grants, 
preferential pricing for "Green Power" and inclusion in the "Renewable Portfolio Standards" currently being 
discussed and no doubt will be approved by the Florida Public Service Commission and modified even further 
by the 2009 Florida Legislature. These Renewables are not Clean and we do not want biomass, nuclear, 
nor plasma arc, included in the RPS. 

REAL CLEAN SOLUTIONS 

These Organizations believes that energy use should be minimized through conservation and 
efficiency, and that sustainable, renewable energy resources be utilized for human needs. In the near 
future, efficiency is the only "energy source" which does not incur some environmental damage and 
which is available immediately in generous supply. Sophisticated building construction, efficient 
appliances, recycling, modernized industrial processes, "smart" buildings that turn off lights and lower 
the temperature in unused rooms, programmable thermostats, public transit supplemented by fuel
efficient cars, and many other innovative technologies can reduce energy use tremendously, usually 
while saving money. 

• These Organizations believe that the City of Tallahassee has not adequately 
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encouraged an effective policy of energy conservation and efficiency. We believe that 
residents, taxpayers and businesses are willing to cut back the electric use 
successfully. 

• 	 The City's current power plant fuel, using natural gas, is less expensive than 
depleting non-sustainable forest resources. Yard waste can and should be composted, 
creating jobs, and providing for soil health. 

• 	 Solar voltaic power is becoming less and less expensive. State rebates at 50% are 
available for residential and commercial customers, offering income tax deductions. 

• 	 These Organizations believe that effective conservation and efficiency strategies would 
encourage small local business and create jobs; and that there is no need for any new 
power plant, especially a polluting, resource wasting, biomass example of 
environmental injustice. 

Contact: Joy Towles Ezell, President, FloridaLCV 850 584 7087 office & fax 850843 1574 
cell (FloridaLeagueOfConservation Voters) 
Susie Caplowe, FloridiansAgainstIncineratorslnDisguise, 850-567-2448 
Karen Orr, Board member EnergyJustice.net, 352-372-8712 
John Lorenz, Big Bend Sierra Group Chair, PO Box 15732, Tallahassee, 32317 
Anita Davis, Jake Gaithers, Tallahassee, FL 
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Jamuary 8, 2009 

Chairman Matthew Carter 
Florida Public Service Commissia,o 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd.. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Re: Docket # 080503 

Dear Chainnan Carter., 

On behalf ofthe Everg.lades Coalition, and recognizing that o'ur member 
organizations are unable to attend the PSC hearing scbedluled for January 9, 
2009 because ofconflicts with our annual conference be:ing heM in Miami-Dade 
County. we submit the Everglades Coalition's Climate Chas::lgc Resolution 
passed on January 8, 2008. 

As restoration progresses> the importance ofintegrated e[terl~Y and water 
planning is necessary. A heaJth.y~ functioning Everglade5 wi!: assist in 
offsetting sea-level rise and cIima1:e change impacts in Sl)uth :~Iorida. 
Accordingly, we ask the Public S~~rvice Commission to (:')m~cl,~r our attached 
Climate Change Resolution and n:commend to the 1egis)Eltw'e n strong 
renewa.ble portfolio standard (RPS) that targets 20% gt'Cl!nhouse gas emissions 
by 2020 which supports genuine renewable energy soluth)ns. 

Thank you in advance for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

~~-~ 

Sara Fain 

National Co-Chnir 
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Save h Now. Glades! 

WHEREAS, The world's scientific: community bas reached (~ILSensus that 
climate change is occurring and that human greenhouse gas l~mission8 from 
fossil fuels, used to generate electricity and power vehiel€:s, :[8 ~l main cause of 
climate change. 

WHEREAS, Florida, its wildlife, ~md natural lands are ~~)ed,al.ly vulnerable to 
the impacts ofclimate cbanget including salt-water intrullion, ~ea-level rise. 
more intense stonns and storm surges, droughts and fIres. 

WHEREAS, Efforts to restore the Everglades, consistent wil:b 1tbe findings of 
the National Research Council ofthe National Academy of Sc:iences, and other 
reports, are m.ore urgent than ever. Restoration will recrCf.te th(~ freshwater flow 
ofwater south from Lake Okeechobee to the Evergladesl wbjdl in tum will 
increase levels ofpeat~ which can serve as a defense to sc~a-ll;'''I~l rise, and 
provide a freshwater head to stave off salt-water intrusion. 

WHEREAS, The electric utility se'ctOt is responsible tor 42% ~:Jld the 
transportation sector is responsibh: for 36% of greenho\Un~ g:~; emissions in 
Florida. 

Therefore be it resolved: 

The Everglades Coalition resolves and recommends the 1bIl0'~ring: 

1. That federal and state efforts to imp1ement Everglades restoration plans and 
projects be prioritized and accelerated. 

2, That federal legislation be pass~~d this year to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions that is aligned with Go,,'emor Crist's goal for Floridn ofan 80% 
reduction ofgreenhouse gas erois:ioions belo'\1\' 1990 level:~ by th.e year 2050, and 
that Florida and municipalities strive to meet the same goals. 

3. That any cap and trade legislation contain a natural reSOUI'Q~S section intended 
to provide dedicated funding to help wildlife and the hahitatsUtey rely on, to 
cope with the adverse impacts of ,;]imate change, This includes directing a 
portion ofthe funding to the restol'ation ofthe nation's 8A;Juatil~ ecosystems, 
including the Everglades. 

3, That the Florida Legislature pas.s a renewable portfolio sulJ'l.dard (RPS) to 
achieve 20% renewable energy generation by 2020, and tllat this standard 
include truly renewable energy re!:ources, consistent with HB 7135. which does 
not include nuclear or coal derived energy, 

www.evel'gladc!'l-l;:oolition.org 
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4. That the State of Florida and the state's electric utilities aggressively putsm: :programs to 
maximize the benefits ofenergy efficiency and conservation as the fastest lmd most cost" 
effective means to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and mitigate the need for additio.nal power 
plants. 

5. That the Florida legislature adopt the strong vehicle emissions standards apP{'1i)ved by the 
Florida Environmental Regulatory Co.mm.ission, to. significantly reduce thE: gte!"Mouse gas 
emissions from the transportation sector. We support future effo.rts to ex:plon: alternative 
transportatio.n methods which do not rely on fossil fuels. 

Approve January 8, 2009 

--~------... ~. 

State Co·Chair 
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Ruth Nettles 

From: Joy Towles Ezell [h peforcleanwater@yahoo.com] 

Sent: Friday, January 09, 2009 2:47 PM 

To: Filings@psc.state..us 

Subject: Docket 080503 Co ment for the Renewables Portfolio Standards Vote Today 

Docket 080503 
Establishment of rule on 
renewable portfolio standard 

IDate: Friday, January 9, 2009, 7:24 AM 

January 9, 2009 

To: Florida Public Service Commission, filings@psc.state.tl.us 
"Katrina J. McMurrian" CornmiSSiQneLMcMqrrian@psc,state,tl,us 


"Lisa Polak Edgar"CQrnmissiQner,Eg9fiJ@PSG.state,fLus 

"Matthew M. Carter II"ChfiirmfiIJ@PSc,stfite.tl.l.J_S 

"Nancy Argenzia no" C.QmmlssiQlJer,8rgeD:?:jfiOQ@QSc.state.fLJ!s 

"Nathan A. Skop" Comm~siQneL$JSQP@PSc,sta!e.fLl.JS 


From: 

Joy Towles Ezell*, Chair 

Environmental Alliance of North Florida 

12677 Josh Ezell Road 

Perry, Florida 32348 

8505847087 

hopefQIcle_cmWfi!er@yaOQO,cQnJ 


Re: Comment for the Renewab1es Portfolio Standard Decision 

Docket 080503 


Establishment of rule on 

renewable portfolio standard 


In the early days of the 21 st century, the people of a great nation cried out for cheap, 
abundant energy to light their nights, warm their homes in the winter and cool their sweaty brows in 
the summer. They sought power to charge their ipods, their phones, their Blackberries and Palm 
Pilots, and to run their laptops and plasma TVs. They sought the blessed, seven-seated SUV to 
carry their 2.5 children and occasionally their soccer teams. They built McMansions for two, and left 
their lights on at night to drive away the darkness. They warmed or cooled their homes while they 
were away so they would be comfortable upon their return .... 

Great companies arose to meet the desires of the people - to supply cheap and abundant 
energy. They found ways to meet the demand that not only supplied the people's insatiable hunger, 
but which also created great profits for the companies and those who stood at their helm. They knew 
they could build huge radiation-emitting nuclear and resource-wasting biomass-burning plants that 
polluted the environment; and they could build them even if they weren't needed, because people 
feared any lack of comfort. They even sought, and were granted, many exemptions from pollution 
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standards; the people's hunger was so great. 

The people and the companies that served them were given over to their desires and their 
greed. Mountains were still being leveled and streams diverted or buried. Fish sickened and died. 
The skies darkened with poisonous greenhouse gases, toxic mercury particles, particulate matter 
from tree-burning biomass plants which sickened their children, the snows fled their ancient homes, 
the ice packs to the north and south retreated in fear. Children who once breathed the free air 
became hostages to asthma, allergies, cancer, heart disease, brain damage and death. The elderly 
feared to leave their heated or air conditioned homes because there were code red days and ozone 
alerts that meant simply breathing outside brought for them the risk of death. Many in Florida had 
already had to leave their ocean-side condos and homes as the tide had been steadily rising, 
encroaching further and further into Florida. Clean water, once plentiful, was a very scarce 
necessity of life, causing constant skirmishes among the people. 

The day came when the children of the earth feared the outdoors even more than they feared 
not having enough power to run all their gadgets and toys. They feared the sun that brought with it 
deadly cancer. They feared the breeze that brought with it asthma and emphysema. They told the 
great companies, "Enough! Enough of the great coal burning plants that destroy the air. Enough of 
the mining that destroys the mountains, ruins the streams, and pollutes our waters. Enough burning 
of trees, wood chips, and plantlife which should naturally be capturing carbon instead of the 
incinerator in disguise burners and utilities being allowed to falsely sell carbon credits. We will let go 
of our greed - and make wise decisions on efficient ways of living. We will demand that products we 
buy make more efficient use of power. We will support solar and cleaner ways of producing energy 
harnessing the wind and rushing waters." 

And the great companies finally listened to the wisdom of the people. They saw how the 
destruction of mountains and the pollution of rivers harmed the earth and her people. They saw how 
adding more coal-fired burners, more nuclear, more so-called ''waste to energy" facilities, 
more "incinerators in disguise", more supposedly technologically-advanced but wasteful 
burners caused deadly health issues to the very people they sought to serve. And they, as fellow 
human beings on this fragile earth, our J.~!§!r.!Q..bg.~~. used their money in an attempt to heal the 
world. 

But they had waited too long. And the people's stewardship of the earth came to an end. 

Because even God could not keep alive a world that wanted to die. 


Please take these comments into consideration today, as you vote on the renewables 
portfolio standard. Every dollar wasted on harmful nuclear, wasteful not-carbon-neutral biomass and 
plasma arc methods, the so-called "waste to energy" polluting methods, could wisely be spent 
instead on the really clean, really renewable sources of energy such as solar, wind, and water 
current. We have everything to lose, and everything to gain. 

Modified from the January 2009 issue of The Climate Connection 

Yl.WW .ncCQlJl1citQfc:I}1lICll~~,Qrg/are<!~Qfwm:klc..QmmiUees/n~=iJlte.rfIDtlLPQ}Y.~Llight!resQlIrc:c.s.ht01. 
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*also a founding member of Floridians Against Incinerators In Disguise 
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Florida ocrendern ,,£lhe 

Environment 
Florida Keys EnvironmenTAl 
Fund 
The Florida Nat.ive: Plnnt 
SociQty 
Florida Oceanographic Society 
Florido. Sierra Club 
F1Qrida Wildlife Federation 
Friends of Arthur R. Marshall 

Loxahatchee Wildlife Rrnlgc 
r:riends of the EVCfl'lladcs 
f,7,aak Walton League 
Florida Keys Ch~'ter 

Florida Division 

17.aak Walton League of 


America 
M3J1grovc Chaptr.."f 

Last Stand 
League QfWQlTJerI 

Vl\tcrs orFloridn 
T.,ollahatchoe River (:olllition 
Marlin County 

Con9¢I"Vtltiun Alliance 
National Audubon Society 
NlItic:mal PlIrk.!; 

COI'I!\(.\1'V!\lion A$l1(1eiation 
NlI1ional Wildlit:e FooeraIinn 
Narural Resources 

Defense Council 
The OCQ8TI C~mSQ1'Vat)cy 
The Pegasus Foundation 
S!inibol-CaptivQ 
C(l~on Foundation 

Save (I Now. Glades! 

Ja~:Irluary 8, 2009 

Chairman Matthew Carter 
Florida Public Service Commissio,u 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Re: Docket # 080503 

Dear Chairman Carter., 

On behalf ofthe Everglades CoaJition, and recognizing that ollr member 
organizations are unable to attend the PSC hearing sched~uled for January 9~ 
2009 because ofconflicts with our annual conference be:il1g hl~]d in Miami~Dade 
County. we submit tb.e Everglades Coalition's Climate Chartge Resolution 
passed on January 8, 2008. 

As restoration progresses> the importance ofintegrated energy and water 
planning is necessary. A healthy; functioning Everglade5 wit:: assist in 
offsetting sea-level rise and climate change impacts in SI:ll.rth :~lorida. 
Accordingly, we ask the Public Sc::rvice Commission to (:I)m~ci,~r our attached 
Climate Change Resolution and n:~omm.end to the legislf.tw·e a strong 
renewable portfolio standard (RP~;) that targets 20% grec=nhouse gas emissions 
by 2020 which supports genuine renewable energy soluti,lru:. 

Thank you in advance for your time and consideration. 

Sincere1y~ 

~~.~-~ 

I~- --~ ) 

Sara Fain 
National Co-Chftir 

www.evcrgladc.s.~oa1it ion.org 

Ph; 561-746-8078 • Fax: 561·145-89:jC\ ~ P.O. Box 1902. Jupiter. F::. n4~'8 


www.evcrgladc.s.~oa


Everglades COtJdition 

1000 Fricnds of Florida 
Arthur R. Marshall Foundation 
Audubon ofFloridn 
Audubon Society o!"the 
'Everglades 
Browllrd County Auduoon 
SQciely Caloosahal:chcc River 
Citi;::enll 

A:;soci!llion 
Clean Water AcliQII 
Clelm Water Network 
Cl~l1ier County Audubon 
Society 
CORm-nancy of SQutowest 
Florida 
Defenders of Wildlife 
Ding. Dnrling Wildlife Society 
El1l'thjllSlice 
Environment Florida 
The Environmental Coolition 
Bvetglildes C()OI'dlnl1ting 
Council 
Everglades Foundation 
Everglades Law Center 
Florida Defenders ofthe 

Envirolltl1£!nt 
Florida Keys Envjronmr;:ntllJ 
Fund 
The florida Native Plant 
Society 
Florida Oceanographic SoCil:ty 
Florida Sierra Club 
Florida Wildlirc Fedcmlion 
Friends of Arthur R. Mnrshlll1 

Loxahatchee Wildlife Refilge 
Friends oftbe Evergladc~ 
lzaak Walton Lea~e 
Florida Key!! Chapter 

Florida Division 

l1.aak Walton l..eague of 


America 
Mat1Sf('1ve Chapter 

Last Stand 
League ofWomCTl 

V(ltcI'$ ofFIOI'ida 
LuMhlltchce R iv¢r Coalition 
Mlttti-o County 

C()ns..'tVllt.ioo Alliance 
Nll1iOOtll Auduhon Societ)' 
Natiooal "arb 
Conservatioo As..'lOciati()tl 

National Wildlile Federation 
Natural R.e.~out'Ce~ 

Defense Council 
The Ocean Conservancy 
The Pega.·lus Foundation 
Srmihcl-<:aptivB 

COllSl.."fVation Foundation 
Save h Now. Glades! 

EVERGLADES COALmON CLIMATE CHANGE RESOLUTION 

WHEREAS, The world's scientifi<: community has reached COIlSensUS that 
climate change is occurring and that human greenhouse gas t:missions from 
fossil fuels, used to generate electricity and power vehlcle:s, :[5 a main cause of 
climate change. 

WHEREAS, Florida, its wildlife, und naturallan.ds are e~~)ed~~ly vulnerable to 
the impacts ofclimate change, including salt-water intrwlion, Slea-Ievel rise, 
more intense storms and storm surges, droughts and fires. 

WHEREAS, Efforts to restore the Everglades. consistent with lth.e findings of 
the National Research Council of the NationaJ Academy nf Sciences, and other 
reports, are more urgent than ever, Restoration will recreUe tl:tt! freshwater flow 
of water south from Lake Okeechobee to the Everglades! wbjdl in tum will 
increase levels ofpeat~ which can serve as a defense to sea.-ll;lVI~l rise, and 
provide a freshwater head to stave off salt-water intrusio:n.. 

WHEREAS, The electric utility sector is responsible tbr 42% and the 
transportation sector is responsible for 36% of greenhow"~ g:~; emissions in 
Florida. 

Therefore be it resolved: 

The Everglades Coalition resolvei~ and recommends the 1'01l0~:'l/ing: 

1. That federal and state efforts to implement Everglades restoration plans and 
projects be prioritized and acceler.lted. 

2. That federal legislation be pass~:d this year to reduce glcenl\ouse gas 
emissions that is aligned with Governor Crist's goal for Honda ofan 80% 
reduction of greenhouse gas eroiss.ions beJow 1990 level:!! by the year 2050, and 
that Florida and municipalities strive to meet the same goals. 

3. That any cap and trade legislation contain a natural reHomc!:s section intended 
to provide dedicated funding to help wildlife and the hahitatsUley rely on. to 
cope with the adverse im.pacts of (;limate change. ThIs includes directing a 
portion ofthe funding to the restoration ofthe nation's ru~uati,~ ecosystems. 
iucludin,g the Everglades. 

3. That the Florida Legislature pass a renewable portfolio sUm.dard (RPS) to 
achieve 20% renewable energy generation by 2020, and that this standard 
include truly renewable energy re~iOurces, consistent with HB 7135, which does 
not include nuclear or coal derived energy. 

wW\IV.evel'slade!'l(~(lalitioll.org 

Ph: 561-746-8078· Fax: 561-745-89:111'~ P.O. Box 1902. Jupiter, FL3~·468 

http:wW\IV.evel'slade!'l(~(lalitioll.org
http:naturallan.ds


4. That the State ofFlorida and the state's electric utilities aggressively putsUl~ :programs to 
maximize the benefits of energy efficiency and conservation as the fastest :md most costM 

effective means to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and mitigate the need for additional power 
plants. 

5. That the Florida legislature adopt the strong vehicle emissions standards 8pp[\:)ved by the 
Florida Environmental Regulatory Commission, to significantly reduce thE: gre,nhouse gas 
emissions from the transportation sector. We SUPP()l-t future efforts to exp]on~ alternative 
transportation methods which do not rely o.n fossil jfuels. 

Approve January 8, 2009 

_....\..----~--
~, 

wWw.l:vcrgladc:-;l:oalil:ion.org 

Ph; 561·74(.,..8078 • .Fax: 561-745-8936 • P.O. Box 1902, JlIpiter. F'L 3:;4(18 

http:wWw.l:vcrgladc:-;l:oalil:ion.org
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Kimberley Pena () ~ 0 50 

From: The Altmans [ljaltman@verizon.net] 

Sent: Thursday, January 08, 20094:26 PM 

To: Filings@psc.state.f1.us 

Cc: 'Lee Hayes Byron'; detert.nancy.web@flsenate.gov; keith.fitzgerald@myfloridahouse.gov; 'Shannon 
Staub' 

Subject: Input into PSC deliberations on Docket #080503 

Attachments: Letter to PSC 10809.doc 

Dear Ms. Cole, 

Please deliver the attached document to the PSC to be used in the January 9,2008 Rule Making Session for Docket 
#080503 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence J. Altman, Ph.D. 
8246 Shadow Pine Way 
Sarasota, FL 34238 
(941) 923-4347 
Ijaltman@verizon.net 

1Il3/2009 

mailto:Ijaltman@verizon.net
mailto:ljaltman@verizon.net


Lawrence J. Altman, Ph.D. 

8246 Shadow Pine Way 


Sarasota, FL 34238 

(941) 923-4347 


1jaltman@verizon.net 


Ms. Ann Cole January 8, 2009 
Commission Clerk 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Submitted to filings@psc.state.fl.us 

Subject: Docket #080503 Renewable Portfolio Standard Rulemaking 

Dear Ms. Cole, 

I am the Chairman ofthe Sarasota County Task Force on Solar Hot Water Heating. This 
letter is being written on my behalf alone (as an educated individual) and in no way 
reflects the official position ofeither Sarasota County or the Task Force. 

I am firmly opposed to the change of the direction of the rulemaking process from 
"Renewable Portfolio Standard" to "Clean Energy Portfolio Standard" and including 
nuclear energy in the new portfolio. Although I recognize that renewable sources can 
never provide 100% of the energy requirements of the State of Florida, there was no need 
to attempt to dilute the intent of the original statute and Governor Crist's intent to provide 
a mechanism to provide a financial incentive to renewable resources. Nuclear is not 
"clean" in that although the operation of the plant does not generate a large amount of 
carbon dioxide, one must consider the total birth to death carbon dioxide generation of 
the resource. The construction ofnuclear power plants generate a huge amount ofcarbon 
dioxide in providing the enormous amount of concrete as well as other parts of the plant. 
One must also consider that nuclear waste is certainly not "clean". 

In addition, I would like to point out that the fundamental study and assumptions by 
Navigant which led to the recommendations is flawed. By completely omitting solar 
thermal installations under 2 MW and also omitting Solar Thermal Utilities, erroneous 
conclusions were made as to the feasibility of achieving the goal of 20% renewable 
resources by 2020. 

I would rather have the Public Service Commission issue no rule at this time rather than 
one that is fundamentally flawed. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence J. Altman, Ph.D. 

mailto:filings@psc.state.fl.us
mailto:altman@verizon.net
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FPSC,CLK-CORRESPONDENCE 

AdmlnletrutJv._PartlM_ vtonsumer Kimberley Pena 0 ~050 ~ 
DOCUMENT NO.:OI }(¢9-08 

From: Kimberley Pena DISTRIBUTION: __--
Sent: Thursday, January 08,20094:15 PM 

To: Office of Commissioner Carter 

Cc: Ann Cole; Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners Advisors 

Subject: RE: ON 080503-EI 

Thank you. This information will be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, 
in Docket No. OS0503-EI, today. 

From: Lois Graham 
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 4: 13 PM 
To: Kimberley Pena 
Subject: RE: ON 080503-EI 

Kim. I don't know the proper procedure, but I have had 3 additional calls regarding this matter. One from Jessie 
Glickstein, June Cussen and Rev. Warren Clarke. They are all against making nuclear energy and coal qualify as clean 
energy. Also opposed to changing the date from 2020 to 2041. Thanks - questions, please call. 

From: Kimberley Pena 
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 12:55 PM 
To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Cc: Ann Cole; Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners Advisors; Mark Futrell; Cindy Miller; Karen 
Webb 
Subject: RE: ON 080503-EI 

Thank you. This information will be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, 
in Docket No. OS0503-EI, today. 

From: Carol Purvis On Behalf Of Ann Cole 
Sent: Thursday, January 08,2009 12:14 PM 
To: Kimberley Pena 
Cc: Ann Cole 
Subject: FW: ON 080503-EI 

Please handle 

From: Kay Posey 
Sent: Thursday, January 08,2009 11:26 AM 
To: Ann Cole 
Cc: Katrina McMurrian; Lorena Holley 
Subject: ON 080503-EI 

Commissioner McMurrian's office received a phone call this morning from Ms. Bonnie 
Nickel of Venice, FL. Ms. Nickel was calling to give the Commissioner her comments 
opposing the RPS Special Agenda tomorrow. She specifically is opposed to making 
nuclear energy and coal qualify as clean energy. She said this would prom FPL and not 
the environment. She and other citizens are interested in protecting the environment and 
this will undermine their intent. 

1IS/2009 
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I told Ms. Nickel I would pass her comments on to the Commissioner and I would also 
send them to the Clerk's Office to be filed in the docket file. She expressed her thanks. 

Kay Posey 
Executive Assistant to 
Commissioner Katrina J. McMurrian 

Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399 
850-413-6024; 850-413-6025 - fax 

118/2009 




SHEILA CALDERON 
2007 Wafers Edge Circle Telephone 561 968-4166 
Greenacres, FL 33413 o· :ntoO 

t!jc.... 
('jJanuary 1,2009 
0 I: m 

n:X I 
CD <r-:x mDear Governor Crist: (TI::e(/) ""V QE-Mail-Charlie.Crist@myfl.com 

I~~ :z 
0 (.,):z: .. "-0

Re: PSC Docket 080503 - RPS StaffReport / 
http://www.psc.state.fi.us/dockets/cms/docketFilings2.aspx?docket=080503) \D ~ 

I must take exception to the designation ofnuclear power as "CLEAN". To further 
develop nll~le8!PQwer pJaIlts rather tb.~ work to give incentives to .alternative renewable 
energy that will truly by "CLEAN" while protecting our natural resources is without 
conscious. 
Ifyou read the radionuclide release data, the strontium 90 reports in baby teeth, the 
reports of increased incidence ofchildhood leukemia near nuclear power plants, the barely 
regulated thermal discharges altering coastal aquatic systems? And then what is to be 
expected when we move waste across country and "WHERE" are we going to store this 
waste and at what expense to the environment and future generations. 

"Clean Coal" is also a very scary designation given to building new power plants. Has 
anybody read about the recent devestation ofa city in Tennessee affected by coal 
extraction and the need to blast the tops offmountains. When are we going to "STOP" 
this kind ofdevestation to our beautiful country - "LOOK" at the damage to our 
mountains, rivers and streams and the harm caused the neighboring communities affected 
& "LISTEN" to the scientists coneming "Global Warming" and how important it is for us 
to develop new sustainable renewable energy. 

Governor Crist, you have an opportunity to do the right thing and build a legacy that will 
call you a "LEADER" in the protection ofour natural resources. Please move forward on 
the energy conservation policies you have said you support and uphold the intent ofyour 
executive order. 

,,"7' 

Thank. you, 

0~~ 
2807 Waters Edge Cir. 
Greenacres, FL 33413 
(561) 968-4166 

cc: Florida Public Service Commission RECEIVED2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 JAN 07 2009 

Sheila Cldderon 
21K17 Waa-sBdgeCil 
~·I't.U413 

Florida Public Service CommisSion 
0Msi00 of sse 

http://www.psc.state.fi.us/dockets/cms/docketFilings2.aspx?docket=080503
mailto:E-Mail-Charlie.Crist@myfl.com


-~-~--------------- ·--·---------------·----8'fA-TE-OF-FL-oRlDA---------------------.------..--------.-...
COMMISSIONERS: DIVISION OF SERVICE, SAFETY & 
MATTHEW M. CARTER II, CHAIRMAN CONSUMER ASSISTANCE 

LISA POLAK EDGAR DANIEL M. HOPPE, DIRECTOR 
KATRINA 1. McMuRRIAN (850) 413-6480 
NANCY ARGENZIANO 
NATHAN A. SKOP 

JI~IttC§~ OInntmtuion 
January 8, 2009 

Ms. Sheila Calderon 
2807 Waters Edge Circle 
Greenacres, FL 33413 

RE: PSC Inquiry 816716C 

Dear Ms. Calderon: 

This is in response to your inquiry with the Florida Public Service Commission (PSC) 
regarding nuclear power. 

You expressed a concern about the petition to establish rules on renewable portfolio 
standard. We appreciate your comments regarding the petition and will add your 
correspondence to Docket No. 080503-EI. 

If you have any questions or concerns please call Ellen Plendl at 1-800-342-3552 or 
by fax at 1-800-511-0809. 

Zj;l 
Randy Roland 
Regulatory Program Administrator 
Division of Service, Safety & 
Conswner Assistance 

RR:mep 

CAPITAL CIRCLE OFFICE CENTER. 2540 SHUMARD OAK BoULEVARD • TALLAHASSEE, FL32399-0850 
An Affirmative Action I Equal Opportunity Employer 

PSC Website: http://www.fioridapsc.rom Internet E-mail: rontact@psc.state.ft.us 

mailto:rontact@psc.state.ft.us
http://www.fioridapsc.rom


(, _.' 3ECENED-Fr 
Office of Governor Charlie Cri~t •. 
State of Florida 09 JlM - 8 ~t\~, " IS 
PL-05 The Capitol 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 cottM\SS\(

CLERK 
Dear Governor Crist, 

As a concerned resident of Florida, I strongly believe that you need to immediately address our 
Renewable Energy Policy direction. The Public Service Commission is currently leaning toward a 
policy called Renewable Energy Credits (REC"s). REC's would allow a few big out of state 
companies to come in, build their installations, establish a monopoly, then leave Florida. This 
will benefit very few Floridians. There is a solution, the proven policy that I believe you have an 
understanding of; Renewable Energy Payments Policy (Feed in Tariffs), this policy will make 
Florida and America leaders in renewable energy technology deployment. It is my hope that 
you, the Public Service Commission, and the state legislature will work together toward the 
adoption of Renewable Energy Payments. This form of policy will allow more people to produce 
and benefit from renewable energy, creating thousands of good jobs in Florida and fast track 
what I know will be a robust renewable energy Industry in Florida. 

The If Sunshine State" should and will be a leader in renewable energy like solar, wind and 
biomass and can pave the way for other states to follow suit. It is imperative that we, as a 
state, take this opportunity to strengthen our economy, and take all the steps needed to save 
our planet for future generations. 

Please give Renewable Energy Payments strong consideration when reviewing our current 
energy policy options. This policy has been proven to be the best renewable energy policy in 45 
other nations. The adoption of th is policy will create long term good paying jobs in Florida, and 
greatly surpass all renewable energy expectations. 

RECEIVED 
JAN 07 2009 

Thank You for leading us toward this vision of energy independence, 

it,elY''/,,-"-""'~, 
Monica Kenne y 

Florida Public Servic2 Commission4726 E. Trails Dr. 
Division of sse 

Sarasota, FL 34232 

--~1 

~_U.A 4411 Bee Ridge Road #272 
.~;~" Sarasota, Florida 34233 

~~N,.~y 941-371·6655 



STATE OF FLORIDA 
COMMISSIONERS: DIVISION OF SERVICE, SAFETY & 
MATTHEW M. CARTER II, CHAIRMAN CONSUMER ASSISTANCE 
LISA POLAK EDGAR DANIEL M. HOPPE, DIRECTOR 
KATRINAJ. McMuRRIAN (850) 413-6480 
NANCY ARGENZIANO 

NATHAN A. SKOP 

Jluhltt~.erfrk.e QIomml55inn 
January 8, 2009 

Ms. Monica Kennedy 
4726 East Trails Drive 
Sarasota, FL 34232 

RE: PSC Inquiry 816774C 

Dear Ms. Kennedy: 

The Governor's office forwarded a copy of your correspondence to the Florida Public 
Service Commission (PSC). The PSC regulates investor-owned electric, natural gas, and 
telecommunications utilities throughout Florida, and investor-owned water and wastewater 
utilities in those counties which have opted to transfer jurisdiction to the PSc. 

You expressed a concern about the petition to establish rules on renewable portfolio 
standard. We appreciate your comments regarding the petition and will add your 
correspondence to Docket No. 080503-EI. 

If you have any questions or concerns please call Ellen Plendl at 1-800-342-3552 or 
by fax at 1-800-511-0809. 

Sincerely, 

~5~iu 
Randy Roland 
Regulatory Program Administrator 
Division of Service, Safety & 
Consumer Assistance 

RR:mep 

CAPITAL CmCLE OFFICE CENTER. 2540 SHUMARD OAK BOULEVARD • TALLAHASSEE, FL 32399-0850 
An Affirmative Action I Equal Opportunity Employer 

PSC Website: http://www.noridapsc.comInternetE-mail: contact@psc.state.n.us 

mailto:contact@psc.state.n.us
http://www.noridapsc.comInternet
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Kimberley Pena 0 8'1) $l63 

From: Ruth McHargue 
Sent: Thursday, January 08,200912:58 PM 
To: Ruth Nettles 
Cc: Kimberley Pena 
Subject: Renewable energy 

Please add to docket file. 

-----Original Message----

From: Webmaster 

Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 8 :07 AM 

To: Consumer Contact 

Subject: RE: My contact 


Thank you and have a great day! 

Wan-Jien Chen 

Phone: 850-413-6334 


-----Original Message----
From: contact@psc.state.fl.us [mailto:contact@psc.state.fl. us] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 07,200911:36 PM 

To: Webmaster 

Cc: diamondteldeb@aol.com 

SUbject: My contact 


Contact from a Web user 

Contact Information: 

Name: Deb Amason 

Company: 

Primary Phone: 386-288-4454 

Secondary Phone: 704-851-3925 

Email: diamondteldeb@aol.com 


Response requested? Yes 

CC Sent? Yes 


Comments: 
PSC's current proposal to classify nuclear and carbon capture coal as "clean energy" is disengenious since 
neither nuclear or coal currently meet those requirements. It seems to me and my family and friends that FPL 
(Commissioner Nathan Skop being a recent employee)is being gifted the money and support it needs to escape 
true renewable energy such as wind, solar, wave and geothermal. What ever happened to FPL's partnership with 
Ausra? What real progress has been made towards these true (and currently available) forms of energy 
generation? 

1 

----.........- ....
~. 

mailto:diamondteldeb@aol.com
mailto:diamondteldeb@aol.com
mailto:mailto:contact@psc.state.fl
mailto:contact@psc.state.fl.us


**CLK OFFICIAL DOCUMENT...** 

The PSC might well consider such plans as Google Energy's to meet the needs of the US 2500x over using 
solar, wind and geothermal (currently used in Iceland). Or the use of solar photovoltaic panels to cover 
currently existing parking lots to power the businesses. In the online book, Carbon-Free and Nuclear-Free, A 
Roadmap for US Energy Policy, Arjun Makhijani outlines just what has been done such as this US Naval Base 
in operation since 2002 and working quite nicely in California. These are just a couple of great examples as to 
what is possible if we can get past the fear and greed, join together to solve our common problems 

2 
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Kimberley Pena Qgo 50.3 

From: Ruth McHargue 
Sent: Thursday, January 08,200912:57 PM 
To: Ruth Nettles 
Cc: Kimberley Pena 
Subject: Renewable energy 

-----Original Message----

From: Webmaster 

Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 8:07 AM 

To: Consumer Contact 

Subject: RE: My contact 


Thank you and have a great day! 

Wan-Jien Chen 

Phone: 850-413-6334 


-----Original Message----
From: contact@psc.state.fl.us [mailto:contact@psc.state.fl. us] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 07,2009 10:09 PM 

To: Webmaster 

Cc: malasine@ao1.com 

Subject: My contact 


Contact from a Web user 


Contact Information: 

Name: Sigi Moriece 

Company: 

Primary Phone: 

Secondary Phone: 

Email: malasine@aoLcom 


Response requested? Yes 

CC Sent? Yes 


Comments: 

I was shocked to learn that the PSC staffers are recommending the Renewable Energy Portfolio be modified to 

include nuclear and clean coal as clean energy sources. This is totally unacceptable and flies in the face ofthe 

objectives trying to be achieved. 

Creating a "Clean Energy Standard" as opposed to the directed "renewable portfolio standard" is just another 

example of the government handing corporate America gifts, instead of forcing them into the difficult changes 

that need to be implemented. DO NOT change the standard and do not allow nuclear and coal (which is never 


1 

mailto:malasine@ao1.com
mailto:mailto:contact@psc.state.fl
mailto:contact@psc.state.fl.us


**CLK OFFICIAL DOCUMENT... ** 
truly 'clean'). You should be ashamed ofyourselves. 

2 
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Kimberley Pena 0 [V603 

From: Ruth McHargue 
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 12:57 PM 
To: Ruth Nettles 
Cc: Kimberley Pena 
Subject: Renewabe energy 

**CLK OFFICIAL DOCUMENT... ** 


Please add to docket file 


-----Original Message----

From: Webmaster 

Sent: Thursday, January 08,20098:07 AM 

To: Consumer Contact 

Subject: RE: My contact 


Thank: you and have a great day! 

Wan-Jien Chen 

Phone: 850-413-6334 


-----Original Message----
From: contact@psc.state.fl.us [ mailto:contact@psc.state.fl. us] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 07, 200910:33 PM 

To: Webmaster 

Cc: gsbrinck@comcast.net 

Subject: My contact 


Contact from a Web user 


Contact Information: 

Name: Susan Brinckerhoff 

Company: 

Primary Phone: 508 362-2367 

Secondary Phone: 

Email: gsbrinck@comcast.net 


Response requested? No 

CC Sent? Yes 


Comments: 

There are growing and concerning calls to add nuclear and clean coal to the list ofqualified, "clean energy" 

sources. This would mean changing the "Renewable Portfolio Standard" into a "Clean Portfolio Standard" 

PLEASE do not allow that to happen. Nuclear is not really 'clean' and there is no such thing as 'clean' coal! 


1 
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Kimberley Pena O~D'St>3 Admlnl.tratlv8_Parti.._~on.um8r 
OOeUMENf NQ. e:):J log -0 g 

From: Kimberley Pena DISTRIBUTION: _____ 
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 1:58 PM 

To: Office of Commissioner Carter 

Cc: Ann Cole; Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners Advisors 

Subject: RE: ON 080503-EI 

Thank you. This information will be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, 
in Docket No. 080503-EJ, today. 

From: Lois Graham 
Sent: Thursday, January 08,2009 1:18 PM 
To: Kimberley Pena 
Subject: RE: ON 080S03-EI 

Kim, I received the same call with the same comments. Thanks 

From: Kimberley Pena 
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 12:55 PM 
To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Cc: Ann Cole; Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners Advisors; Mark Futrell; Cindy Miller; Karen 
Webb 
Subject: RE: ON 080S03-EI 

Thank you. This infonnation will be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, 
in Docket No. 080503-EI, today. 

From: Carol Purvis On Behalf Of Ann Cole 
Sent: Thursday, January 08,2009 12:14 PM 
To: Kimberley Pena 
Cc: Ann Cole 
Subject: FW: ON 080503-EI 

Please handle 

From: Kay Posey 
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 11:26 AM 
To: Ann COle 
Cc: Katrina McMurrian; Lorena Holley 
Subject: ON 080503-EI 

Commissioner McMurrian's office received a phone call this morning from Ms. Bonnie 
Nickel of Venice, FL. Ms. Nickel was calling to give the Commissioner her comments 
opposing the RPS Special Agenda tomorrow. She specifically is opposed to making 
nuclear energy and coal qualify as clean energy. She said this would profit FPL and not 
the environment. She and other citizens are interested in protecting the environment and 
this will undermine their intent. 

I told Ms. Nickel I would pass her comments on to the Commissioner and I would also 
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send them to the Clerk's Office to be filed in the docket file. She expressed her thanks. 

Kay Posey 
Executive Assistant to 
Commissioner Katrina J. McMurrian 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399 
850-413-6024; 850-413-6025 - fax 

1/8/2009 
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From: Kimberley Pen a DISTRIBUTION: __-- 
Sent: Thursday, January 08,200912:55 PM 


To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 


Cc: Ann Cole; Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners Advisors; Mark Futrell; Cindy 

Miller; Karen Webb 


Subject: RE: ON 080503-EI 


Thank you. This information will be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, 
in Docket No. 080503-EI, today. 

From: carol Purvis On Behalf Of Ann Cole 
sent: Thursday, January 08,2009 12:14 PM 
To: Kimberley Pena 
Cc: Ann Cole 
Subject: FW: ON 080S03-EI 

Please handle 

From: Kay Posey 
sent: Thursday, January 08,2009 11:26 AM 
To: Ann Cole 
Cc: Katrina McMurrian; Lorena Holley 
Subject: ON 080S03-EI 

Commissioner McMurrian's office received a phone call this morning from Ms. Bonnie 
Nickel of Venice, FL. Ms. Nickel was calling to give the Commissioner her comments 
opposing the RPS Special Agenda tomorrow. She specifically is opposed to making 
nuclear energy and coal qualify as clean energy. She said this would profit FPL and not 
the environment. She and other citizens are interested in protecting the environment and 
this will undermine their intent. 

I told Ms. Nickel I would pass her comments on to the Commissioner and I would also 
send them to the Clerk's Office to be filed in the docket file. She expressed her thanks. 

Kay Posey 
Executive Assistant to 
Commissioner Katrina J. McMurrian 

Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399 
850-413-6024; 850-413-6025 - fax 
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Office of Governor Charlie Crist 
State of Florida 
PL -05 The Capitol 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 

Dear Governor Crist, 

RECE .',,: 'fPSC 

09 JAN - 7 PH 3: 15 

COt1MISSlOH
CLERK 


\0.~'\~1£~ 
~S~ 

As a concerned resident of Florida, I strongly believe that you need to immediately v ?< 0 ~ 
address our Renewable Energy Policy direction. The Public Service Commission is § f? ~f (5 
currently leaning toward a policy called Renewable Energy Credits (REC"s). REC's would c.;~?::; 0 

~ r;; ~-i' r
allow a few big out of state companies to come in, build their installations, establish a :J ':~ f1. ~ 
monopoly, then leave Florida. This will benefit very few Floridians. There is a solution, 9 _... <1> (") 

the proven policy that I believe you have an understanding of; Renewable Energy 
Payments Policy (Feed in Tariffs), this policy will make Florida and America leaders in 
renewable energy technology deployment. It is my hope that you, the Public Service 
Commission, and the state legislature will work together toward the adoption of 
Renewable Energy Payments. This form of policy will allow more people to produce and ~ ~ ~ 
benefit from renewable energy, creating thousands of good jobs in Florida and fast track t' le:::J () 

, I I ("()". (11
what I know will be a robust renewable energy industry in Florida. .~,~><-:....~-

The /I Sunshine State" should and will be a leader in renewable energy like solar, wind 

and biomass and can pave the way for other states to follow suit. It is imperative that 

we, as a state, take this opportunity to strengthen our economy, and take all the steps 

needed to save our planet for future generations. 


Please give Renewable Energy Payments strong consideration when reviewing our 

current energy policy options. This policy has been proven to be the best renewable 

energy policy in 45 other nations. The adoption of this policy will create long term good 

paying jobs in Florida, and greatly surpass all renewable energy expectations. 


Thank You for leading us toward this vision of energy independence, 

Sincerely, 

d-l~t~1!C~~~ 
William M Stinemetz, Owner l! 
AAA Florida Home Insurance Inspections 

AAA Florida Home 'nsura ' nceInspectlons 

1BB3 SW Capri Sf 

Palm City, FI.34990 
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STATE OF FLORIDA 
COMMISSIONERS: DIVISION OF SERVICE, SAFETY & 
MATIHEW M. CARTER II, CHAIRMAN CONSUMER ASSISTANCE 

LISA POLAK EDGAR DANIEL M. HOPPE, DIRECTOR 

KATRINA J. McMuRRIAN (850) 413-6480 
NANCY ARGENZIANO 

NATHAN A. SKOP 

1fIuhlie~erfrltt QInmmfusintt 
January 8, 2009 

Mr. William Stinemetz 
AAA Florida Home Insurance Inspections 
1883 SW Capri Street 
Palm City, FL 34990 

RE: PSC Inquiry 816185C 

Dear Mr. Stinemetz: 

... The Governor's office forwarded a copy of your correspondence to the Florida Public 
Service Commission (PSC). The PSC regulates investor-owned electric, natural gas, and 
telecommunications utilities throughout Florida, and investor-owned water and wastewater 
utilities in those counties which have opted to transfer jurisdiction to the PSc. 

You expressed a concern about the petition to establish rules on renewable portfolio 
standard. We appreciate your comments regarding the petition and will add your 
correspondence to Docket No. 080503-EI. 

If you have any questions or concerns please call Ellen Plendl at 1-800-342-3552 or 
by fax at 1-800-511-0809. 

Sincerely,

,!ott
Regulatory Program Administrator 
Division of Service, Safety & 
Consumer Assistance 

RR:mep 

CAPITAL CIRCLE OFFICE CENTER. 2540 SHUMARD OAK BoULEVARD. TALLAHASSEE, FL 32399-0850 
An Affirmative Action I Equal Opportunity Employer 

PSC Website: http://www.Ooridapsc.comInternetE-mail: contact@psc.state.n.us 

mailto:contact@psc.state.n.us
http://www.Ooridapsc.comInternet
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Ann Cole
DISTRIBUTION:

From: Ann Cole

Sent: Tuesday, January 06, 2009 8:33 AM

To: Cathi Lindsley

Subject: FW: Docket 080503 Establishment of rule on renewable portfolio standard

Processing Instructions: This should be placed in Docket Correspondence-Consumers and their Representatives, not Parties

and Interested Persons, as previously directed. If you have any questions, please let me know. Thank you.

Original Message----

From: Ann Cole

Sent: Monday, January 05, 2009 4:55 PM

To: Office of Commissioner MeMurrian

Cc: Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners Advisors

Subject: RE: Docket 080503 Establishment of rule on renewable portfolio standard

Sure thing. This information will be placed in Docket Correspondence-Parties and Interested Persons, in Docket No.

080503-El

Original Message

Prom: Office of Commissioner McMurrian

Sent: Monday, January 05, 2009 4:33 PM

To: Ann Cole

Cc: Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners Advisors

Subject: FW: Docket 080503 Establishment of rule on renewable portfolio standard

Hi Ann,

Would you please put this e-mail in the file for DN 080503? Thank you.

Kay

Original Message

From: Rhonda Roff [nmilto:marshmaidniail.com]

Sent: Friday, January 02, 2009 6:35 PM

To: Charlie.Cristmyflorida.com; Office Of Commissioner Edgar; Office of Commissioner Argenziano; Office of

Commissioner McMurrian; Office of Commissioner Skop; Office of the Chairman

Cc: christine_stapletonpbpost.com; letterspbpost.com; Records Clerk

Subject: Docket 080503 Establishment of rule on renewable portfolio standard

Dear Governor Crist and Public Service Commissioners,

Re: PSC Docket 080503 - BPS Staff Report submitted 12/31/08 at

httv://www.ic.state.fl.us/dockets/cms/docketFilings2.asnx?docket=080503

It is the ultimate in greenwashing to call nuclear power "clean" and weaken the state's renewable portfolio standard by doing

so.

Does anyone really believe that nuclear power plants are emissions free? Has anyone but me read the radionuclide release

data, the strontium 90 reports in baby teeth, the reports of increased incidence of childhood leukemia near nuclear power

plants, the barely regulated thermal discharges altering coastal aquatic systems? And all this without accidents, all this

without waste transport yet. Soon we will need to move our spent nuclear fuel across the country by some means, safely.

Similarly, we are not fooled by the industry's claim of "Clean Coal".

Even if IGCC with CCS were emissions-free, coal extraction and transport have devastating environmental and public health

impacts including egregious Clean Water Act violations and the need to blast the tops off mountains.

1/6/2009
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We must keep nuclear and coal power as a separate issues from renewables. We are not that foolish. We know that doing

otherwise serves only big utilities who are struggling to meet the Governor's mandate of 20% of theft production through

renewables.

Allowing nuclear and/or coal to fill the slot that should and must be occupied by truly sustainable renewable energy robs

Floridians of their ratepayer investments and global citizens of a meaningful investment in climate crisis mitigation.

Governor Crist, you have an opportunity to do the right thing. Please uphold the intent of your executive order.

Thank you,

Rhonda Roff

P0 Box 1953

Clewiston, FL 33440

863-983-4639

1/6/2009
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Ann Cole

From: Ann Cole FPSC, CLK - CORRESPONDENCE

Sent: Tuesday, January 06, 2009 8:32 AM __AdmInhsuauvtyaItas..X6onsumer

To: Cathi Lindsley DOCUMENT NO. 01 lWk-O 2

Subject: RE: Beef Up the RPS! DISTRIBUTION:

Processing Instructions: This should be placed in Docket Correspondence-Consumers and their Representatives, npj. Parties

and Interested Persons, as previously directed. If you have any questions, please let me know. Thank you.

Original Message

From: Ann Cole

Sent: Monday, January 05, 2009 4:55 PM

To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian

Cc: Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners Advisors

Subject: RE: Beef Up the RPS!

Thank you for this information, which will be placed in Docket Correspondence-Parties and Interested Persons, in Docket

No. 080503-El

Original Message

From: Office of Commissioner McMurrian

Sent: Monday, January 05, 2009 4:35 PM

To: Ann Cole

Cc: Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners Advisors

Subject: FW: Beef Up the RPS!

Ann,

Please put this e-mail in the file for DN 080503. Thank you.

Kay

Original Message

From: Christine Dobey [mai1to:crisgo552iaol.com]

Sent: Saturday, January 03, 2009 11:54 PM

To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian

Subject: Beef Up the RPS!

Commissioner Katrina McMun-ian,

FL

Dear Public Service Commissioner,,

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as aggressive in
fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either.

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas emissions 80% by
2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant
resource. Governor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have a new clean
energy industry offering greenjobs while protecting Florida?s assets from rising seas and stronger storms.

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifying the energy portfolio.
The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that
suffers from price shocks in a global market Sun and wind are local resources that can7t be manipulated by foreign
governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced.

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing stronger standards

1/6/2009
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and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor

and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020.

Thank you for your time and hard work.

Sincerely,

Christine Dobey

707 Wood St
Dunedin, FL 34698

1/6/2009
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From: Rhonda Roff [marshmaidgmai.com]

Sent: Friday, January 02, 2009 6:35 PM

To: Charlie.Crist@myfiorida.com; Office Of Commissioner Edgar; Office of Commissioner

Argenziano; Office of Commissioner McMurrian; Office of Commissioner Skop; Office of the

Chairman

Cc: christine_stapleton@pbpost.com; letters@pbpost.com; Records Clerk

Subject: Docket 080503 Establishment of rule on renewable portfolio standard

Dear Governor Crist and Public Service Commissioners,

Re: PSC Docket 080503 - RPS Staff Report submitted 12/31/08 at

hap ://www.psc.state.f'l.us/dockets/cms/docketFilings2.aspx?docket=080503

It is the ultimate in greenwashing to call nuclear power "clean" and weaken the state's renewable portfolio

standard by doing so.

Does anyone really believe that nuclear power plants are emissions free? Has anyone but me read the

radionuclide release data, the strontium 90 reports in baby teeth, the reports of increased incidence of childhood

leukemia near nuclear power plants, the barely regulated thermal discharges altering coastal aquatic systems?

And all this without accidents, all this without waste transport yet. Soon we will need to move our spent

nuclear fuel across the country by some means, safely.

Similarly, we are not fooled by the industry's claim of "Clean Coal".

Even if IGCC with CCS were emissions-free, coal extraction and transport have devastating environmental and

public health impacts including egregious Clean Water Act violations and the need to blast the tops off

mountains.

We must keep nuclear and coal power as a separate issues from renewables. We are not that foolish. We know

that doing otherwise serves only big utilities who are struggling to meet the Governor's mandate of 20% of their

production through renewables.

Allowing nuclear and/or coal to fill the slot that should and must be occupied by truly sustainable renewable

energy robs Floridians of their ratepayer investments and global citizens of a meaningful investment in climate

crisis mitigation.

Governor Crist, you have an opportunity to do the right thing. Please uphold the intent of your executive order.

Thank you,

Rhonda Roff

Clewiston, FL 33440 IiECLKCO!!1

863-983-4639 AdIflifli5't"O
Purties
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From: Kimberley Pena 
Sent: 

To: 

cc:  Ann Cole 

Subject: FW: 

Attachments: Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef 

Friday, December 12,2006 2:36 PM 

Office of Commissioner McMurrian; Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners 
Advisors; Mark Futrell; Karen Webb; Cindy Miller 

Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS! 

?bank you. This information will be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, in Docket No. 080503-El, today. 

Mark, Karen, and Cindy, please see attached correspondence. Let me know if you would like me to add them as interested persons in the mailing list. 

From: Carol purvis On Behalf Of Ann Cole 
Sent: Friday, December 12,2008 9:24 AM 
To: Kimberley Pena 
Cc: Ann Cole 
Subject: Fw: 

Please handle 

FPSC, CLK - CORRESPONDENCE 

DOCUMENT NO.D?36q -08 
Admlnbtr&tlve-P~-"mw J - 

DISTRIBUTION: 

From: Kay P m y  
Sent: Wednewlay, December 10, 2008 4:37 PM 
To: Ann Cole 
Subject 

Please place these e-mails in the file for DN 080503-El. Thank you. 

12/12/2008 

~~~ 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: Ada Lang [adalang@bellsouth.net] 
Sent: 
To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 1:13 PM 

Commissioner Katrina McMurrian , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as 
aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing 
either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 
warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RF'S is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifymg the 
energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Govemor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Ada Lang 
1241 1 Gulf Blvd. 
Cedar Key, FL 32625 

1 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Bill Stokes [bstokes4@juno.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Commissioner Katrina McMurrian , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as 
aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing 
either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 
warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifylng the 
energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Govemor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Stokes 
301 2nd St. N. #18 
St. Petersburg, FL 33701 

1 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Heloise C. Seailles [heloiseseailles@care2.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1 :05 PM 
Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Commissioner Katrina McMurrian , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as 
aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing 
either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Govemor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 
warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifymg the 
energyportfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Govemor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Heloise C. Seailles 
1705 SW 78th Street 
Gainesville, FL 32607-3416 

1 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Kelley Anderson [kanderson@marine.usf.edu] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1 :23 PM 
Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Commissioner Katrina McMunian , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as 
aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing 
either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 
warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifylng the 
energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign govemments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Governor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Kelley Anderson 
7320 Burlington Ave N 
ST PETERSBURG, FL 33710 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lesley Cox [dan-lesley@att.net] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1 :09 PM 
Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Commissioner Katrina McMurrian , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as 
aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing 
either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 
warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RF'S is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifying the 
energyportfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Governor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

legal assistant Lesley Cox 
legal assistant 
P.O. Box CC 
Carrabelle, FL 32322 

850 697-5555 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ross Kelsonpetit [democracyinaction@espritus.net] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Commissioner Katrina McMurrian , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as 
aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing 
either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Govemor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 
warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifylng the 
energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Govemor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Ross Kelsonpetit 
7330 Ocean Terrace 
Suite 1801 
Miami Beach, FL 33141 

7330 Ocean Terra 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: Susan Preston [sunpreston@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 29,2008 1 :06 PM 
To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Commissioner Katrina McMurrian , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as 
aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing 
either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Govemor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 
warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifylng the 
energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign govemments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Governor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Preston 
P. 0.415 
La Crosse, FL 32658 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wes Winters (winters1 @cfl.rr.comj 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1 :09 PM 
Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Commissioner Katrina McMunian , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as 
aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing 
either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Govemor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 
warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
fiom rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifylng the 
energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers fiom price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Govemor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Wes Winters 
186 Kenilworth Ave. 
Ormond Beach, FL 32174 

386-235-8730 
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FPSC, CLK - CORRESPONDENCE 

From: Kimberley Pena 

Sent: 
To: 

cc: Ann Cole 

Subject: FW: 
Attachments: Beef Up the RPS!; happy with yourself are you, you heartless murdering bitch 

Friday, December 12,2008 11:24 AM 

Office of Commissioner McMurrian; Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners 
Advisors; Mark Futrell; Karen Webb; Cindy Miller 

Thank you. This information will be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, in Docket No. 080503-EI, today. 

Mark, Karen, and Cindy. please see attached correspondence. Let me know if you would like mc to add thnn as interested persons in the mailing list, 

From: Carol PJMS On Behalf OI Ann Cole 
Sent: Fnday, Decemoer 12,2008 9:43 AM 
To: K mkrley Pena 
Cc: Ann Cole 
Subject: FW: 

Pleaw handlc 

From: Kay poseV 
Sent: Thursday, December 11,2008 1046 AM 
TO: Ann Cole 
Subject 

please place these e-mails in the  file for DN 080503-El. Thank,, 

12/12/2008 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Micah Mills [grimforest@hotmail.com] 
Friday, November 28,2008 3:36 PM 
Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Commissioner Katrina McMurrian 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as 
aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing 
either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 
warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifylng the 
energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Governor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Micab Mills 
10920 Witchaven St. 
Jacksonville, FL 32246 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: Daphne Lawton [daffna55@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 27,2008 9:46 PM 
To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Subject: happy with yourself are you, you heartless murdering bitch 

I just saw you and your stinking cabal of pigs on television granting Progress ....... _______............. Energy .. the right to kill all poor 
people in St. Petersburg. St Petersburg has the second highest job loss in the US. It has a large number of 
elderly people on fixed incomes, people in wheelchairs, people with heart conditions, people who can not 
survive a summer in Florida without air conditioning but you, you stinking heartless piece of crap will be 
happy to see all these people die a miserable death just so your friends at Progress Energy can be even richer. 
You are worse than the worst murderer on death row, which is where you deserve to be. 

12/12/2008 



FPSC, CLK - CORRESPONDENCPage Of 

From: Kimberley Pena DISTRIBUTION: 
Sent: 

To: 

cc: Ann Cole 

Subject: FW: 

Attachments: Beef Up the RPS!; Please support a 20% renewable energy standard! 

Friday, December 12.2008 11:16 AM 

Office of Commissioner McMurrian; Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners 
Advisors; Mark Futrell; Karen Webb; Cindy Miller 

Thank you. This  information will be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, in Docket No. 080503-EI, today 

Mark, e x e n ,  and Cindy, please sce attached coiTcspondence. Let me know if you would like me to add than as intcrcsted persons in the mailing list. 

From Carol PUNIS On Behalf Of Ann Cole 
Sent: Fnday, December 12, 2008 9:42 AM 
To: Kimberiey Pena 
Cc: Ann Cole 
Subject: MI: 

Please handle 

From Kay Posey 
Sent: Thursdav. December 11. 2008 1044 AM 
To: Ann Cole 
Subject: 

Please place these e-mails in the file for DN 060503-El. Thank you. 

12/12/2008 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Nan Kavanaugh [nanrk2@gmail.com] 
Monday, December 08.2008 8:50 AM 
Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Commissioner Katrina McMunian , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as 
aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing 
either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Govemor Cnst recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 
warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifying the 
energyportfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign govemments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Govemor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Nan Kavanaugh 
1901 Perimeter Park Rd 
Femandina , FL 32034 

1 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: Alice Gould [alice.gould@gmail.com] 
Sent: 
To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Subject: 

Monday, December 08,2008 1257 AM 

Please support a 20% renewable energy standard! 

Commissioner Katrina McMurrian , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

I know that Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must 
be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not 
doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 
warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RF'S is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifjmg the 
energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Govemor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Alice Gould 
1159 Scotten Road 
Jacksonville, FL 32205 

1 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

cc: 
Subject: 

Kimberley Pena 
Friday, December 12,2008 10:57 AM 
Office of Commissioner McMurrian; Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; 
Commissioners Advisors; Mark Futrell; Karen Webb; Cindy Miller 
Ann Cole 
RE: Beef Up the RPS! 

Thank you. This information will be placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, 
in Docket No. 080503-E1, today. 

Mark, Karen, and Cindy, please see below correspondence. Let me know if you would like me to add as 
interested persons in the mailing list. Thank you. 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Carol Purvis On Behalf Of Ann Cole 
Sent: Friday, December 12,2008 9:24 AM 
To: Kimberley Pena 
Cc: Ann Cole 
Subject: FW: Beef Up the RPS! 

Please handle 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Sent: Wednesday, December 10,2008 4:38 PM 
To: Ann Cole 
Subject: FW: Beef Up the RPS! 

Please place this e-mail in the file for DN 080503-EI. Thank you. 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Denise Redgrave [mailto:dredgrave@ettally.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 18,2008 12:33 PM 
To: Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Commissioner Katrina McMurrian , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as 
aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing 
either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Govemor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 

1 
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warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RF'S is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifylng the 
energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Governor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Redgrave 
4050 Longleaf Ct. 
Tallahassee, FL 32310 

2 
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Kimberley Pe 

From: Kimberley Pena DISTRIBUTION: 
Sent: 

To: 

cc: 

Friday, December 12,2008 10:49 AM 

Office of Commissioner McMurrian; Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners 
Advisors 

Ann Cole; Mark Futrell; Karen Webb: Cindy Miller 

Subject: Fw: 

Attachments: Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS! 

Thank you. This information will he placed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, in Docket No. 080503-El, today 

Mark, Karen. and Cindy, please see attached correspondence. Lct me know if you would like me to add them as intcrcstcd persons in thc mailing list. 

From: Carol PUN s On Behalf Of Ann Co e 
Sent: Friday, December 12, 2008 9:20 AM 
To: K mberley Pena 
C c  Ann Cole 
Subject: FW: 

I’ledsr. hdndlc 

From: Kay P m y  
Sent: Wednesday, December 10, 2008 4:47 PM 
To: Ann Cole 
Subject: 

Please place these e-mails in the file for DN 080503-El. Thank you. 

12/12/2008 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Anthony Villareal [bu-bbs@hotmail.com] 
Monday, November 24,2008 7:17 PM 
Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Commissioner Katrina McMurrian , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as 
aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing 
either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 
warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RF'S is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifymg the 
energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Govemor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony Villareal 
4151 Windy Ln. 
Hilliard, FL 32046 

1 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Elizabeth Agnew [eagnew-9@hotmail.com] 
Monday, November 24,2008 3:51 PM 
Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Commissioner Katrina McMurrian , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as 
aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing 
either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 
warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifying the 
energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Governor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Agnew 
315 NW 10 St 
Gainesville, FL 32601 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Antonia Fernee [fernee.antonia@mayo.edu] 
Monday, November 24,2008 2:44 PM 
Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Commissioner Katrina McMurrian , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as 
aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing 
either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Govemor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 
warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifymg the 
energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created cm?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Govemor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Antonia Femee 
3559 Thornhill Drive 
Jacksonville, FL 32277 

1 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Marcelle Fernee [marcellerita@gmail.com] 
Monday, November 24,2008 2:34 PM 
Office of Commissioner McMurrian 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Commissioner Katrina McMurrian , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. We must be as 
aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing 
either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas 
emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Govemor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global 
warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets 
from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RF'S is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifying the 
energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that 
can?t be manipulated by foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing 
stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as 
aggressive and decisive as the Govemor and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 
2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Marcelle Femee 
3559 Thomhill Dr. 
Jacksonville, FL 32277 
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Sent: 

To: Ruth Nettles 
cc: Kimberley Pena 
Subject: FW: Docket 808503 

Attachments: FW: docket# 080503 - El -urgent; E-Form Other Complaint TRACKING NUMBER: 16402 

Friday, December 05,2008 9:38 AM 

Please add to docket tile. 
Thanks, 
Ruth 

From: Angie Calhoun 
Sent: Friday, December 05, 2008 9:23 AM 
To: Ruth McHargue 
Subject: Docket 808503 

To CLK 

12/8/2008 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: Emily Casey [ecasey21 @hotmail.com] 

Sent: 
To: Consumer Contact 

Subject: 
Importance: High 

Wednesday, December 03,2008 11 :27 AM 

FW: docket# 080503 - El -urgent 

From: ecasey21@hotmail.com 
To: hopeforcleanwater@yahoo.com 
Subject: docket# 080503 - E1 
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 2008 02:03:05 -0500 

Several points of thoughts when considering reviewing the renewable portfolio standard. 

THE WORLD IS WATCHING 

1.) Navigate studies only went to 2020 - after that point is when the use of renewable energies 
would really pay for themselves if they were implemented today. Think about how long it takes to 
construct a nuclear power plant and how expensive it is in the long run, does i t  really ever pay for itself!! 
Yet they show conditions which discourage the use of renewable in Florida now - maybe later. 

Progress Energy states that the 2 proposed nuclear power plants in Levy County would only supply 
enough energy to meet the resewed requirements set by you - the PSC (20%) until 2023 -just 6 years 
after the plants are scheduled to be completed and only 3 years beyond the Navigate study. During a 
public information meeting held in Levy County, a Progress Energy employee stated that they could either 
"go solar a t  that time or perhaps build another nuclear power plant", when asked what would Progress 
Energy do after the year 2023! 

The two ideas above when put together point toward the fact that big business wants to continue with 
business as usual and the Public Service Commission is not really looking out for the public interest. 
Would the PUBLIC EVER finish paying for new base load power plants??? To repeat a phrase - it is" 
Nationalization of Expenses and Privatization of Profits" and the only thing the PUBLIC gets is higher and 
higher bills! ! ! ! 

2.) Why are we always using other countries as models to follow?? Are we here in the US not 

With that said - if Progress Energy wants to follow France then look at what they are now doing with 
capable of thinking for ourselves?? 

feed in tariffs to encourage 
the use of renewable energy sources!!! 

Why not follow Germany?? They are the leading country in the use of solar technologies - We are 
told by Progress Energy that Florida does not have enough Sunshine -I guess Florida is really not the 
Sunshine State as the Florida Tourism board states!!! They can not both be true!! The fact that Germany 
uses solar technology at all ,to generate energy also implies (using Progress Energy's thought process) 
that all it takes for Germany to be the leader is for that country to have large amounts of sunshine 
everyday. This would then make the sun feasible to use as a source for energy generation. I think we both 
know that statement is not true. What it takes for Germany and other countries to be successful at using 
renewables to generate energy is the desire to make it happen. 

distributed? Forward looking thinking on part of the Governor and the Public Sewice Commission is 
needed. Change in how big business can influence our government decisions for that business own profit. 
Change in the methods that utilities are allowed to make money, so that building base load power plants 

What will it take for Florida to be successful in changing how energy is generated and 

12/8/2008 
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is not the way for utilities to make money, and that money should not come directly from their rate 
payers!! 

3.) Got Water?? 
Globally water is becoming a very scarce commodity! To encourage the proliferation of new nuclear 

power plants in the Untied Sates would cause a huge increase in this countries water consumption. The 
problem of water shortage and energy generation must be solved together. The way that the two 
problems can be addressed at the same time is to reduce the amount of water needed to generate 
electrical energy and this can be done by implementing the use of various renewable energy technologies 
NOW, not just sometime in the future. The future is now! 

4.) Green lobs and Low Carbon Economy 
When Progress Energy presents their plans, i t  sounds as if nuclear power plants are the only 

path that would provide jobs in this area. The movement today toward using solar power, wind power, 
retrofitting existing building to improve energy efficiency, constructing "smart" electrical tram mission grid 
systems, expanding mass transit and creating more local sustainable agricultural practices would all create 
more jobs. This would in turn reduce the need for large base load power plants, would put Florida quickly 
on the road to combating global warming and also help America obtain the energy security we need. 

We as citizens of the Sunshine State ask the PSC and the Governor of Florida to implement a 
policy similar to the process in California a for the use of truly renewable resources which generate the 
power needed to supply electricity to our homes, offices and other work places. Yes , the world is 
watching and they will soon want to follow the Untied States led in the quest to quickly reduce carbon 
emission and thus slowing the process of climate change. It will be seen that business as usual is no 
longer practiced here! 

Sincerely, 
Emily Casey 
Sothern Director - Environmental Alliance of North Florida 
EANoF 

Suspicious message? There's an alert for that. Get your Hotmail@ account now. 

Send e-mail faster without improving your typing skills. Get your Hotmail@ account. 

12/8/2008 
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Kimberley Pena 0 g’0503 
From: Consumer Contact 
Sent: 
To: Consumer Contact 
Subject: 

Wednesday, December 03,2008 3:15 PM 

E-Form Other Complaint TRACKING NUMBER: 16402 

Complaint filed with PSC 

CUSTOMER INFORMATION 

Name: jere gallup 
Telephone: 305-255-0016 
Email: jgallup@bellsouth.net 
Address: 13240 sw 98th place miami 33176 

BUSINESS INFORMATION 

Business Account Name: jere gallup 
Account Number: 
Address: 13240 sw 98thplace miami f133176 

COMPLAINT INFORMATION 

Complaint: Other Complaint against Florida Power & Light Company 
Details: 
Dear Friends, 

We are opposed to any additional power lines or transmission facilities in our neighborhood. There are already 
enough high tension lines within a block of my house and they are noisy, unsightly, and unhealthy. New load 
requirements should be shared by other communities that use the service and have no transmission lines or 
facilities. 

We are also opposed to adding any new nuclear power generation to within a few miles of this major population 
center, Miami. They need to emphasize improved efficiencies and improvements to the power facilities they 
now have as well as safety and contingencies for a disaster. 

Thank you. 

1 
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Kimberley Pena O f 0 . 5 -  

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Ruth McHargue 
Thursday, December 04,2008 1258 PM 
Ruth Nettles . .. 

cc: Kimberley Pena 
Subject: FW: For Docket 080503 

Attachments: FAX.TIF 

Please add docket file. 

IFPSC. CLK - CORRESPONDENCE I 

From: Consumer Contact 
Sent: 
To: Ruth McHargue 
Subject: For Docket 080503 

Wednesday, December 03. 2008 10:03 AM 

To CLK 

From: NET SatiSFMtion 
Sent: None 
TO: Consumer Contact 
Subject: I 4 page@) 

You have received a new fax. This fax was received by NET SatisFAXtion. The fax is attached to the message. Open 
the attachment to view your fax. 

Received Fax Details 
.......................................... 

Received On: 12/03/2008 9 : 5 2  AM 
Number of Pages: 4 
From (WID) : 
From (ANI) : 
Sent to DID: 

Duration of Fax: 0:00 :46  
Transfer speed: 28800 

Received status: Success ~~~~~~ ~~~ ~ 

Number of Errors: 0 
Port Received On: RockForceOCTO+ Port 6 

FAXTIF (66 KB; 
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NOTES/COMMENTS: 



Why should our country be so different than the rest af the 
world by using R ~ * D  renewable energy sources you may ask 
yourself? what is renewable energy? Renewable energy 1s water 
wind and of course the sun. We can also use geo thermal heat 
pumps to heat and cool our homes. These are renewable energy 
sources because they will ahays be around. This ls a very 
process for our environment because there is no pollution being 
produced. 

LESS 

Although many people don’t believe there are many other 
ways to save money, and be greener by taking a few quick easy 
steps. If the average Joe would turn off lights when not being 
used, and unplug everything that is not being used. You will 
watch your electric bill fall dramatically. If you get outside light 
with motion sensors they will shut off automatically and not be 
on all night. This way you won’t have a llght swltch that can 
accidentally be turned on and waste energy. Also fluorescent 
light bulbs are energy efnclent and light the room better. So how 
could you go wrong with these quick and easy steps? 

We can use solar panels to capture the suns rays to power 
our house instead using the grid. This is a good way for 
Americans to save money and even get paid for the electrk we 
produce ourselves that we are not using. Yes Electric Company 
by law has to buy all unused energy if you are producing it 
yourself without using the grid. As of right now solar panels are 
expensive but they will eventually pay for mhsm selves and It may 
be a better way to have more money In your pocket for anything 
else you want. The average person spends 1000% of dollars’ just 
on electricity. 



When you hear the word windmill you probably think of old 
farm houses or even the country. Wind mills have been used for 
centuhes now to produce energy and at  that they produce a lot 
of energy. One windmill is enough to power a basic house with a 
refrigerator, a stove, lights and all your W s  in your house. So 
after thinking about It going back into time two centuries ago 
would not be harmful on the environment or even more money in 
your pocket where our economy 3s hurting the worse. Really as 
bad as the economy is right now who has a11 that money for 
these outrageous rise in our electric bills. Yes they might be 
bulky or big but who cares they will save you a fortune and once 
again the wind will never stop blowing SO we can never run out of 
electricity with a windmill. 

Hydroelectricity means using running water to tum a 
turbine to create an energy source. In places like the Florfda 
Keys or even the New Jersey shore can all use this to power 
things because they are right on the water and we will never run 
out of that resource. There is electricity all around the United 
States in water and we would rather just pay power companies 
to give us power than get it for free or even half the prlce. Water 
is everywhere and the ideas never stop coming. Every day people 
are finding ways to hamess energy inside of moving water and It 
wouldn’t surprise me one day if I saw someone find a way to use 
rain to cut back on electric bills. 

What is a Geothermal heat pump? A Geothermal heat pump 
is a long pole that goes to earths crust and uses stable 
underground temperatures to warm and cool our homes. This 
would be good because evetyone around the world could use It 
and it still wouldn’t cause any ham to our environment. This 
could have a downside like everything else. However I’m ready 
for a change even if I have to do it myself to show people how to 
save that pretty penny we spend on electric bills. 

As you have read, these are some reasons why our country 
should be so different and use renewable energy sources instead 
of the grid. Yes they might be costly and expensive to ax but 



they will always be around and they will eventually pay for 
themselves. So remember windmills, solar panels, 
hydroelectricity, and geothermal beat pumps will save you a lot 
of money and help protect our environment. Also the economy is 
n M  geWng better for us so 1 think its time to start doing 
something new and save us average Joes a couple of dollars. 
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and well it says so in its name afm all it doesn't take a genius to 

like this there are no more Dinosaurs left in the world alive at least and they are not 

coming back 60 therefote how would we get more? Once it k gone its goae for about 

another million years. We the peoplc that used it all up will be dead and not known of by 

the time there is more. 

that one out. Its 

We should swltch *om non-renewable resowe to renewable like from coal, oil, 

and natural gasses, to trees. fish and h s h  water. Non-renewable fossiJ fuels take millions 

of years to form naturally, and cannot be replaced once it is consumed. Renewable 

resources can be used and replaced as they are used because they are continually 

reproduced, and capable ofbeing produced. 

By using the non-renewable resources we are all damaging the world slowly but 

surely then where are our children, grandchildren. and &reat grand children going to live. 

Don't you want your future family to have the same things you did when you were their 

age? I know that I do and that's for sure. People act l i e  they are not hurting anything and 

they arc not aware of the fact that they are hurting this place that we love and the place 

where they live. 

So with all o f  that said I hope this essay changes your mind next time you go to 

the dore and go to buy propane or something that is non-renewable you Will think of all 



the things it could de8troy and yl)u switch it out to something that is Renewable. This 

world is very important and all the people on it depend on it to live and be happy and 

mjoy what they do. So Go Green and save the planet, and the Fossil Fuels one day and 

thing at a time. 
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The nuclear power plants are UnreasonabZe to construct. There are 
other, mope efficient altematives to produce electricity. These sources are 
whchrds and solar energy. But more important, the nuclear plants are 
harming our ecosystems and darnaging lives. It i s  important that we consider 
the alternatives before making a decision that could effkct generations to 
COme. 

The nuclear power plants put off more waste than any m w  source 
there is. We m polluting our air and drinking water, not only by powering 
these plants, but just by cleaning them, as well. The nuclear p h t s  are 
harming our lives and ow children's lives by the waste and radioactive 
materials they emit. The nuclear power plants also set a target for " i s t s  
because it only takes one wrong chemical to get in. the mi?r and every species 
in a I O  or more mile radius would be destroyed. Also, the nuclear plants are 
the most costly souroe fbr receiving electricity. W i m  operaring these power 
plants we are cons- more water than i s  necessary. It is also a proven 
fact that over time being mtroduced to these radioactive matedals and waste 
will cause health problems, not only in our lives, but ow children's lives. 

Solar energy jn one alternative to produce electricity. The most 
beneficial aspect of  this alternative is that it is a renewable resource. Also, 
wing solar energy is completely silent, along Wirh it's very low maintenance. 
Anotlier contribution that solar energy gives to the environment is that it i s  
non-polluting and does not harm humans or animals. Using solar energy will 
also put more money in your pocket over time. It is also easy to install and is 
set right on your home. Also, ifthe sun ever completely quit s-g, life 
would not be sustainable. T h i s  makes solar mew the most CMXvenient 
altemative. 

the cheapest s o m e  to produce electricity, It is also another eco-eendly 
resource, as well. They do not pollute or harm the tnvixOmnent. The 
windmills m Z 00% natural, clean, and healthy. The wind is a renewable form 
of power. It is also doubm that the wind will ever quit blowing which makes 
this a quality alternative. 

So you see, we do not have to pollute our environment just to have 
electricity. We also do not have to harm the ecosystem and damage lives. 
These altematives are more beneficial and less costly. There is no reason why 
we should not do what is best for the people and disregard the idea of 
poisoning our home and comnntnicy with more nuclear power plants. 

Another &emathe to nuclear power plants is windmills. Wmdmills are 
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Kimberley Pena 0 80 503 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

-----Original Message----- 
From: contact@psc.state.fl.us [mailto:contact@psc.state.fl.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03,2008 11:31 AM 
To: Webmaster 
Cc: waldron.theresa@yahoo.com 
Subject: My contact 

Contact fYom a Web user 

Contact Information: 
Name: Theresa Waldron 
Company: 
Primary Phone: 
Secondary Phone: 
Email: waldron.theresa@yahoo.com 

Response requested? Yes 
CC Sent? Yes 

Comments: 
Reference Docket # -080503 -E1 
We now have the technology to use solar, wind, water and magnetic fields for energy production. It is necessary 
to move forward with renewable energy NOW, before any more money is spent on old methods of creating 
electrical energy! ! ! ! nuclear plants need to be phased out as the newer, cleaner,renewable energies come on line. 
Our society will be going backward in development if nuclear plants are permitted to begin building again. The 
use of spent rods to extract the plutonium is an end in itself. Please don't approve the building of nukes for 
energy. 

1 
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Kimberley Pena 090 503 
From: Ellen Plendl 
Sent: Tuesday, December 02,2008 3:24 PM 
To: Kimberley Pena 
cc: Ruth Nettles 
Subject: FW: ATTN: Matthew Carter - Florida's RPS 

Attachments: RE: ATTN: Matthew Carter - Florida's RPS --- 

a 
RE: A T N :  

tthew Carter - F 
Docket 080503-E1 

Email received and response sent. 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Consumer Contact 
Sent: Tuesday, December 02,2008 3:05 PM 
To: Ellen Plendl 
Subject: F W  ATTN: Matthew Carter - Florida's RPS 

From: sharon rich [mailto:sharonbrich@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 02,2008 256 PM 
To: Consumer Contact 
Subject: ATTN: Matthew Carter - Florida's RPS 

Dear Mr. Carter, 

As a resident of Volusia County, I am very concemed about Florida's economy, environment and clean energy 
future. I am upset that PSC staff has proposed targets and timeframes for Florida's renewable portfolio standard 
(RPS) that are extremely weak in comparision to those adopted by the majority of states, and that will greatly 
hinder efforts to reduce greenhouse gases as recommended by Govemor Crist (80% of 1990 levels by 2050), 
while still resulting in rising energy costs to Florida consumers . Please instead adopt a strong RPS of 20%, as 
recommended by Govemor Crist, within a timeframe of 2020-2025, as considered by the Govemor's Action 
Team on Energy and Climate Change's Energy Supply and Demand Technical Work Group. 

Clean energy is well worth the investment in Florida's future. A strong renewable portfolio standard with 
aggressive timeframes is essential to bring more clean energy projects to our state, stimulate green jobs and to 
adequately reduce greenhouse gases. Prompt emphasis on solar and wind energy as well as energy efficiency, 
through an aggressive RPS and attractive incentives, will open doors. to related industries resulting in a local 
influx of high paying engineering, manufacturing, and installation jobs that will do much to stimulate Florida's 
economy. As demand for renewable energy grows globally, Florida can seek to attract related industries, 
positioning itself for future prosperity, or continue to lose these opportunities to other forward-thinlung states 
and countries. Solar is a very attractive clean energy option for Florida; why should we have to continue to rely 
on Gemany or even Califomia for quality solar equipment components when we could be producing them 
cheaper locally? Renewable energy will also help insulate customers against additional price shocks from 
increasingly expensive to retrieve fossil fuels and the far more costly development of nuclear infrastructure. 

1 



* *CLK OFFICIAL DOCUMENT.. .* * 
Overreliance on conventional energy sources has resulted in an average 25% increase in Florida electric bills 
since 2005, with greater increases expected fiom planned nuclear plants. Meanwhile, costs of renewable energy 
are declining due to improved technology and increased demand. 

Please help secure Florida's future by establishing a strong renewable portfolio standard of 20% by 2020-2025. 

Thank you for your attention to this critical issue. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon B. Rich 
2834 Regent Crescent 
South Daytona, FL 321 19 
sharonbrich@mhoo.com 
(386) 304-7824 

2 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: Ellen Plendl 
Sent: 
To: 'sharonbrich@yahoo.com' 
Subject: 

Tuesday, December 02.2008 323 PM 

RE: ATTN: Matthew Carter - Florida's RPS 

Ms. Sharon Rich 
sharonbrich@yahoo.com 

Dear Ms. Rich 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your email to Chairman Matthew M. Carter II, Florida Public Service 
Commission, regarding renewable energy standards. Given the nature of your concems, Chairman Carter feels 
it would be appropriate for specialized staff of the Division of Service, Safety and Consumer Assistance to 
respond to your concems. 

You expressed a concems about the establishment of a rule on renewable portfolio standards. We appreciate 
your comments regarding the docket and will add your correspondence to Docket No. 080503-EI. 

If you have any questions or concems please call me at 1-800-342-3552 or by fax at 1-800-51 1-0809. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Plendl 
Regulatory Specialist 
Florida Public Service Commission 
Division of Service, Safety, & Consumer Assistance 
1-800-342-3552 (phone) 
1-800-511-0809 (fax) 



November 15,2008 

COMMISSIOH 
Florida Public Services Commission CLERK 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Govemor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 FWS and don’t let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong WS. 

Sincerely, 

i F ! o 9 * - 4 .  xllc=o 
Signature and Printed Name (above) 
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November 15,2008 

COMMISSION 
Florida Public Services Commission CLERK 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RF'S) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong WS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall 
behind m p y  o t p  states that are already . implementing " strong RPS. 

Signature and Printed Name (above) 

Address: 



November 15,2008 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (WS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 

Signature and Printed Name (above) 

O A d m i n h h a t i v e ~ ~  
DOCUMENT NO. 07265-0 D 
DISTRIBUTION: 



November 15.2008 
06603 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 



November 15,2008 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

COMMISSION 
CLERK 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong FWS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Govemor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong FWS. 

Sincerely, 



November 15,2008 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

Dear Chairman Carter, - c >  

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(a) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Govemor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong WS. 

Sincerely, 

Signature and Printed Name (above) 



RECEIVED-FPSC 
November 15,2008 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

COMMISSION 
CLERK 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RF'S to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Governor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Signature and Printed Name (above) 

Address: 



November 15,2008 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

RECEIVED-FPSC 

0 8 W I  AH 8:58 
w* I 

~OMMlSSlOPl 
CLERK 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard ( U S )  of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RF’S. 

Sincerely, 

DISIRIBUTION: 



r - - -  .. - 

November 15,2008 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Governor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 

Signature and Printed Name (above) 

Address: 

2560 Fairfkf4 Jh. 

6 r o * ,  FL .3U& 
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RECEIVED-FPSC 
bed( 
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COMMlSSlON 
CLERK Florida Public Services Commission 

Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 4 
ssfizy Lo 6dmQ 

Signature and Printed Name (above) 

Address: \6q3 ~ U J  WLWY 

k@&%Cum J ' L  3xQza 



RECEIVED-FPSC 
November 15,2008 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

! FPSC, CLK - C O R R E S m W E  1 



November 15,2008 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

HFCFIVED-FPSC 
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COMMISSION 
CLERK 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RF'S) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Govemor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RF'S and don't let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RF'S. 

Signature and Printed Name (above) 
~~~ 1 DISTRIBUTION 



November 15,2008 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

RECEIVED-FPSC 
? w o  ( 

c18#fw.5I AM 8:56 

COMMISSION 
CLERK 

Dear Chairman Carter. 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 WS and don’t let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 

Signature and Printed Name (above) 

Address: 
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November 15,2008 

CO"SlOfi 
Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Govemor Cnst's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 



November 15,2008 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

RECEIVED-FPSC 
bpco \ 
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COMMISSION 
CLERK 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Govemor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 

bRRC\& R GILL 
Signature and Printed Name (above) 



November 15,2008 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

C OMM i S S ION 
CLERK 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Governor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 

Signature and Printed Name (above) 

Address: 
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Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

COMMISSION 
CLERK 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 



November 15,2008 

COMMISSION 
CLERK Florida Public Services Commission 

Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-OS50 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Govemor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 

Signature and Printed Name (above) 



November 15,2008 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

COMMISSION 
CLERK 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RF’S) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Govemor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall 
behind manv other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 

f t  

f 

Signature and Printed Name (above) vi \ fm M - [A fl  

Address: 



November 15,2008 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shunard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

RECEIVED- f P S C  
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COMMISSION 
CLERK 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, / 

Signature and Printed Name (above) 



November 15,2008 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

RECEIVED-FPSC 

-1  AH 8:53 
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COMMISSION 
CLERK 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Govemor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RF’S and don’t let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong RF’S. 

Signature and P r i n t e k h ”  (above) 

Address: 
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Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

RECEIVED-FPSC 
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COMMISSION 
CLERK 

OS0503 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

9 
Sincerely, /" 

Signature and Printed Name (above) 

I FPSC, CLK - CORRBSPONDENCE I 



November 15,2008 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Phone: (850) 413-6046 

HE.CEIVED-FPSC 
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C 0 M M ISS I ON 
CLERK 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard ( U S )  of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RF'S to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RF'S and don't let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RF'S. 

Sincerely, 

C; \an,~ LavJ y- 
Signature and Printed Name (above) 



Dear Commissioner. 

Progress Energy o f  F l o r i d a  g o t  
25% more on i t s  charges. . . .  
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Cc: 

Subject: FW: Docket No. 080503-El - New email address, Suzanne Brownless 

Cindy Miller; Mark Futrell; JoAnn Chase 

Ms. Brownless, I have updated the mailing list in docket 080503 to include the Florida Solar Coalition. 

Karen, please see below to update your list. Thanks. 

Kimberley M. Peiia 
Chief Deputy Commission Clerk 
Office of Commission Clerk 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
(850) 413-6770 

From: Suzanne Brownless [mailto:suzannebrownless@wm~st.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 12, 2008 5:51 PM 
To: Records Clerk 
Subject: Docket No. 080503-EI - New email address, Suzanne Brownless 

A. Person responsible for filing: 
Suzanne Brownless 
1975 Buford Blvd. 
Tallahassee, Florida 32308 
Phone: (850) 877-5200 

Email: suzannebiownlessOcomcaSaet 
FAX: (850) 878-0090 

B. Docket No. 080503-El, In re: Establishment of Rule on Renewable Portfolio Standard 

C. Filed on behalf of the Florida Solar Coalition 

D. Total Pages -this coversheet 

E. Notice of new email address for Suzanne Brownless, attorney of record for the Florida Solar Coalition. 
New email address is suzannebrownlessOcomcast net 

Should you have any questions or need any additional information regarding this filing, please contact me at the contact 
numbers above. 

Thank you. 
Suzanne Brownless 

11/13/2008 



Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 

Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

~ A b i n i s k i t i v e ~ -  

W U M E N T  NO.0 

..f- 2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong FWS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Governor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong RPS. " 3 0  Q D m  0 2 5 0  Sincerely, o e ! T J  
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Name >&N blydL 

Address 9x7 \T~.h&Gkn hk 2'1?;5: 
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CHAIRMAN CARTER 
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DOCUMENTNO. 0 
DISTRIBUTION: 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RF’S to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

~ I -  

3 3 3  
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Sincerely, n s s o  
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3395’7 z 8  
Address 

F P S C  
CHAIRMAN CARTER 



- 
)r Florida Public Services Commission 

Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 W S  and don’t let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

lio 

A 
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F -  Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARF') I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RF'S) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Govemor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 



Florida Public Services COmmiSSion 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter 11 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help Jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Govemor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 
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Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 
DISTRIBUTION: 

Florida Public Services Commission 

As a citizen of Florida I am ( nt :ting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RF’S) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall 

already implementing strong RF’S. 
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Sincerely, 

Name 

Address /3/YI 5’4 7/ f ie-  
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Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RF’S) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Govemor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 

I -i+ I 
CHAIRMANZQTFR 



Date J'j OL+qbp J * g 
Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (WS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Govemor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 W S  and don't let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong WS. 

I ? c l l  CHAIRMAN CARTER 



Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Govemor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RF’S and don’t let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerelv. 1 



Date / 0 / 6 7 y / Z  

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

5 o w - /  

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Govemor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 



( 0 -3-4 - OB‘ Date 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter. 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, li.pyh 
Name 

Address 



Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (WS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 W S  and don’t let Florida fall 

strong WS. 

Sincerely, 



Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RF'S) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RFS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RF'S. 



Florida Public Services CO"iSSiOn 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter 11 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 



Date Z 4 - i -  
Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter 11 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Govemor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, g m  P 
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Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Govemor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall 

P '3s * %  o s r n  0 - z  0,g rcl m 
m- Q 
P* $2 -O 3: +I 

o l * ? c / ,  s o  

enting strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 

Name 

Address 
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-.7 ZZZZiZE'G Carter 11 smn 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

O A d m i i s ~ r a ~ i v e n ~  (9caw, 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 

Florida fall behind many 5, c - 
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O H  Sincerely, 

Name R0b-t g* V M F  
Address 2 
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Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Governor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 

FPSC, CLK - CORRESPONDENCE 
0 Admiishativc 0 P" 
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Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida and men 

Florida Public Services Commission 

:r of the American Association of Retired Pel ins 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Govemor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RF'S and don't let Florida fall behind m a n y s  8 
other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 0 

Sincerely, 

/- 7 
Name / _- 

Le cz5. 



Florida Public Services Commission - v  
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Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

DOCUMENT NO. 
Dear Chairman Carter, DISTRIBUTION: 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Governor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerely, 



W 
Florida Public Services Commission 

FPSC, CLK - CORRESPO 
O A d m i r a a d V C O P *  

Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

DOCUMENT NO. 
Dear Chairman Carter, DISTRIBUTION: e q , ~  
As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Govemor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Sincerelv. 



Date (0 - x -o8  
Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RF'S) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Govemor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall behind many 
other states t h a r  strong RPS. 



Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARF’) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RF’S) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RF’S to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Govemor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RF’S and don’t let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 
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i - 
Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Governor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

FPSC, CLK - CORRESPOM) CE 
OAdministrativeO Par&iea 
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Sincerely, 



Date [O->q”8/ 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter. 

OAdiniistrativeO ~utiar & 
DOCUMENT NO. 
DISTRIBUTION: 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Governor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are alre dy implementing strong RPS. 
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Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

~ A d m i i ~ v e ~ f W i W  
DOWhENTNO. 6 

Dear Chairman Carter, 
DISTRIBUTION: 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Governor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 

Audubon of Florida 
444 Brickell Avenue Suite 850 
Miami,FL33131 



Date 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee. FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter: 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RF'S) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Governor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let 

dy implementing strong RPS. 
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Andubon of Florida 
444 Brickell Avenue Suite 850 
Miami,FL33131 



Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear FPSC: 

November 7,2008 
351 1 Trident Court 
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250 

I urge you to set significantly higher targets for the Renewable Portfolio 
Standard in Florida. I support renewable energy targets of 20% by 2020. 

It is imperative that we bring more clean renewable energy projects to 
Florida. By doing so, we will help our citizens and Florida businesses avoid the 
ever-increasing use of costly fossil fuels. An investment in renewable energy will 
create jobs and income for us. Such an investment will also help reduce our 
country's financial support for foreign oil tyrants. 

I am concemed about global warming and anxious that Florida make clean 
energy a priority. 

Joyce Milford- 



Ann Cole 

From: Ann Cole 

Sent: Monday, November 10,2008 3:50 PM 

To: William C. Garner 

cc: Administrative Assistants - Commission Suite; Commissioners Advisors 

Subject: FW: Docket No. 080503-El Correspondence 
Attachments: Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the 

RPSI; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up 
the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS! 

Thanks, Bill. These 11 attachments have been printed and will be placed in Dockt 
Correspondence-Comsumers 6 their representntizies, in Docket No. 080503-EI. 

From: William C. Garner 
Sent: Monday, November 10, 2008 2:34 PM 
To: Ann Cole 
Cc: Roberta Bass; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty 
Subject: Docket No. 080503-E1 Correspondence 

Ann, 

Please place the attached e-mails in the correspondence file of the above-referenced docket. Thanks. 

11/10/2008 



Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

DAn Tonsmeire [dantonsmeire@fairpoint.net] 
Monday, November 10,2008 8:40 AM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundafit resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be'able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely. 

DAn Tonsmeire 
129 N. Bayshore Dr. 
Eastpoint, FL 32328 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Rachel Detoro [detororachel@yahoo.com] 
Wednesday, November 05,2008 2:06 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Detoro 
412 Shoreline Dr. 
Ste. 200 
Gulf breeze,, FL 32561 

850-292-9954 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Stephen Blakely [carmensb@msn.com] 
Tuesday, November 04,2008 11:44 AM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that: suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Blakely 
1439 Windjammer Loop 
LUTZ, FL 33559-6734 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Carmen Blakely [carmen-sb@msn.wm] 
Tuesday, November 04,2008 11 :45 AM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025  is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 8 0 %  by 2050.  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive a4 the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Carmen Blakely 
1439 windjammer Loop 
LUTZ, FL 33559-6734 
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Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

robert wolf [ragmanfl@yahoo.com] 
Sunday, November 02,2008 6 5 8  PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050.  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

robert wolf 
1705 gordon dr 
naples, FL 34102 

239-435-6492 
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Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Gregory Esteve [gregatourhouse@hotmail.com] 
Sunday, November 02,2008 3:20 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Gregory Esteve 
3655 North Scenic Highway 
Lake Wales, FL 33898 

(863) 676-8015 
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Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Christopher Sego [segocl@aol.com] 
Sunday, November 02,2008 12:13 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Sego 
1070 Shimmering Sand Dr. 
ocoee, FL 34761-9138 

407-578-8019 
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From: Charlotte Sullivan [trvlgfool@verizon.net] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Saturday, November 01,2008 653 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050.  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 2 5 %  since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Charlotte Sullivan 
15311 Stonecreek Ln 
Tampa, FL 33613 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Deborah McMurray [dmc1423@aol.com] 
Saturday, November 01,2008 1 :32 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah McMurray 
1423 Dakota Avenue 
Saint Cloud, FL 34769 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Claudia Castillo [ccastillolO@gmail.com] 
Friday, October 31, 2008 8:49 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

Claudia Castillo 
14342 SW 136 Ave. 
Miami, FL 33186 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Patricia mcShane [patted3@aol.com] 
Saturday, November 01,2008 6:54 AM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025  is too timid 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050 .  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005  because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia mcShane 
3601 19th St.No. 
St.Petersburg, FL 33713 
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Ann Cole 

From: Ann Cole 

Sent: 

To: William C. Garner 

Friday, October 31,2008 2:42 PM 

cc: Roberta Bass; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty; Steve Larson; Kelly McLanahan; Kay 
Posey 

Subject: 

Attachments: Beef Up the RPSI; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the 

FW: Docket no. 080503-El Correspondence 

RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS! 

Thank you for this information. This email and its attachment will be filed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers 
and their representatives. in Docket No. 080503-El. 

From: William C. Garner 
Sent: Friday, October 31, 2008 1:20 PM 
To: Ann Cole 
Cc: Roberta Bass; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty 
Subject: Docket no. 080503-E1 Correspondence 

Ann, 

Please place the attached e-mails in the correspondence file of the above-referenced docket. Thanks! 

Bill Garner 

10/3 1/2008 



Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Neil Mingledorff [greentome@aol.com] 
Thursday, October 30,2008 1215 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

I have been involved with the promotion of renewal sources of enegy in Florida since 1978, 
and I know Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is 
too timid. We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing 
clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Neil Mingledorff 
12133 Riverhills Drive 
Tampa , FL 33617-1743 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Anne Bellew [awbellew@breezenewspapers.com] 
Thursday, October 30,2008 1:16 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2 0 2 5  is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 2 5 %  since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Bellew 
6986 Scarboro Drive 
Suite 13 
Fort Myers, FL 33919 
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From: Joan Walker [jbmwalker@comcast.net] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Thursday, October 30,2008 4:42 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is much too 
timid. 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 

Joan Walker 
1800 SW 15th Street 
Bell, FL 32619 - 

352 463-6149 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Cynthia Luster [clusl @bellsouth.net] 
Thursday, October 30,2008 7:29 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025  is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2 0 5 0 .  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005  because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020 .  

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Luster 
1836 S Park Ave 
Titusville, FL 32780 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

rob baum [bobbaum28@aol.com] 
Thursday, October 30,2008 8:38 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2 0 2 5  is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

rob baum 
29188 mango lane 
big pine key, FL 33043 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Michael Spradlin [rollnfundr@embarqmail.com] 
Thursday, October 30,2008 8:58 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050.  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020.  

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Spradlin 
12727 Cold Stream Drive 
Fort Myers, FL 33912-4627 

The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
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From: darlene wolf [navistar@wildmail.com] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Friday, October 31,2008 8:IO AM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

darlene wolf 
1705 gordon dr 
naples, FL 34102 

239-435-6492 
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Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Julie Byrne [juliebbyrne@comcast.net] 
Friday, October 31, 2008 1252 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

Julie Byrne 
5060 Marshfield Rd 
Sarasota Audubon Society 
Sarasota, FL 34235 

941-379-3882 
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Public Services Commission Example Letter or Phone Call Message: 

Phone: (850) 413-6046 

Date &&bey 2 4, ?oob 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida and member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Govemor Crist’s request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don’t let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 8 3  n a g  
Sincerely, o + m  nx 0 7 
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Public Services Commission Example Letter or Phone Call Message: 

Phone: (850) 413-6046 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter. 

As a citizen of Florida md member of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio Standard (WS) 
of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong FWS to help jump-start a clean 
renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. Please listen to 
Governor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 RPS and don't let Florida fall behind many 
other states that are already implementing strong FWS. 

Sincerely, 

0 - m 4 ?  
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Public Services Commission Example Letter or Phone Call Message: 

Phone: (850) 413-6046 1 

Florida Public Services Commission 
Chairman Mathew M. Carter I1 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Chairman Carter, 

As a citizen of Florida I am contacting you in support of a strong Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) of at least 20% by 2020, or higher. We need a strong RPS to help jump- 
start a clean renewable energy industry and create new green collar jobs in Florida. 
Please listen to Govemor Crist's request for a 20% by 2020 WS and don't let Florida fall 
behind many other states that are already implementing strong RPS. 



Page 1 of 1 

From: Ann Cole 
Sent: Thursday, October 30,2008 11 :45 AM 

To: William C. Garner 

cc: Roberta Bass; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty; Steve Larson; Kelly McLanahan; Lois 
Graham; Kay Posey 

Subject: W: Docket No. 080503-El Correspondence 

Attachments: Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Too little, too 
soon!; Beef Up the RPS!; 10% Renewable Energy is Not Enough; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up 
the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef 
Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; 
sunshine energy program charge; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS! MAke Florida a 
LEader Not a follower! 

Thank you for this information. This email and its 21 attachments will be filed in Docket Correspondence. 
Consumers and their representatives, in Docket No. 080503-El. 

From: William C. Garner 
Sent: Thursday, October 30, 2008 10:55 AM 
To: Ann Cole 
Cc: Roberta Bass; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty 
Subject: Docket No. 080503-E1 Correspondence 

Ann, 

Please place the attached e-mails in the correspondence file of the above-referenced docket 

Bill Garner 

10/30/2008 



Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Kenny Shier [kshierl9@mac.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 3 1 6  PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! MAke Florida a LEader Not a follower! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2 0 5 0 .  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 2 5 %  since 2 0 0 5  because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 2 0 %  renewable energy by 2 0 2 0 .  

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

Kenny Shier 
9 5 2 5  Hamlet Lane 
Tampa, FL 33635 

The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2 0 2 5  is too timid. 
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Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aimee Cervenka [ACervenka@rollins.edu] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 5:37 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in tbe country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

Aimee R. Cervenka 
1000 Holt Avenue 
ste. ZOO 
Winter Park, FL 32789 

1 
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Ann Cole 

From: Marty Oppenheimer [martyoppenheimer@yahoo.com] 

Sent: 

To: FPL-Correspondence@fpl.com 
Cc: 

Subject: sunshine energy program charge 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 6 2 5  PM 

Office of the Chairman; Charlie.Crist@MyFlorida.com 

Re: Acct. No.: 1348492453 

I am again requesting that the charge of $9.75 for the final month of the Sunshine 
Energy Program be removed from my account because the program was 
terminated by the Florida Public Service Commission in July. 

I have continued to pay the remainder of my bills in full and on time. 

I look forward to your acknowledgment of and favorable response to my request. 

Sincerely, 
Martin Oppenheimer 
9424 Bay Dr. 
Surfside, FL 33154 

cc: Matthew M. Carter 11, Chairman Florida PSC 
Governor Charlie Crist 

10/30/2008 



Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Charles NeSmith [AC4BF@SLBB.NET] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 6:26 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

We have had eight years of pussy-footing around like you are doing. 
off the businesses that pollute. W has done enough of that already, and I bet you are one 
of his. What a disaster. Get straight, And do your job correctly. 

Sincerely, 

Charles T. NeSmith 

Charles NeSmith 
PO Box 234 
Ste. 200 
Placida, FL 22946 

The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid 

You are trying to pay 
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Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

melissa brown [nekoi-I 999@yhoo.com] 
Wednesday, October 29.2008 6:28 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 2 5 %  since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 

melissa brown 
p.0. box 522 
winter park, FL 3 2 7 9 0  
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Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Diane Beaty [dbeaty71 @hotmail.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 7:38 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 

Diane Beaty 
3807 Reverend Dar Dar Dr 
Plant City, FL 33565 
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Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

John Hendershot [docjohn@tampabay.rr.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 756 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing. on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

Renewable energy is also a a long-term economic and national security issue. Petroleum 
and even coal will eventually be depleted, and we cannot realistically drill and dig our 
way out of dependency on oil from hostile foreign powers. We can reduce global warming 
AND slow down the inevitable depletion of petroleum and coal AND become more energy 
independent by rapidly increasing our exploitation of renewable energy. Renewable energy 
will not run out until the sun runs out. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

John Hendershot 
8210 La Serena Drive 
Tampa, FL 33624 

(813) 265-4811 
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From: Sharon Rich [sharonbrich@yahoo.cm] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 29,2008 8:05 PM 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida should be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. The Florida PSC should follow the Governor's and Legislature's lead and 
establish Florida's renewable energy standard at 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must work towards decreasing greenhouse 
gas emissions 80% from 1990 levels by 2050. This will require an aggressive restructuring 
of our energy infrastructure, but will provide great economic opportunities for those 
states who take the lead in implementing the imminent Green Revolution. 

The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor Crist recognizes the economic 
opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have a new clean energy industry 
offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from rising seas and stronger 
storms. However, a ten percent RES will not help bring the desired green economy, 
renewable energy companies and jobs to Florida! Other states are providing stronger 
standards and we must be able to compete for these companies. A strong RES will stimulate 
growth of clean energy manufacturing, engineering, installation and other jobs much needed 
in this state. 

A 20% RPS is good for rate-payers too! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a volatile global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be 
manipulated by foreign governments or market speculators and the related jobs created can? 
t be outsourced. 

To ensure Florida's future, The Florida PSC must increase Florida's RES to 20% renewable 
energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Rich 
2834 Regent Crescent 
South Daytona, FL 32119-8556 

386-304-7824 
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Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Roberta Dever [robertadever@yahoo.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 8:20 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Roberta Dever 
303 w. Frances Ave. 
tampa, FL 33602 
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Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Charity Blakely [blakelycharity@msn.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 8:47 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

Charity Blakely 
1439 Windjammer Loop 
Lutz, FL 335596734 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Bernard Berauer [bfberauer@aol.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 8:50 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Bernard Berauer 
12300 Park Blvd #214 
Seminole, FL 33772-4539 

1 



From: Stephen Blakely [carmensb@msn.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 29,2008 851 PM 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2 0 2 0 .  

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Blakely 
1439 Windjammer Loop 
Lutz, FL 33559-6734 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Carmen Blakely [carmen-sb@msn.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 8:52 PM 
Ofice of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2 0 2 5  is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2 0 5 0 .  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Carmen Blakely 
1439 Windjammer Loop 
Lutz. FL 33559-6734 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: B Wayne Walker [bwwalker@gmail.com] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 9:13 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

B Wayne Walker 
3313 W Hawthorne Rd 
Tampa, FL 33611 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Joe Serpico [jserpico@tampabay.rr.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 9:22 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
10% Renewable Energy is Not Enough 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to, at the very least, 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Serpico 
4215 E Bay Dr 1507A 
Clearwater, FL 33764 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ruby Barnes [rubyinflorida@yahoo.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 9:22 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Ruby Barnes 
63 Rosewood Rd. 
Crawfordville, FL 32327 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Eric West [eagleyachts@att.net] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 9:59 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Too little, too soon! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

There is much more to renewable energy prodcution than just solar vs fossil fuel. 50% of 
all our potable water goes to support an outdated, outmoded, wasteful system of power 
generation. As we run out of water, we should not be building more fossil fueled power 
production, we should be looking to the sun and saving water at the same time. 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Eric West 
1401 S. Palmetto Ave., #112 
Daytona Beach, FL 32114 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Clara Roberts [runtsrun@aol.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 11 2 4  PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

Clara Roberts 
5276 Medicine Bow 
Milton, FL 32570 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: john hedrick ~ohnhedrickl3@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 29,2008 11:40 PM 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for  your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

john hedrick 
P.O. BOX 6683 
Tallahassee, FL 32314-6683 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

P D [parag@trdom.com.sg] 
Thursday, October 30,2008 1254 AM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 2 5 %  since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for  your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

P D  
3 
Ste. 200  
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301-1173 

907 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Angela VanCleve [foxylady-32615@yahoo.com] 
Thursday, October 30,2008 1 5 7  AM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Angela VanCleve 
6523 NW County Rd. 235 
Alachua, FL 32615 

1 
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Ann Cole 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, October 30,2008 11:39 AM 

To: William C. Garner 
cc: Roberta Bass; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty; Steve Larson; Kelly McLanahan; Lois 

Graham; Kay Posey 

Subject: Fw: Docket No. 080503-El Correspondence 
Attachments: Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Progress Energy Rate increase; 

Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS! 

Thank you for this information. This email and its attachments will be filed in Docket Comspondence - 
Consumers and their representatives, in Docket No. 080503-El. 

From: William C. Garner 

To: Ann Cole 
Cc: Roberta Bass; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty 
Subject: Docket No. 080503-E1 Correspondence 

Ann, 

Please place the attached e-mails in the correspondence file of the above-referenced docket. Thanks! 

Bill Garner 

Sent: ThUrsday, October 30,2008 10:58 AM 

1 0/30/2008 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Joanne Meagher ~oanne.meagher@comcast.net] 
Thursday, October 30,2008 7:36 AM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne Meagher 
1225 valencia Avenue 
Coral Gables, FL 33134 

305-446-4427 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: david hunt [dhuntl 8@hotmail.com] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Thursday, October 30,2008 8:38 AM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

david hunt 
1612e99thav 
tampa, FL 33612 

813-932-0162 

1 
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Ann Cole - 
From: JABSEED@aol.com 

Sent: 

To: Office of the Chairman 

Subject: Progress Energy Rate increase 

Thursday, October 30,2008 9:39 AM 

Please do not allow Progress Energy to increase my rates to build a new plant. They should increase capital 
like any other company. 

John Blair 
Ocala, FL 

A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above. See yours in iust 2 easy s $  

10/30/2008 



From: alana henry [alanashenry2002@yahoo.com] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Thursday, October 30, 2008 9:51 AM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2 0 2 5  is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2 0 5 0 .  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 2 5 %  since 2 0 0 5  because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 2 0 %  renewable energy by 2 0 2 0 .  

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

alana henry 
1460 t.w. Wilson rd 
Perry, FL 3 2 3 4 7  

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Richard Rothrock [rerothrock@juno.com] 
Thursday, October 30,2008 956 AM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Rothrock 
2487 Captain Hook Dr 
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034 

1 



From: John Stabler [svoco.op@gmail.com] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Thursday, October 30,2008 10:20 AM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is total 
crap!!! We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 50% renewable energy by 2015. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

John Stabler 
500 E howry ave 
48 
deland, FL 32724 

1 
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Ann Cole 

From: Ann Cole 

Sent: Thursday, October 30,2008 9 : l O  AM 

To: William C. Garner 

cc: Roberta Bass; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty; Steve Larson; Kelly McLanahan; Lois 
Graham; Kay Posey 

Subject: FW: Docket No. 080503-El Correspondence 

Attachments: Beef Up the RPS!; RE: Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS! 

Thank you for this information. This email and Attachments 1 and 3 will be filed in Docket 
Correspondence - Consumers and their representatives, in Docket No. 080503-EI. Attachment 2 has 
already been received for processing. 

O A ~ v e ~ p l n i P s  
DOCUMENT NO. 

From: William C. Garner 
Sent: Wednesday, October 29, 2008 5:15 PM 
To: Ann Cole 
Cc: Roberta Bass; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty 
Subject: Docket No. 080503-E1 Correspondence 

Ann, 

Please place the attached e-mails in the correspondece file for the above-referenced docket 

10/30/2008 



Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Vicki Drago [vrd7878@aol.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 4:42 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Vicki Drago 
44  Royal Oak Dr 
Palm Coast, FL 32164 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ron Houser [rdhouser@knology.net] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 505 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Ron Houser 
1845 W. 24th Ct. 
Panama City, FL 32405 
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Ann Cole DISTRIBUTION: 

From: Ann Cole 

Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 4:47 PM 

Roberta Bass; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty; Steve Larson; Kelly McLanahan; Kay 
Posey 

Thank you for this information. This email will be filed in Docket Correspondence - Consumers and 
their representatives, in Docket No. 080503-EI. 

-----OriginalMessage----- 
From: Office of the Chairman 
Sent: Wednesday, October 29,2008 4:39 PM 
To: A m  Cole 
Cc: Roberta Bass; Lorena Holley; Lany Hams; Bill McNulty 
Subject F W  Beef Up the RPS! 

Please place this e-mail in the correspondence file for docket no. 080503-El. 

William C. Garner (Bill) 
Florida Public Service Commission 
Chief Advisor to Chairman Carter 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0855 
(850) 413-6046 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Janet McCoy [mailto:emccoy@”.edul 
Sent: Wednesday, October 29,2008 351 PM 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

chairman Mathew M Carter 11, 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. WC must be as aggressive in 
fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 
2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant 
resource. Govemor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have a new clean 
energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?~ assets from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by diversifying the energy portfolio. 
The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that 
suffers from price shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can% be manipulated by foreign 
govemments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other states are providing stronger standards 
and we must be able to compete for these companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Govemor 
and Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

10/29/2008 
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Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Janet McCoy 
1317 Asturia Ave 
Coral Gables, FL 33134 

10/29/2008 



Ann Cole 

FPSC, CLK - CORRESPONDENCE 
JdminWmtlw-Paftha-Cmmer J 
DOCUMENT NO. 027 (a9 - o R 
DISTRIBUTION: 

Page 1 of 1 

From: Ann Cole 
Sent: 

To: William C. Garner 

cc:  

Subject: 
Attachments: Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 4:44 PM 

Larry Harris; Steve Larson; Roberta Bass; Kelly McLanahan; Lois Graham; Lorena Holley; 
Kay Posey; Bill McNulty 

FW: Docket No. 080503-El Correspondence (RPS Rulemaking) 

RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up 
the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef 
Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Receive Information 
From Advertisers In Water & Wastes Digest; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up 
the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef 
Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS!; Beef Up the RPS! 

Thank you for this information. This email and its 31 attachments will be filed in Docket Correspondence ~ 

Consumers and their representatives, in Docket No. 080503-El. 

From: William C. Garner 
Sent: Wednesday, October 29,2008 3:41 PM 
To: Ann Cole 
Cc: Roberta Bass; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bill McNulty 
Subject: Docket No. 080503-El Correspondence (RPS Rulemaking) 

Ann, 

Please include the attached e-mail correspondence in the correspondence file of the above-referenced docket. 

10/29/2008 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Heloise C. Seailles [heloiseseailles@care2.~om] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1 :05 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Heloise C. Seailles 
1705 SW 78th Street 
Gainesville, FL 32607-3416 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Susan Preston [sunpreston@gmail.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1 :06 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050.  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 2 0 %  renewable energy by 2020.  

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Preston 
P. 0. 415 
La Crosse, FL 32658 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wes Winters [wwintersl @cfl.rr.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1:09 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Wes Winters 
186 Kenilworth Ave. 
Ormond Beach, FL 32174 

386-235-8730 

The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 

The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 

The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
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Ann Cole 

From: Lesley Cox [dan-lesley@att.net] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 1 :09 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

legal assistant Lesley COX 
legal assistant 

Carrabelle, FL 32322 
P.O. BOX CC 

850 697-5555 
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From: Ross Kelsonpetit [democracyinaction@espritus.net] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 1:14 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2 0 2 5  is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. 
increased 2 5 %  since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 

The average electric bill for Florida residents has 

ROSS Kelsonpetit 
7330 Ocean Terrace 
Suite 1801 
Miami Beach, FL 33141 

7330 Ocean Terra 
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Ann Cole 

From: Ada Lang [adalang@bellsouth.net] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 1:13 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Ada Lang 
12411 Gulf Blvd. 
Cedar Key, FL 32625 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: Bill Stokes (bstokes4@juno.com] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 1:14 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Stokes 
301 2nd St. N. #18 
St. Petersburg, FL 33701 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: Kelley Anderson [kanderson@marine.usf.edu] 
Sent 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 1:23 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
we must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

Kelley Anderson 
7320 Burlington Ave N 
ST PETERSBURG, FL 33710 
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Ann Cole 

From: Tom Southern [tomsouthern51 @earthlink.net] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 1 :25 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 

The average electric bill for Florida residents has 

Tom Southern 
6808 S.W. 134th Ave 
Archer, FL 32618 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Andres Mejides [mejides@yahoo.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1 :26 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2 0 2 5  is too timid. 
we must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2 0 0 5  because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

PJldres Mejides 
25650 SW 197 Ave. 
Homestead, FL 33031 

305 2 4 8  4084 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Meyer Jordan [aquahab@hotmail.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1:28 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Meyer Jordan 
4 0 3  W. Michigan Ave 
Pensacola, FL 32505 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Barbara Fite [bfitel @tampabay.rr.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1:29 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Fite 
P.O. BOX 1766 
Ste. 200 
LUtZ, FL 33548-1766 

1 
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X item CompanyName 

[ ] ALL MEMBRANES 

[ ] 8006 AMTA 

[ ] 8003 OURAFLOW CORPORATiON 

Froduct Description 

Cllck the "ALL" box to request a11 listings from this category 

American Membrane Technology Asmiation 2009 Annual conference 8 exposition 
July 13-16 in Austin TX 

Ouraflow microfiltration membranes can filter a 2% wastewater slurry without fouling to 
araduce filtrate. 

I The Envimquip MPAC Membrane System for Decentralized Wastewater Treatment I[ 1 18005 ~EIMCO PROCESSEQUIPMENT I has manv benefits. screenina. Qrit removal. sedimentation. more. 

[ ] 

~ ~ 

A real lifesaver in pretreating seawater 8 protecting membrane filters for more than 25 
years! 

Puron MER Modules use 20% less energy. More advantages: single header design, 
cloo free. essv to maintain & more. 

8008 F.E.LEOPOL0 CO INC(ITTAWT) 

80M KOCH SYSTEMS INC 

[ ] 

lassocialed with S8Ls efficient system design. , , OVYJ awl, I" a LYYCLCaa, INC. 

[ ] 8000 SPiNTEK SYSlFlLTRATlON SYS. Filter mora. clean less. One-inch tubular ultrafiltration membranes are available from 
SoinTek for treatino difficult waste. 

Lsyne provides wstom engineered systems for UFIROINF. Custom engineered 
membrane systems. 8007 LAYNECHRISTENSEN 

[ ] 

[ 1 

[ ] 

10/29/2008 

The smart choice..for all the right reasons. Global supply with local expertise. full 
prcduct range. highest quality. 

Cllck the "ALL" box to request all llstlnpsfrom this category 

Steps to successful project implementation..considerations and planning for a 
membrane plant. 

8001 TORAY MEMBRANE AMERICA 

ALL EDITORIALFEATURES 

1107 AMTA 
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[ ] 1103 CLEAN WATERTECHNOLOGY 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Todd Dripps [sppyrd@bellsouth.net] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 129 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

TO avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050.  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic oppoltunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020.  

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

The average electric bill for Florida residents has 

Todd Dripps 
2447 SW 1 3  Terrace 
Palm City, FL 34990 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Nancy M Murphy [nancym22@bellsouth.net] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1 :30 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy M Murphy 
5432 Neff Lake Road 
Brooksville, FL 34601-7841 

352-796-8281 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jeanne Murphy [jmurphy@sensingnature.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1 :32 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanne Murphy 
10768 118th St. N. 
Seminole. FL 3 3 7 7 5  

The average electric bill for Florida residents has 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Kirstie Zakrajsek [kirstiezak@aol.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1:35 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 8 0 %  by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Kirstie Zakrajsek 
720 Cherry Street 
Ste. 200 
Panama City, FL 32401 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jane Walsh [rainlily@bellsouth.net] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1:43 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050.  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020.  

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Walsh 
3850 NE 4 Ave. 
Deerfield Beach, FL 33064 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Phil Craggs [craggsghil@yahoo.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 1 :44 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M' Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

Phil Craggs 
1523 6th AV. W. ADt # 802 
bradenton, FL 34205 

941/321/0022 

1 



From: Gordon Brown [gbsailorny@msn.com] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 1 :45 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Gordon Brown 
4611 NW 30th St 
Gainesville, FL 32605 

1 



From: Lisa Dantonio [quehoraes7@aol.com] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 1:47 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050.  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020.  

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Dantonio 
3300 Port Royale Dr N 
apt 108 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308-7886 

561-818-9958 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: Marilyn Blackwell [marilynblackwel@wmconnect.com] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 154 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created canlt be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020.To be isentified as 
the Sunshine State and propose such a weak standard for renewable energy is an injustice 
to citizens of the State of Florida and it's environment. 

Thank you for  your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Blackwell 
4812 County Road 381 
Wewahitchka, FL 32465-6960 

850-639-2177 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: Judy Stover [jstover4042@earthlink.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 29,2008 136 PM 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Judy Stover 
235 Quavside Circle 
Maitiand, FL 32751-5795 

4077662743 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: James Angelo [jangelo99@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 29,2008 1 5 9  PM 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050.  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can7t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. . 
Sincerely, 

James Angelo 
14538 Jamaica Dogwood Dr 
Ste. 200 
Orlando, FL 32828 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: Bill Calhoun [bill2joanl @embarqmail.com] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 2:OO PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 

We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. 

A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2 0 5 0 .  

The Sunshine state has some of the best solar resources in the country and should be 
capitalizing on this abundant resource. 

Governor Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida 
will have a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s 
assets from rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. 

The average electric bill for Florida residents has increased 25% since 2005 because of an 
over dependence on fuel that suffers from price shocks in a global market. 

Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by foreign governments or 
market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. 

The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and Legislature and 
increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2 0 2 0 .  

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Calhoun 
913 Algonquin Rd 
Lady Lake, FL 3 2 1 5 9  

3527506430 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: Martha Diaz [marthaadiaz@hotmail.com] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 2:40 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050.  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can7t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020.  

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

Martha Diaz 
1 2 8 1  Whiddon Ave 
Cedar Key, FL 32625 

1 



Ann Cole 

From: Florence Grazi [florence@ssc.org] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 241 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050.  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020.  

Thank you for your time and hard work 

Sincerely, 

Florence Grazi 
1861 Windcross Run 
Palm City, FL 34990 

1 



From: Davy Dragland [d6dragland@hotmail.com] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 2:43 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Davy Dragland 
10500 Vineyard Dr. #308 
Orlando, FL 32821 

407-903-1499 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Gabrielle Graham [gab.graham@gmail.wm] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 2:52 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2 0 2 5  is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050.  The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 25% since 2005  because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020.  

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Gabrielle Graham 
414 1 / 2  W 8th ave 
Tallahassee, FL 32303 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Faith Hoogs [faithoogs@aol.com] 
Wednesday, October 29,2008 338 PM 
Office of the Chairman 
Beef Up the RPS! 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
Crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. The average electric bill for Florida residents has 
increased 2 5 %  since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

Faith Hoogs 
3001 York St. so. 
Gulfport, FL 33707 

727-321-1543 
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From: Melissa Norman [missyno@bellsouth.net] 
Sent: 
To: Office of the Chairman 
Subject: Beef Up the RPS! 

Wednesday, October 29,2008 3:30 PM 

Chairman Mathew M Carter I1 , 
FL 

Dear Public Service Commissioner,, 

Florida can do better! The proposed 10% renewable energy standard by 2025 is too timid. 
We must be as aggressive in fighting global warming as we are in pursuing clean 
industries. A measly ten percent is not doing either. 

To avoid the worst impacts of global warming, we must be working toward decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. The Sunshine state has some of the best solar 
resources in the country and should be capitalizing on this abundant resource. Governor 
crist recognizes the economic opportunities of fighting global warming: Florida will have 
a new clean energy industry offering green jobs while protecting Florida?s assets from 
rising seas and stronger storms. 

A better RPS is good for rate-payers! Renewable energy will bring electric rates down by 
diversifying the energy portfolio. 
increased 25% since 2005 because of an over dependence on fuel that suffers from price 
shocks in a global market. Sun and wind are local resources that can?t be manipulated by 
foreign governments or market speculators and the jobs created can?t be outsourced. 

Furthermore, ten percent will not bring renewable energy companies to Florida! Other 
states are providing stronger standards and we must be able to compete for these 
companies. The Florida PSC should be as aggressive and decisive as the Governor and 
Legislature and increase the standard to 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

Thank you for your time and hard work. 

Sincerely, 

The average electric bill for Florida residents has 

Melissa Norman 
2331 NW 13th Place 
Gainesville, FL 32605 
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10117/2008 11:02 AM 
Office of Commission Clerk Official Filing 

From: Ruth McHargue 
Sent: 
To: Ruth Nettles 
cc: Klmberley Pena 
Subject: Fw: My contact 

Please add to'docket file. 

_ _ _ _ -  Original Message----- 
From: Consumer Contact 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2008 1O:lO AM 
To: Ruth McHargue 
Subject: FW: My contact 

Friday, October 17,2008 1056 AM 

Please forward. 
..___ Original Message----- 
From: Webmaster 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2008 8:29 AM 
To: Consumer Contact 
Subject: FW: My contact 

.._._ Original Message----- 
From: contact@psc.state.fl.us [mailto:contact@psc.state.fl.usl 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2008 12:57 AM 
To: Webmaster 
Cc: mccreadj@bellsouth.net 
Subject: My contact 

Contact from a Web user 

Contact Information: 
Name: Marianne McCready 
Company: Concerned Citizen 
Primary Phone: 3058281799 
Secondary Phone: 3058846137 
Email: mccreadj@bellsouth.net 

Response requested? Yes 
CC Sent? Yes 

Comments : 
This country, our state of Florida included, does not have the luxury not to act where 
renewable energy is concerned. Governor Crist has taken a leadership role in pushing for a 
significant increase in the production and use of renewable energy in Florida. However 
this challenge is not being met by the Public Services Commission or the utility 
companies. According to a recent article in the Orlando Sentinel, "Last year, Gov. Charlie 
Crist challenged the PSC to set up regulations that would require Florida's power 
companies to produce 20 percent of its energy from renewable sources by 2020. That means 
sources like solar and hydropower, not coal and nuclear plants. 

"This week, the PSC's staff meekly suggested that power companies should produce 5 percent 
of their power from renewable sources by 2017. Under the PSC's standards, which 
commissioners will talk about at their meeting on Tuesday, the governor's 20 percent goal 
wouldn't be met until 2041. 

"The PSC's response was pathetic. And that 5 percent mark by 2017? It includes the 3.6 
percent that Florida already generates from renewable sources." 

1 



10/1712008 11:02AM 
Office of Commission Clerk Official Filing 

As a citizen of this state of Florida, I am appalled by the lack of action being taken by 
the PSC and the power companies. If the PSC suggestions are followed, practically no 
progress will be made - 1.4% increase in 9 years?! And while nuclear power does have the 
benefit of a low carbon footprint; it is very expensive to build, a security risk (theft 
and storage of spent fuel, etc.), and the money to build it could much more profitably be 
spent on developing true renewable energy sources and industries. 

The most economically successful countries are those who have developed sustainable and 
renewable sources of energy. Is the lobby from the power companies so strong that the 
commissioners are afraid to act to protect our future? We need to do something now. Get 
with the program PSC and develop progressive regulations that will improve our state of 
being. 



**CLK OFFICIAL DOCUMENT...* * 
Kimberley Pena 080§03 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
cc: 
Subject: 

Ruth McHargue 
Monday, October 13,2008 2:19 PM 
Ruth Nettles 
Kimberley Pena 
FW: My contact 

Please add to docket file 080503 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Consumer Contact 
Sent: Monday, October 13,2008 1:03 PM 
To: Ruth McHargue 
Subject: FW: My contact 

Please forward. 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Webmaster 
Sent: Monday, October 13,2008 11:ll AM 
To: Consumer Contact 
Subject: FW: My contact 

-----Original Message----- 
From: contact@psc.state.fl.us [m~lto:contact@psc.state.fl.us] 
Sent: Monday, October 13,2008 10:57 AM 
To: Webmaster 
Cc: effexlOO@gmaiI.com 
Subject: My contact 

Contact from a Web user 

Contact Information: 
Name: Ray Myers 
Company: 
Primary Phone: 321-960-5904 
Secondary Phone: 
Email: effexl OO@gmail.com 

Response requested? No 
CC Sent? Yes 

Comments: 
I‘m contacting you in regard to the proposed Renewable Portfolio Standard released last week. 

When I read that you turned down the power company’s request to have nuclear power count as renewable 

1 



**CLK OFFICIAL DOCUMENT...* * 
energy, I was happy to see the commission was standing up to FPL and making the right decision for Florida. 
But then I read this proposed plan and it's goal of %20 renewable energy by 2050 and was greatly disappointing. 
This is way to little, way to late. 

This state has a wealth of renewable resources that can be tapped to bring it's residents clean, affordable energy. 
The power companies are, however, willing to let our current energy crisis reach a critical point before investing 
seriously in renewable energy. Instead, depleting our current energy sources and polluting our state for quick 
and easy profit. 

Sadly this standard as proposed allows them to do just that. I implore you to consider the long term effects to the 
residents of Florida over the profits of the power companies. Please, adjust the Renewable Portfolio standard to 
make Florida one of the leading states in renewable energy production in the future and not one left behind. 

Thank You, 
Ray Myers 
Florida Resident 
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**CLK OFFICIAL DOCUMENT...* * 
Kimberley Pena 080§03 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
cc: 
Subject: 

Ruth McHargue 
Monday, October 13,2008 2:19 PM 
Ruth Nettles 
Kimberley Pena 
FW: My contact 

Please add to docket file 080503 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Consumer Contact 
Sent: Monday, October 13,2008 1:03 PM 
To: Ruth McHargue 
Subject: FW: My contact 

Please forward. 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Webmaster 
Sent: Monday, October 13,2008 11:ll AM 
To: Consumer Contact 
Subject: FW: My contact 

-----Original Message----- 
From: contact@psc.state.fl.us [m~lto:contact@psc.state.fl.us] 
Sent: Monday, October 13,2008 10:57 AM 
To: Webmaster 
Cc: effexlOO@gmaiI.com 
Subject: My contact 

Contact from a Web user 

Contact Information: 
Name: Ray Myers 
Company: 
Primary Phone: 321-960-5904 
Secondary Phone: 
Email: effexl OO@gmail.com 

Response requested? No 
CC Sent? Yes 

Comments: 
I‘m contacting you in regard to the proposed Renewable Portfolio Standard released last week. 

When I read that you turned down the power company’s request to have nuclear power count as renewable 
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**CLK OFFICIAL DOCUMENT...* * 
energy, I was happy to see the commission was standing up to FPL and making the right decision for Florida. 
But then I read this proposed plan and it's goal of %20 renewable energy by 2050 and was greatly disappointing. 
This is way to little, way to late. 

This state has a wealth of renewable resources that can be tapped to bring it's residents clean, affordable energy. 
The power companies are, however, willing to let our current energy crisis reach a critical point before investing 
seriously in renewable energy. Instead, depleting our current energy sources and polluting our state for quick 
and easy profit. 

Sadly this standard as proposed allows them to do just that. I implore you to consider the long term effects to the 
residents of Florida over the profits of the power companies. Please, adjust the Renewable Portfolio standard to 
make Florida one of the leading states in renewable energy production in the future and not one left behind. 

Thank You, 
Ray Myers 
Florida Resident 
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l o l l  3/2008 225 PM 
Office of Commission Clerk Official Filing 

Ruth Nettles 

From: Ruth McHargue 
Sent: Monday, October 13,2008 2:19 PM 
To: 
cc: 
Subject: 

Ruth Nettles 
Klmberley Pena 
Fw: My contact 

Please add to docket file 080503 _ _ _ _ _  Original Message----- 
From: Consumer Contact 
Sent: Monday, October 13, 2008 1:03 PM 
To: Ruth McHargue 
Subject: FW: My contact 

I FPSC, CLK - CORRESPONDENCE L l  Administrativen P@tiees W O U S U J n C r  

DJSTRIBIJTION: 

Please forward. 
__.__ Original Message----- 
From: Webmaster 
Sent: Monday, October 13, 2008 11:11 AM 
To: Consumer Contact 
Subject: FW: My contact 

__._. Original Message----- 
From: contactc3psc.state.fl.u~ [mailto:contact@psc.state.fl.usl 
Sent: Monday, October 13, 2008 10:57 AM 
To: Webmaster 
Cc: effex100Cogmail.com 
Subject: My contact 

Contact from a Web user 

Contact Information: 
Name: Ray Myers 
company : 
Primary Phone: 321-960-5904 
Secondary Phone: 
Email: effex100Cogmail.com 

Response requested? No 
CC Sent? Yes 

comments : 
I'm contacting you in regard to the proposed Renewable Portfolio Standard released last 
week. 

When I read that you turned down the power company's request to have nuclear power count 
as renewable energy, I was happy to see the commission was standing up to FPL and making 
the right decision for Florida. But then I read this proposed plan and it's goal of %20 
renewable energy by 2050 and was greatly disappointing. This is way to little, way to 
late. 

This state has a wealth of renewable resources that can be tapped to bring it's residents 
clean, affordable energy. The power companies are, however, willing to let our current 
energy crisis reach a critical point before investing seriously in renewable energy. 
Instead, depleting our current energy sources and polluting our state for quick and easy 
profit. 

Sadly this standard as proposed allows them to do just that. I implore you to consider the 

1 



10/13/2008 2:25 PM 
Office of Commission Clerk Official Filing 
long term effects to the residents of Florida over the profits of the power companies. 
Please, adjust the Renewable Portfolio standard to make Florida one of the leading states 
in renewable energy production in the future and not one left behind. 

Thank You, 
Ray Myers 
Florida Resident 

2 
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101312008 4:03 PM 
Office of Commission Clerk Official Filing 

Ruth Nettles hm503 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
cc: 
Subject 

Ruth McHargue 
Friday, October 03,2008 340 PM 
Ruth Nettles 
Kimberley Pena 
Docket correspondence 

Please add to docket file 

.__.. Original Message----- 
From: Consumer Contact 
Sent: Friday, October 03, 2008 3:16 PM 
To: Ruth McHargue 
Subject: FW: My contact 

1 FPSC. CLK - CORRESPONDENCE 1 

DISTRIBIJTION: I 

Pleaser forward. 
.__-. Original Message----- 
From: Webmaster 
Sent: Friday, October 03, 2008 1:23 PM 
To: Consumer Contact 
Subject: FW: My contact 

_ _ _ - -  Original Message----- 
From: contact@psc.state.fl.us [mailto:contact@psc.state.fl.usl 
Sent: Friday, October 03, 2008 1 :OE PM 
To: Webmaster 
Cc: larafam@comcast.net 
Subject: My contact 

Contact from a Web user 

Contact Information: 
Name: Kevin Lara 
Company : 
Primary Phone: 
Secondary Phone: 
Email: larafam@comcast.net 

Response requested? Yes 
CC Sent? Yes 

Comments : 
Your recent recommendation that florida achieve 20% renewable energy by 2041 is an 
embarrassment. How dare you insult us with such a position. By 2041. at least 60% of our 
energy needs to be clean and renewable. Our state government's administration of 
development in our state demonstrates incompetence, and apparently that trend continues. 
Please resign and lets folks with intellect, vision and caring marshall our state into the 
future. Clearly uou are incapable of making decisions other than for the benefit of big 
business and lobbyist. 

1 



101212008 10:42 AM 
Office of Commission Clerk Official Filing 

Ruth Nettles 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
cc: 
Subject: 

Ruth McHargue 
Thursday, October 02,2008 10:37 AM 
Ruth Nettles 
Kimberley Pena 
Fw: My contact 

Please add to docket 080503 

__-.. Original Message----- 
From: Consumer Contact 
Sent: Thursday, October 02, 2008 8:56 AM 
To: Ruth McHargue 
Subject: FW: My contact 

_.___ Original Message----- 
From: Webmaster 
Sent: Thursday, October 02, 2008 8:51 AM 
TO: Consumer Contact 
Subject: FW: My contact 

_ _ _ - -  Original Message----- 
From: contact@psc.state.fl.us [mailto:contact@psc.state.fl.usl 
Sent: Wednesday, October 01, 2008 10:07 PM 
TO: Webmaster 
Cc: jsetlifl@tampabay.rr.com 
Subject: My contact 

Contact from a Web user 

Contact Information: 
Name: Charles Crook 
company : 
Primary Phone: 813 818 4567 
Secondary Phone: 
Email: jsetlifl@tampabay.rr.com 

Response requested? Yes 
CC Sent? Yes 

Comments : 
The PSC needs to implement a plan to have 20% of Florida's energy generated by renewable 
resources by 2020. 
Remember that you work for us, not the power companies. 

Any lesser plan or staff proposal that falls short should be rejected. 

1 
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9/29/2008 10:06 AM 
Office of Commission Clerk Official Filing 

Ruth Nettles 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
cc: 
Subject: 

Ruth McHargue 
Monday, September 29,2008 1006 AM 
Ruth Nettles 
Kimberiey Pena 
Docket file. 

I believe this should be added to docket file 080503. 
Ruth 

_ _ _ _ -  Original Message----- 
From: Consumer Contact 
Sent: Friday, September 26, 2008 8:32 AM 
To: Ruth McHargue 
Subject: FW: My contact 

0 AdminirtrarivbD P.&.s 

Please forward. 
---_. original Message----- 
From: Webmaster 
Sent: Thursday, September 25, 2008 11:38 AM 
TO: Consumer Contact 
Subject: FW: My contact 

____. Original Message----- 
From: contact@psc.state.fl.us [mailto:contact@psc.state.fl.usl 
Sent: Thursday, September 25, 2008 11:21 AM 
To: Webmaster 
Subject: My contact 

Contact from a Web user 

Contact Information: 
Name: Jason Bennett 
Company : 
Primary Phone: 954-817-7471 
Secondary Phone: 
Email: jbbennett@comcast.net 

Response requested? Yes 
CC Sent? No 

Comments : 
I am writing to you to express my opposition to the current Florida plan to implement 
Renewable Energy Credits. I urge you to push for renewable energy along the lines of 
Germany and respectfully suggest that you check this website 
http://www.globalchange.umd.edu/energytrends/gerany/6/ and also http://www.german- 
renewable-energy.com/Renewables/Navigation/Englisch/root.html. The Wikipedia entry also 
contains useful information, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy_in_Dermany. 

Thank you for your kind attention to this matter. 

1 



Ms. Ann Cole 
Commission Clerk 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
Submitted to filings@psc.state.fl.us 

Subject: Docket #OS0503 Renewable Portfolio Standard Rulemaking 

Dear Ms. Cole: 

Sarasota County is committed to building a Sustainable Community and diversifying our local 
economy. Effective and ambitious implementation of renewable energy technologies is a 
priority strategy toward achieving this broadly supported goal. Sarasota County partnered with 
Florida Power and Light in hosting the largest solar army in the state on our Rothenbach Park, is 
developing landlill gas to energy projects on our landfills, and is exploring a potential project to 
deploy solar hot water heaters on homes around OUT community. Our citizens have identified 
renewable energy as a priority at their community environmental summit held in February and 
set a goal of 50 percent of homes with solar hot water heaters within five years. These initiatives 
and others will be key to developing local demand for renewable energy and building the 
potential for green jobs in our economy. 

As the Public Service Commission considers the details of the Renewable Portfolio Standard 
(RF'S), Sarasota County would like to express support for a strong standard that would increase 
the local opportunities for renewable energy in communities like om.  With a requirement of 20 
percent by 2020, utilities and customers would be presented with the incentives necessary to 
overcome market barriers and implement renewable energy projects at a scale that would boost 
local economic opportunities in the industry and help achieve sustainable energy goals in the 
near term. 

Samsota County is particularly interested in the inclusion of solar hot water offsets of electric 
generation. This technology has been identified by our citizens as a key tool in the 
implementation of renewable energy, with proven technology, rapid payback, and significant 
energy potential. The inclusion of solar hot water heating in the Renewable Portfolio Standard 
would be critical to the achievement of our community's solar thermal goals. 

The Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC) has done an analysis that shows the current draft of the 
Renewable Portfolio Standard would put Florida last among all states with an RPS. The FSEC 
has shown that a target of 20 percent by 2020 would be achievable and economical, returning 

OFFICE OF THE COUNM ADMINISTRATOR 4 1660 Ringling Boulevard. 2" Floor. Sarasota, FL 34235 
Telephone: 941/861-5111 4 Fax: 94110615987 



Ms. Ann Cole 
September 3,2008 
Page two 

savings to citizens aroun- &he state and inspiring innovations among local businesses. Sanlsota 
County would like to encourage the Public Service Commission to continue Florida's pattern of 
leadership on climate change and renewable energy, by recommending a rule that includes the 20 
percent by 2020 standard and includes solar hot water among the eligible technologies. 

Sincerely, 

ounty Administrator 

c: Sarasota County Commission 1 Deputy County Administrators 
Theresa A. Connor, P.E., Environmental Services Executive Director 
Amy H. Meese, Natural Resources General Manager 

- -  

OFFICE OF THE COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 4 1680 Ringling BOUleVard, Zm Floor, Sarasota. FL 34236 
Telephone: 941/861-5111 4 Fax: 9411861-5987 



4665 Pebble Bay South 

Ann Cole 
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DOCUMENT N0.077&7 -0 8 
DISTRIBUTION: 

From: Ann Cole 
Sent: Monday, September 08,2008 855 AM 
To: Office Of Commissioner Edgar 
Cc: William C. Gamer; Lorena Holley; Lany Hams; Bridget Grimsley; Lois Graham; Kay Posey; Steve 

Lanon; Mary Macko 
Subject: RE: Green Energy 

Thanks, Roberta. This email, which will be placed in Docket Correspondence-Consumers and their 
Representatives, Docket No. 080503-El. today. 

From: Office Of Commissioner Edgar 
Sent: Monday, September 08,2008 7:14 AM 
To: Ann Cole 
cc: William C. Garner; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bridget Grimsley; Lois Graham; Kay Posey; Steve Larson; 
Mary Macko 
Subject: FW: Green Energy 

Please place this correspondence in Docket No. 080503-El. Thank you. 

R O b W t O  

Roberta S. Bass 
Chief Advisor to Commissioner Edgar 

Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0854 

Office (850) 413-6016 
Fax (850) 413-6017 
Email Roberta.Bass@PSC.STATE.FL.US 

From: Judy Orcutt [ m a i l ~ i j o r c u t t ~ b e l l ~ u ~ . n e t ]  
Sent: Saturday, September 06,2008 4:51 PM 
To: Office Of Commissioner Edgar 
Subject: Green Energy 

4665 Pebble Bay South 
Vero Beach, FL 32963 
September 6, 2008 

Dear Commissioners, 

Just a few months ago, I was pleased to be able to spread the good news in my 
community that the Public Service Commission had been strong and progressive in 
their stand against big utility companies - insisting that net metering become 
mandated. I saw this as a very positive incentive for individuals and businesses to 

9/8/2008 



4665 Pebble Bay South Page 2 of 2 

take the risk and start investing in alternative energy sources for Florida. And in 
fact, I think the result was that it put pressure on the private utility companies, 
like FPL, to begin investing in alternative energy sources themselves. 

Now this week, I was disappointed to read about the Public Service Commission's 
draft proposal for renewable energy production. The tiered objectives of 2% by 
2010, 3.75% by 2017, 6% by 2025 and 20% by 2050 fall short of the targets that 
we need to set. The U. S. Department of Energy has set a goal of 20% of the U.S. 
Electric power to come from Renewable Sources by 2030. Florida should be 
leading this effort, not falling behind other states that are less suited for renewable 
energy. 

I urge you as Commissioners to set the goals at  a level that join the national effort 
for our nation to become energy independent. I also urge you to adopt an official 
policy as part of your mission statement regarding the usage of renewable energy. 

Sincerely, 

Judy Orcutt 
IRC Sustainability Committee 

9/8/2008 
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Kimberley Pena 

From: Kimberley Pena 

Sent: 
To: 'fplsucks@bellsouth.net' 

Cc: 

Wednesday, August 27,2008 4:48 PM 

Bridget Grimsley; Ann Cole; Cindy Miller; Karen Webb; JoAnn Chase 

Subject: RE: Doc*080503 Interested Party Alex Larson 

Ms. Larson, per this e-mail, we have added you to the mail ing l i s t  as an interested person. Please be advised 
that as an interested person, you will be receiving al l  notices for agenda conferences and hearings, and al l  
proposed agency actions and final orders issued by the Commission. You can monitor the progress of the 
docket by visiting our website at http://www.psc.state.fl.us/dockets/cms/docke~i1in~s2.~~x?docket=080503, 
Please let me know if I can be o f  further service. 

Thank you for contacting the Florida Public Service Commission. 

Kimberley M. Pefia 
Chief Deputy Commission Clerk 
Office of Commission Clerk 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
(8x1) 413-6770 

From: Ann Cole 
Sent: Wednesday, August 27,2008 12:59 PM 
To: Bridget Grimsley 
CC: Kimberley Pena 
Subject: RE: Doc*080503 Interested Party Alex Larson 

Yes, a courtesy copy of the agenda is going out in today's mail. Now that the agendas are available on line, we no 
longer have a "subscription list." 1'11 cc you on the cover letter, which will outline our procedures. 

Kim, please add Ms. Larson to this docket. Thanks. 

From: Bridget Grimsley 
Sent: Wednesday, August 27,2008 8:23 AM 
To: Ann Cole 
Subject: FW: Doc*080503 Interested Party Alex Larson 

Ann, 

Can you add Ms. Larson as an interested person in docket 080503? I understand she spoke to you regarding having the 
agendas mailed to her. Is this correct? 

Bridget 

From: fplsucks@bellsouth.net [mailto:fplsucks@belIsouth.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 27,2008 1:51 AM 
To: Bridget Grimsley 
Subject: Doc*080503 Interested Party Alex Larson 

8/27/2008 
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Dear Bridget, 
As per our phone conversation I would like 

to be included in Doc.#080503 as an interested 
party.1 wish t o  receive every piece of  
information involving this matter.My mailing 
address is 16933 W.Harlena Drive 
Loxahatchee,Florida 33470.If  there is any 
problem with this request please feel free to  cal l  
me a t  my home 561-791-0875.1 would also like 
to  request a copy of  all future agendas for the 
PSC be mailed to  m e  a t  the address listed 
above.Again Thank You for your 
patience .Alexa nd r ia La rson 

8/27/2008 
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Kimbsrley Pena f i g 0 5 0 3  

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
cc: 
Subject: 

Kimberley Pena 
Wednesday, August 27,2008 7:47 AM 
Cindy Miller; JoAnn Chase; Karen Webb 
Ruth Nettles 
FW: My contact 

We will place this in the consumer correspondence. Please let me know who is the person responsible for 
responding to consumer correspondence so we can forward future ones to himiher. Thanks for your help. 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Ruth McHargue 
Sent: Tuesday, August 26,2008 3:54 PM 
To: Ruth Nettles 
Cc: Kimherley Pena 
Subject: FW: My contact 

Add to docket file 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Consumer Contact 
Sent: Tuesday, August 26,2008 1:38 PM 
To: Ruth McHargue 
Subject: FW: My contact 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Webmaster 
Sent: Monday, August 25,2008 8:18 AM 
To: Consumer Contact 
Subject: FW: My contact 

-----Original Message----- 
From: contact@psc.state. fl.us [mailto:contact@psc.state.fl.us] 
Sent: Sunday, August 24,2008 9:37 AM 
To: Webmaster 
Cc: scmartin@mac.com 
Subject: My contact 

Contact from a Web user 

Contact Information: 
Name: Sam Martin 
Company: Retired 
Primary Phone: 

1 0 7 7 6 9  AUG27g 
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Secondary Phone: 
Email: scmartin@mac.com 

Response requested? No 
CC Sent? Yes 

Comments: 
PSC, Your proposed one percent increased cost to consumers cap for renewable energy projects is much too low 
and should be a 20-25 percent cap as in recent proposals for new nuclear power plants. Please remember that 
these costs can be recovered over time in many economic ways. Further, I oppose building nuclear plants until 
all nuclear waste disposal safety issues have been resolved at local, national and global levels. I also support 
Gov. Christ's ambition for 20 percent renewables by year 2020. Your timid goals smack of utility industry 
favoritism. We Floridians must do our share to reduce the impacts of global warming. Please maintain the 
Public in PSC decisions. 
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